PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
October 8, 2015
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC

AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

1:30 p.m.

AGENDA
Adoption of the Agenda
1.
REPORTS
2.

GM, Planning and Development – Regional Economic Development Steering
Committee Meeting of September 29, 2015
(Regional Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX A
pp 1 - 49

3.

Senior Planner - Community Amenity Contribution Policy for Independent Power
and Resource Projects
(Regional Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX B
pp 50 - 56

4.

Planner – History of BCTS-SCRD Recommendations and Correspondence
(Regional Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX C
pp 57 – 70

5.

Planning Technician - Development Permit with a Variance No. D-137 (Mullock for
Schober)
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX D
pp 71 - 94

6.

Senior Planner and Planner – Agricultural Land Reserve Application # D-59 (Green
for 1312 Lands Inc.) for Subdivision within the ALR at District Lot 1312, Roberts
Creek (Area D)
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX E
pp 95 – 138

7.

Chief Building Inspector/Bylaw Enforcement Manager – Bylaw Notice Enforcement
Ticketing System (BEN)
(Bylaw Enforcement) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX F
pp 139 - 145

8.

Planning and Development Division Monthly Report – September 2015
(Regional/Rural Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX G
pp 146 - 154

MINUTES
9. Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of September 22, 2015
(Regional Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX H
pp 155 - 189

10. Natural Resources Advisory Committee Minutes of September 16, 2015
(Regional Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX I
pp 190 – 196

11. Roberts Creek (Area D) APC Minutes of September 28, 2015
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX J
pp 197- 199

COMMUNICATIONS
12.

Wendy Pearson, Coordinator, Halfmoon Bay – Chatelech Community School.
Regarding Information Referral Project Progress Report and Funding Request

To be distributed
at meeting

IN CAMERA
That the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Section 90 (1) (e) of
the Community Charter – “the acquisition, disposition or expropriation of land or improvements…”
ADJOURNMENT

ANNEX A
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

September 30, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 8, 2015

FROM:

Steven Olmstead, GM, Planning and Development

RE:

Regional Economic Development Steering Committee Meeting of
September 29, 2015.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
THAT the GM, Planning and Development report regarding the Regional Economic
Development Committee Meeting of September 29, 2015 be received;
AND THAT the Regional Economic Development Committee Meeting Notes of September
29, 2015 be received.

The SCRD Board adopted the following in-part resolution on September 17, 2015:
377/15

Recommendation No. 1 Draft Terms of Reference – Regional Economic
Development Steering Committee
THAT the GM, Planning and Development report dated September 1, 2015 and
titled “Draft Terms of Reference – Regional Economic Development Steering
Committee” be received;
AND THAT the Regional Economic Development Steering Committee begin work
on or before October 1, 2015.

The Regional Economic Development Steering Committee held its first meeting on September
29, 2015. The meeting notes are enclosed with this report as Attachment A. Five Action Items
were identified by the Steering Committee. The following items require discussion and decision
by the SCRD Board:
Action Items:
2. Steering Committee members are to discuss with their respective councils/boards the
funding model and determine the upper end of their funding commitment.
4. Steering Committee members are to share the Comox Valley Regional District
Economic Development Service Function Review report with their respective councils
and provide comments regarding:
a. Organization Structure: Society or arms-length model, compared to the CVRD
model of Society/Commission.
b. Economic Development Services, as outlined in Table 8 (page 21) of the report.
The Comox Valley Regional District Economic Development Service Function Review report,
dated March 2014 by Urbanics Consultants Ltd. is enclosed as Attachment B for information.
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Attachment A

REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STEERING COMMITTEE
MEETING NOTES

PRESENT:

Area B Director, SCRD
Area A Director, SCRD
Councillor, Town of Gibsons
Councillor, Town of Gibsons
Councillor, District of Sechelt
Chief, shíshálh Nation
Communications Coordinator, shíshálh Nation

Garry Nohr
Frank Mauro
Charlene SanJenko
Silas White (part)
Noel Muller
Calvin Craigan
Michael Morgan

CAO, SCRD
GM, Planning and Development, SCRD
Treasurer, SCRD
Planning Secretary, SCRD (Note Taker)

Janette Loveys
Steven Olmstead
Tina Perrault (part)
Autumn Ruinat

R

ALSO PRESENT:

AF
T

SCRD Office, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC
Tuesday September 29, 2015

CALL TO ORDER

9:00 a.m.

DESIGNATE CHAIR

D

Garry Nohr was designated Chair of the Regional Economic Development Steering Committee
for the September 29, 2015 meeting.
It was determined that the meeting Chair will alternate as follows:
Meeting #1 – Garry Nohr
Meeting #2 – Noel Muller
Meeting #3 – Charlene SanJenko
Meeting #4 - Chief Calvin Craigan
AGENDA

The agenda was adopted as presented.

BACKGROUND REPORTS
Garry Nohr provided a verbal overview of the history of regional economic development.
Steven Olmstead provided a verbal overview of the work done in 2014/2105 by elected officials
through a series of four workshops. A funding grant was provided by Island Coastal Economic
Trust. Consultant Jamie Vann Struth was retained to facilitate and report on the results of the
workshops. The Final Report on 2015 Workshop to Establish a Sunshine Coast Regional
Economic Development Initiative including revised “Sunshine Coast Economic Development
Charter”, dated June 2015 outlines the consensus achieved and outstanding items.
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Steven Olmstead reported that three of the local governments (SCRD, Town of Gibsons, District
of Sechelt) have approved in principle the establishment of a Sunshine Coast Regional
Economic Development entity and have appointed a representative/alternate to the Regional
Economic Development Steering Committee. Approval from the shíshálh Nation is pending.
Chief Calvin Craigan provided an update regarding the shíshálh Nation’s economic
development initiatives. Communications Coordinator, Michael Morgan will work with shíshálh
Nation to highlight success stories within the territory. Chief Craigan stated that the shíshálh
Nation council will make a decision regarding the Sunshine Coast Regional Economic
Development Initiative soon.

NEW BUSINESS

AF
T

A joint Press Release regarding the Sunshine Coast Regional Economic Development Initiative
is on hold pending a decision by the shíshálh Nation.

The topic of Funding and the Funding Formula model based on 50% population/ 50%
assessment was added to the agenda for discussion.
Discussion Items included:

D








The funding model needs to be finalized so we can move forward.
Overall consensus on this funding model was reached at the workshops.
Discuss with Area E Director regarding the funding model and address concerns.
Need to determine how to move forward with the funding levels per local/rural area
versus at a regional level.
Regional entity funding would be complimentary to local/rural area funding.
Important to keep local/rural area funding for some projects.
Need to determine the overall funding commitment for 5 years.
Look at the Comox Valley Regional District model as an example for funding.
Staff resources needed to support the work of the entity.
Resources needed to retain experts in economic development.

R






Tina Perrault, SCRD Treasurer joined the meeting to provide an explanation of the 50%
population/ 50% assessment funding model and how this would be calculated once the overall
funding amount was decided.
Action Items:
1. Garry Nohr will facilitate a discussion on the funding model with the Area E Director,
SCRD Treasurer and GM, Planning and Development.
2. Steering Committee members are to discuss with their respective councils/boards the
funding model and determine the upper end of their funding commitment.
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REPORTS
Regional Economic Development Steering Committee Terms of Reference
Discussion of the Terms of Reference resulted in the following amendments:






The Terms of Reference should reflect the collaboration or all partners. Ex: Include all
local government logos at the top of the document;
4.7 - Add the SCRD Board Procedure Bylaw No. 474 for reference;
Add a section for Reporting back to Councils and the Regional Board;
Add Criteria for Selection of Board Members to the Duties (Section 2);
Under Membership (Section 3), included the names of local government partners.

Action Items:

AF
T



3. The amended Terms of Reference will be brought back to the next meeting for review
and approval by the Committee.

BACKGROUND REPORTS

Comox Valley Regional District Economic Development Service Function Review, March
2014, Urbanics Consultants Ltd.
Discussion Items included:




D



The CVRD model and report can serve as a good example for the Sunshine Coast
Economic Development Initiative.
Discussion on the Organization structure of the CVRD model - Society/Commission.
Table 7: Staffing Metrics for Comparable Economic Development Services (page 20 of
the report) – This table gives a good idea of the staff/salary levels.
Table 8: Comparison of Activities across Comparable Economic Development Services
(page 21 of the report) – The Board of the entity could provide input on the activities of
economic development services for the Sunshine Coast.
The April 2014 Pre-Workshop Survey outlines the areas of consensus for a regional
approach on economic development activities. (This is available on the SCRD website:
http://www.scrd.ca/regional-economic-development).
Seek feedback from all the local governments on the CVRD model and report.

R







Action Items:
4. Steering Committee members are to share the Comox Valley Regional District
Economic Development Service Function Review report with their respective councils
and provide comments regarding:
a. Organization Structure: Society or arms-length model, compared to the CVRD
model of Society/Commission.
b. Economic Development Services, as outlined in Table 8 (page 21) of the report.
5. Garry Nohr will contact elected officials involved in the Comox Valley Economic
Development Society and provide feedback to the Steering Committee members at the
next meeting.
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NEXT MEETING DATE
The next meeting will take place in late October. The next meeting Chair, Noel Muller will
coordinate potential dates.
The agenda items for the next meeting will be made up of the above listed Action Items.
10:15 a.m.

D

R

AF
T

ADJOURNMENT
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Executive Summary
Urbanics Consultants was retained by the Comox Valley Regional District to
perform the review of its economic development service function as required by
Bylaw 2395.
Section 8 of Bylaw No. 2395, being “Comox Valley Economic Development
Commission Establishment Bylaw No. 2395, 2001,” states:
“All aspects of the Comox Valley economic development service shall be
reviewed every five years, with the first review occurring in 2012.”
The following is considered as ‘all aspects’ as approved by the CVRD board on
July 30, 2013. All aspects include:
•

Review of the service establishment documents including letters patent,
conversion bylaw and amendment bylaw. The consultant shall
recommend improvements to the service establishment bylaw that will
reflect the Comox Valley Regional District and any other
recommendations that would improve the bylaw language.

•

Review of the requisition limits, section 3 of Bylaw No. 2395.

•

Review of cost recovery methods, section 4 of Bylaw No. 2395.

•

Review of borrowing, section 5 of Bylaw No. 2395.

•

Review of composition, section 6 and 7 of Bylaw No. 2395.

•

Review of elected officials role on Comox Valley Economic Development
Society board with respect to Court of Appeal decision in Schlenker v.
Torgrimson, 2013 BCCA 9

After reviewing the pertinent legislation and literature, we established an initial
peer group of nine other communities and their respective economic
development organizations where we examined the following aspects: activities
undertaken, administrative structure, staff size, governance structure, role of
elected officials, funding methods, requisition limits, cost recovery methods and
borrowing practices.
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The peer group consisted of:
REGIONAL DISTRICT
Comox Valley
Alberni-Clayoquot
Central Kootenay
Cowichan Valley
Fraser Valley
Fraser-Fort George
Kootenay Boundary
North Okanagan
Okanagan-Similkameen
Strathcona

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
Nelson and Area Economic Development Partnership
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (via LCCDTS)
City of Vernon Economic Development Office
City of Penticton Economic Development Department
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Development Corporation)

ORGANIZATION TYPE
Society/Commission
Government Department
Chamber (partnership)
Government Department
City-owned Corporation
City-owned Corporation
Society/Commission
Government Department
Government Department
City-owned Corporation

We reviewed the available literature and conducted over 60 telephone and inperson interviews with various stakeholders and experts. Based on this research
we arrived at the following findings and recommendations:
Requisition Limits – Comox Valley has a higher requisition limit than most
communities that set a limit, but not as high as others. We see no reason to
change the current requisition limit at this time.
Tax Requisitions – Comox Valley economic development costs the taxpayers
more per-capita than the average of the peer group, but consistent with the
broader programs operating in the larger communities.
Overall Budget – Comox Valley economic development spends more per-capita
than the average of the peer group, but consistent with broader programs
operating in the larger communities.
Funding and Cost Recovery –Larger programs tend to make greater use of
outside funding sources (i.e. in addition to revenues from tax requisitions), than
do smaller programs. Comox Valley performs in a manner consistent with the
larger programs, but other programs do seem to make more use of grants or
funding from senior government.
Borrowing Practices – We found that borrowing aside from current debt was not
an issue in any of the communities we explored. We see no reason to change
the current policy at this time.
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Staffing Sizes – Comox Valley, while employing a larger staff than the average,
was similar to those with broader programs. We did not see this as a particular
concern.
Activities Taken –We did not find Comox Valley to be lacking in its overall
breadth of services offered.
Roles of Elected Officials – We found that Comox Valley economic development
had the highest involvement of elected officials of any of the programs using an
arms-length structure. We recommend that the CVEDS board be changed such
that elected officials no longer serve as directors, but rather as “liaisons” that are
still able to attend all board meetings.
Economic Development Structure – After consideration of the merits and
disadvantages of each economic development organization structure, we
recommend that the current structure of an arms-length commission be
maintained, and that CVEDS continue as a quasi-independent commission
mandated to serve the City of Courtenay, the Town of Comox, the Village of
Cumberland and electoral areas Baynes Sound (Area A), Lazo North (Area B)
and Puntledge/Black Creek (Area C); – funded by all six members on a
proportionate basis.
Establishment Bylaw – We see an opportunity to amend the existing bylaw to
help provide greater clarity as to the role of the economic development
organization.
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Introduction
Urbanics Consultants has been retained by the Comox Valley Regional District to
perform the review of its economic development service function as required by
Bylaw 2935. The review intended to accomplish the following:
1. Review the economic development activities in communities comparablysized with the Comox Valley Regional District,
•

Establish a peer group of economic development programs
comparably-sized communities in the Province of British Columbia;

in

•

Examine and compare the requisition limits, cost recovery methods and
borrowing practices in comparable economic development programs in
the peer group;

•

Examine and compare the administrative structure, staff sizes,
composition, governance structure, role of elected officials, funding
methods, and activities undertaken by economic development programs in
the peer group.

2. Compare the Comox Valley economic development service with others in its
peer group based on certain criteria,
•

Rank the Comox Valley economic development service with respect to
communities in terms of the requisition limits, cost recovery methods,
borrowing practices and composition;

•

Identify the differences as well as advantages and disadvantages of the
economic development service models used in other communities;

•

Present findings from these analyses that identify the differences between
Comox Valley economic development service and the service models
found elsewhere.

3. Make recommendations based upon the findings revealed by research,
•

Recommend specific changes, if required, to the legal wording of the
service establishment documents;

•

Recommend specific changes, as necessary, to requisition limits, cost
recovery, borrowing, governance and accountability;

•

Recommend necessary changes in light of the Schlenker decision.
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Methodology
This review was informed by the insights gathered from public and primary
sources. Public sources included the Supplemental Letters Patent, the service
establishment bylaws for Comox Valley Regional District and many other
jurisdictions, as well as reports available through various levels of government.
These information sources were supplemented through extensive primary
research. From late November 2013 to early March 2014, we interviewed dozens
of stakeholders about economic development in the Comox Valley. This included
a cross-section of:
•

Local politicians (including the three Mayors and nearly all of the
Councilors of Courtenay, Comox and Cumberland);

•

Regional politicians (the Directors of Electoral Areas A, B and C);

•

Senior municipal and regional staff;

•

CVEDS staff and board members;

•

Members of the Comox Valley business community and community
groups.

Limitations
Due to the differences inherent in each community, economic development
model and local economy, this review was, by necessity, highly qualitative in
nature. As there is no one way to deliver economic development services, we
often needed to use our discretion and judgement to reduce the dissimilarity
between concepts being compared. Furthermore, economic development
organizations generally tend to be somewhat opaque and often do not make all
of their information publicly available. Though we did our best to work around
these limitations, we acknowledge that our information may be incomplete. That
said, all the recommendations offered herein were made based more on overall
trends and patterns observed rather than on specific metrics or incidents.
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About Economic Development
Economic development is typically understood to encompass a number of goals
and activities in furtherance of a higher standard of living for a community, a
concept which itself is defined in any number of different ways. Accordingly, the
following two definitions have been provided to provide a clearer insight into what
is felt to be an appropriate understanding of economic development. The first is
from the World Bank, as follows:
“To build up the economic capacity of a local area to improve its economic
future and the quality of life for all residents. It is a process by which
public, business and non-governmental sector partners work collectively to
create better conditions for economic growth and employment generation.”
An alternative understanding of economic development could include the
following:
“Economic development occurs when wealth is created for citizens,
businesses, and government. Each part supports the opportunities of the
other. Citizens purchase goods and they work at firms. Business provides
jobs and pay taxes. These activities enable citizens to maintain an
improving standard of living, resulting in government support of the
services necessary to sustain a community over the long term."
Economic development is thus about communities continually enhancing their
competitiveness, increasing sustainable growth, improving their investment
climate, retaining jobs and improving incomes, and ensuring that growth is
inclusive of the community in which it occurs. It encompasses a range of
disciplines including physical planning, economics and marketing. It also
incorporates many local government and private sector functions including
business development, infrastructure provision, real estate development and
finance.
Ideally, the development of an economic development strategy should be an
integral part of the broader strategic planning process for a municipality or, if
applicable, a region. Economic development at any cost or to the benefit of only
7
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a select few industries or individuals is no longer an acceptable option in most
communities, particularly if social and environmental values are compromised.
Communities respond to their economic development needs in many ways, and
a variety of approaches can be taken that include:
•

Ensuring that the local investment climate is functional;

•

Supporting local enterprises;

•

Encouraging the formation of new enterprises;

•

Promoting economic diversification;

•

Attracting external investment;

•

Investing in both hard and soft infrastructure;

•

Supporting the growth of particular industries or clusters of businesses.

Funding an economic development strategy is often very difficult. One of the
reasons for this is that local authorities often do not have the ability to leverage
public funds to deliver economic development services. When it comes to
budgeting, economic development is competing for scarce resources with roads,
sewers, city beautification, etc. Sometimes, it is difficult for local officials to justify
spending scarce resources on economic development efforts because they often
require longer time horizons to produce appreciable benefits.
Indeed, we have often seen governments underfund or altogether defund their
economic development activities when they did not produce immediate results.
This is ironic in that one of the very reasons for engaging in economic
development is to help create more public funds and to generate higher and
more cost-effective public revenues, allowing government to provide better
services to the community.
Sources of funding for economic development initiatives typically include:
•

Local authority revenue raised from the usual sources including property taxes,
business license fees, and user fees (such as hotel room taxes);

•

Sale or rental of municipally-owned buildings and land;

•

Federal, provincial, and regional government inter-governmental transfers;

•

Private sector funding such as corporate donations.

In selecting particular economic development programs and projects, as well as
the overall economic development budget itself, care needs to be taken to
ensure that funds are available for the entire length of each project as projects
8
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can range anywhere from several months to several years. Thus, long-term
commitments of funding and political support are essential to the success of
these efforts. Additionally, forward or exit strategies should also be developed in
case economic or political circumstances change considerably over the course of
time.
Economic development makes the most sense when applied at the level of the
entire local economy, not necessarily contained within easy political boundaries.
Economic development consultant Jamie Vann Struth provided this insight in the
recent Strategic Plan Update for CVEDS:
“The most relevant geographic unit for regional economic analysis is the
local labour market area or commutershed. This is an area where most
people living in the area also work in the area and it usually consists of a
central urban area and surrounding rural areas, often covering multiple
individual municipalities and/or unincorporated areas. The Comox Valley
functions as a separate economic unit in exactly this way.”
This is a good way to encapsulate why approaching economic development at
the regional district level makes sense. Because the jurisdictions within the
CVRD are economically linked it makes less sense for each to compete against
one another for investment and growth opportunities. In other words, from a
strictly economic perspective, the political boundaries within the region are
irrelevant. By approaching economic development as a region each jurisdiction
benefits from the economy of scale in pursuing initiatives as well as from the
results, regardless of how localized they appear to be.
Over the course of our primary research, we found that most people we spoke
with agreed that the regional approach was preferable to each municipality
pursuing its own initiatives.
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Review of Economic Development Activities across
Comparable Communities
Comparing any professional activity to industry benchmarks is standard practice
in the business world. Since there is no single set of best practices for economic
development activities in a community one needs to identify criteria for
comparison. This section seeks to: first, find a peer group for the economic
development service function in Comox Valley, and; second, compare that
function to its counterparts within that group.

Identification of Economic Development Organizations in
Comparable Communities
Comox Valley is a compact Regional District with a relatively high population
density and population centres within close proximity to each other. Unlike many
regional districts, all of the population centres in Comox Valley are integrated into
a single economy; no constituent community operates in economic isolation from
the others. Thus, we began our analysis by identifying communities comparable
with the Comox Valley Regional District in terms of overall population as well as
economic density.
We identified the regional districts with populations ranging from 30,000 to
100,000 or from roughly half to roughly double the population of Comox Valley.
We then disregarded those without sizable population centres, or those in very
remote parts of the Province. For example, a regional district such as Cariboo
may have 62,000 residents, but its population centres are separated by
significant distances, thus creating an economic landscape substantially different
from that of Comox Valley. Similarly, the Peace River Regional District, though
home to over 58,000 residents, was too remote and too sparsely populated to
yield a good comparison to Comox Valley. As such, our research of economic
development service functions across British Columbia included the following
regional districts:
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Table 1: Regional Districts comparable with Comox Valley and their Populations
REGIONAL DISTRICT POP (2011)
Comox Valley
63,538
Fraser-Fort George
91,879
North Okanagan
81,237
Okanagan-Similkameen
80,742
Cowichan Valley
80,332

REGIONAL DISTRICT POP (2011)
Central Kootenay
58,441
East Kootenay
56,685
Strathcona
43,252
Kootenay Boundary
31,138
Alberni-Clayoquot
31,061

Source: Statistics Canada

We then identified the dominant economic development organization in each of
the districts. Some districts had a single organization provide economic
development services to the entire district, some districts had several
organizations operating in different jurisdictions, while others had no regionalscale economic development function of any kind. To add to the comparison, we
also considered the economic development services of two cities serving
communities with roughly the same population as Comox Valley. They are Prince
George, with a population of about 72,000 and Chilliwack, with a population of
about 78,000.
The economic development organizations we explored are shown below:
Table 2: Comparable Regional Districts and their main Economic Development Groups
REGIONAL DISTRICT
Comox Valley
Alberni-Clayoquot
Central Kootenay
Cowichan Valley
Fraser Valley
Fraser-Fort George
Kootenay Boundary
North Okanagan
Okanagan-Similkameen
Strathcona

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
Nelson and Area Economic Development Partnership
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (via LCCDTS)
City of Vernon Economic Development Office
City of Penticton Economic Development Department
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Development Corporation)

ORGANIZATION TYPE
Society/Commission
Government Department
Chamber (partnership)
Government Department
City-owned Corporation
City-owned Corporation
Society/Commission
Government Department
Government Department
City-owned Corporation

Source: Urbanics Consultants

Comparison of Governance Structures and Roles of Officials
The communities we will compare utilize three of the four typical economic
development organizational structures. Note that the Society or City-owned
Corporation models are two forms of the same type of “arms-length” delivery
model where the local or regional government has mandated an economic
11
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development commission. We will discuss each type in detail in a later section,
but the way the economic development organization is structured could have
broader ramifications in light of the relatively recent BC Court of Appeals decision
in the Schlenker v. Torgrimson case.
The Schlenker decision concluded that elected officials could not serve on a
board of a society or other organization while they also served on a board or
council which provides funding to the former. The Court ruled that such a
situation presented a conflict of interests such that the public interest could be
compromised. Elected officials were required to either relinquish their post with
the society or face removal from office. Rural directors from the Comox Valley
found themselves in such a position as their office requires them to serve on both
the CVRD Board as well as the Board for CVEDS, which receives a significant
amount of its funding from CVRD.
The following are brief descriptions of the jurisdictions, governance structures
and roles of elected officials of each of the economic development services
compared:
Comox Valley Economic Development Society (CVEDS) – CVEDS is a non-profit
society serving as the Economic Development Commission in the Comox Valley
Regional District. The society provides economic development services to the
Regional District’s three municipalities and the three rural areas and is overseen
by a thirteen-member Board of Directors. Six Board members are elected
officials: one Councilor each from the municipalities of Courtenay, Comox and
Cumberland and the three Area Directors from Electoral Areas A, B and C. One
member represents the K’omoks First Nation. The remaining six Board members
are chosen by the six elected Board members from local industry. The immediate
past-president of the Board serves in an ex-officio capacity. The staff of CVEDS
report to the CVEDS Board. In light of the Schlenker decision, the three Area
Directors were required to step down from the CVEDS Board and appoint
replacements of their own choosing. Any other elected officials are not required
to serve on both Boards simultaneously. It is worth noting that CVEDS has the
highest level of involvement by elected officials among the arms-length (i.e. nonmunicipal) economic development organizations.
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Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO) – CEPCO is a private
corporation owned by the City of Chilliwack to provide economic development
services for that city. The staff of CEPCO ultimately report to a seventeenmember Board of Directors whose members represent the private sector,
including the president of the Chilliwack Chamber of Commerce. The Chilliwack
City Council appoints all other board members. Recently, in light of the Schlenker
decision, all elected officials have been redesignated as non-voting “liaisons”
rather than directors. As a result, elected officials, though freely allowed to attend
meetings of the CEPCO Board, are not involved in the governance or operation
of CEPCO, thus eliminating any potential conflicts of interest.
City of Penticton Economic Development Department – This organization is a
department of the city government in Penticton, ultimately reporting to the City
Manager. Penticton recently brought economic development “in-house” after the
function had been previously contracted to the local Chamber of Commerce. The
contract was awarded in early 2012 to the Penticton Business Development
Society, which collapsed after only two months of operation. Penticton City Hall
has stated their intent to keep the economic development department at armslength from the political process. Regardless, as a department of government,
avoids potential conflicts of interests as defined by the Schlenker decision.
City of Port Alberni Economic Development – As a department of city
government, the Port Alberni Economic Development Department does not have
an advisory body per se, but does receive direction from Mayor and Council. The
department is led by the Economic Development Manager, who reports to the
City Manager of Port Alberni. The department provides economic development
services to both the city and the Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District, receiving
funding from both entities. Since Economic Development is part of government
and not a separate society or corporation, the involvement of elected officials
does not carry the potential for conflicts of interest as defined by the Schlenker
decision.
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission –Economic Development
Cowichan (EDC) provides economic development services to all the
municipalities and rural areas of the Cowichan Valley Regional District. The
economic development officer of EDC reports directly to the CAO of the Regional
District. A thirteen-member commission provides guidance and reviews the
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EDC’s annual strategic plan. Two are political appointees, five are the heads of
the local Chambers of Commerce and others represent First Nations bands. The
rest of the members are selected by the aforementioned members. While two
members of the EDC Board are elected officials, it merely an advisory body to a
unit of government and thus poses no conflict of interest with respect to the
Schlenker decision.
Initiatives Prince George (IPG) – Board of nine members whose composition
collectively reflects the important sectors of the Prince George economy. Others,
including two members of government, serve in an ex-officio capacity: one is the
CAO of the Fraser Fort George Regional District and the other the City Manager
of the City of Prince George. IPG has no elected officials involved in its
governance or operation, and thus avoids the potential for conflicts of interest as
defined by the Schlenker decision.
Nelson and Area Economic Development Partnership (NAEDP) – The NAEDP is
a partnership between the Nelson Chamber of Commerce and Community
Futures to provide economic development services on behalf of the City of
Nelson and Electoral Areas E and F in the Regional District of Central Kootenay
(RDCK). Elected officials from RDCK and the City serve on advisory committees,
but not on the Board of the Chamber. In this way NAEDP avoids the potential for
conflicts of interest as defined by the Schlenker decision.
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Development Corporation) – Rivercorp is a
private corporation owned by the City of Campbell River, and under the direction
of a nine-member volunteer board from private industry, to which the CEO of
Rivercorp reports. Rivercorp has no elected officials involved in its governance or
operation, and thus avoids the potential for conflicts of interest as defined by the
Schlenker decision.
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Comparison of Service Function Metrics
One may compare the structures and processes of economic development
service functions by reviewing legislation, which may contain some language
governing quantifiable items such as requisition limits. When one wants to
compare staffing levels, or the costs of providing those services, one must also
consider the way that service is delivered. This section compares various
aspects of economic development service functions across several communities.
In the cases where the service function establishment does not inform the
comparison required, we used the current service delivery agency.

Comparison of Requisition Limits
The service establishment bylaw for economic development in the Comox Valley
Regional District specifies that the tax requisition shall not exceed $0.278 per
every $1,000 of assessed property value. While the intent was to benchmark this
figure against those of other regional districts, most other jurisdictions, especially
those where economic development is enabled by the Community Charter, do
not set limits on what the taxpayers can pay for this service. We reviewed the
economic service establishment bylaws from around the Province and found that
only a few communities set requisition limits of any kind. Typically, such
communities were small, often subsets of regional districts and they usually set
their requisition limits quite low. Of the bylaws reviewed, only the Regional
District of North Okanagan and certain areas in the Regional District of Central
Kootenay had requisition limits higher than that of Comox Valley. The regional
districts where we found requisition limits for economic development codified in a
service establishment bylaw are shown below:
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Table 3: Requisition Limits found in Economic Development Service Bylaws across BC
REGIONAL DISTRICT (SUB-AREAS)
Comox Valley
Central Kootenay (New Denver, Silverton, Slocan, H)
East Kootenay (Invermere, Radium Hot Springs, F, G)
Nanaimo (Northern Community)
North Okanagan
Okanagan Similkameen (Area D)
Okanagan Similkameen (Karameos, B, G, H)
Squamish-Lillooet (Pemberton, C)

REQUISITION LIMIT
$0.278 per $1000
$0.34 per $1000
maximum of $100,000
maximum of $50,000
$7.50 per capita
$0.04 per $1000 (later omitted)
maximum of $50,000
$0.0808 per $1000

Sources: Various regional districts and municipalities

The general trend among communities in British Columbia is to either set a
relatively low limit or no limit at all. In fact, Section 800.1(2)(d) of the Local
Government Act states that “an economic development service is exempted from
the requirement for a maximum requisition amount.” Among those which do set
limits, Comox Valley sets a relatively high limit. It is worth noting, that the amount
actually requisitioned each year in Comox Valley is only $0.1055 per $1000, just
more than a third of the maximum.

Comparison of tax requisitions
In the absence of a significant amount of information on requisition limits, we
chose to also compare the per-capita tax collected for economic development
services in our comparable communities. While no two communities are alike,
determining the per-capita requisition helps establish a basic level of
understanding as to which economic development programs are more costly
from the perspective of the taxpayer. It is important to note that how much an
economic program costs the taxpayers is affected by several factors, including:
the level of service provided by the program, the number and scope of the
initiatives attempted by the program, the complexity of the political environment,
and the overall efficiency of the economic development organization. An
economic development service is a cost, but also an investment.
In the tables below we isolated the budgets and requisitions for just economic
development services of the communities comparable to Comox Valley. Some of
these organizations also handle tourism and visitor centre initiatives, and we
have excluded those figures from these tables. All figures are from 2012 unless
otherwise specified. Note that the figures for Comox Valley are from CVEDS
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2013 budget and exclude Revenues and Expenses of initiative associated with
AHRT, CVAC or the Visitor Centre. The figures do, however, include revenues
and expenses associated with destination marketing, which arguably falls under
the category of business investment and attraction. The aim was to separate
economic development from tourism, as many of the comparable communities
have organizations other than their economic development services handling
their tourism-related initiatives. We can see that at $11.81 per-capita, the Comox
Valley economic development service requisition is higher than average, second
to Initiatives Prince George and comparable to Kootenay Boundary’s LCIC.
Table 4: Tax Requisitions for Comparable Economic Development Services (excl. tourism)
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (via LCCDTS)
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Dev'ment Corp.)
Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
City of Penticton Economic Development Department
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
City of Vernon Economic Development Office

POP
REQUISITION
72,000
$1,025,000
63,000
$724,250
19,500
$224,000
31,000
$284,000
31,000
$235,000
78,000
$550,000
43,000
$284,000
80,500
$505,000
58,000
$257,000

CAPITA
$14.24
$11.50
$11.49
$9.16
$7.58
$7.05
$6.60
$6.27
$4.43

Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
City of Vernon Economic Development Office
City of Penticton Economic Development Department
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (via LCCDTS)

Sources: Municipal annual reports and financial statements
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When taking into account the total budgets for economic development, Comox
Valley at $14.97 per-capita is significantly above the mean of $11.92 but within
the same realm as the larger programs, as shown below. Again, Initiatives Prince
George commands the highest budget per-capita for economic development
among the communities compared.
Table 5: Overall Budgets for Comparable Economic Development Services (excl. Tourism)
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (via LCCDTS)
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Dev'ment Corp.)
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
City of Penticton Economic Development Department
City of Vernon Economic Development Office

POP
72,000
78,000
63,000
19,500
31,000
31,000
80,500
43,000
58,000

BUDGET
$1,471,000
$1,580,000
$943,000
$246,000
$367,000
$235,000
$600,000
$284,000
$320,000

CAPITA
$20.43
$20.26
$14.97
$12.62
$11.84
$7.58
$7.45
$6.60
$5.52

Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (via LCCDTS)
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Development
Corporation)
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
City of Penticton Economic Development Department

Sources: Municipal and economic development organization annual reports and budgets

Such differences between per-capita expenditures and per-capita requisitions
transition us to a brief exploration of funding and cost recovery.
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Comparison of cost recovery and funding methods
The stronger the financial position of an economic development organization, the
more that organization can do to grow the local economy and/or improve the
well-being of its community. Ideally, the taxpayer will not need to shoulder the
entire burden for economic development. Section 803 of the Local Government
Act allows for regional districts to recover the costs of its service functions
through property and parcel taxes, fees and charges or by “way of agreement,
enterprise, gift, grant or otherwise.” The economic development entities in
Comox Valley and in many of its comparable communities have managed to
provide at least a fraction of their budgets from sources other than taxes. This
information is shown in the table below.
Table 6: Cost Recovery for Comparable Economic Development Services (excl. Tourism)
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
City of Vernon Economic Development Office
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
Lower Columbia Initiatives Corporation (via LCCDTS)
City of Penticton Economic Development Department
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Dev'ment Corp.)

BUDGET REQUISITION FROM TAX
$1,580,000
$550,000
35%
$1,471,000
$1,025,000
70%
$943,000
$724,250
77%
$367,000
$284,000
77%
$320,000
$257,000
80%
$600,000
$505,000
84%
$246,000
$224,000
91%
$284,000
$284,000
100%
$235,000
$235,000
100%

Sources: Municipal and economic development organization annual reports and budgets

Again, the figures for Comox Valley are based upon what was provided by
CVEDS for 2013 in its 2014 budget submission. These figures included some
spending and cost recovery associated with destination marketing, which helped
defer the overall cost of operations. While it can be debated whether Destination
Marketing is more tourism than economic development, we see such activity as
having an economic development function in Comox Valley. Without including
Destination Marketing, CVEDS recovers its costs for economic development
exclusively through tax requisitions.
Other organizations use a variety of other means to shield their local taxpayers
from the full cost of their operations. In Chilliwack, CEPCO receives well over
$800,000 annually from rent on its real estate assets. Also, Initiatives Prince
George receives substantial funding from the Federal Government, the Northern
Development Initiatives Trust and from private partnerships.
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Comparison of Borrowing Practices
Our research revealed no borrowing beyond short-term current debt in any of the
economic development organizations that were not private corporations. The
economic development service establishment bylaw for the Comox Valley
Regional District was the only bylaw which included any language regarding
borrowing practices. Generally speaking, borrowing does not play an appreciable
role with the economic development organizations examined here.

Comparison of Staff Sizes
Another metric that we can compare across communities is the staffing size for
each economic development organization. While it would make sense that
organizations serving larger communities or engaged in a broader range of
services would naturally have more staff and higher staffing budgets, we also
compared the number of staff in proportion to the populations of the communities
which they serve. Doing this we found that the number of residents served per
staff member in Comox Valley, while lower than average when compared across
all the communities, remains similar to those among the larger communities.
Again, different communities also place different priority on economic
development. The details are shown in the table below:
Table 7: Staffing Metrics for Comparable Economic Development Services
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION
City of Penticton Economic Development Department
City of Vernon Economic Development Office
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission
City of Port Alberni Economic Development
Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation (CEPCO)
Comox Valley Economic Development Society
Initiatives Prince George (IPG)
Rivercorp (Campbell River Economic Dev'ment Corp.)

STAFF
$106,000
$155,000
$279,500
$148,000
$520,000
$406,000
$530,000
$210,000

FTE POP/FTE MEAN
1
43,000 $106,000
1.5
38,667 $103,333
3.75
21,467
$74,533
1.5
20,667
$98,667
5
15,600 $104,000
5
12,600
$81,200
7
10,286
$75,714
4
7,750
$52,500

Sources: Economic development organization annual reports and budgets

It should be noted that CVEDS, like most economic development organizations
also engage contractors and consultants as the needs arise. Typically those
expenditures are denoted on a separate line item apart from those for the wages
and benefits of staff directly employed. Comparisons with other organizations of
contractor expenditures were not made due to the inconsistent availability of
such information.
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Comparison of activities undertaken across communities
Economic development organizations generally focus on at least some of the
same broad categories of activities, including: Business Retention and
Expansion; Business Investment and Relocation; Small Business Creation and
Support; Local Asset Promotion (such as aquaculture); Workforce Readiness;
Downtown Revitalization; and Information Support. Insofar as the overall
comprehensiveness of providing these services is concerned, the Comox Valley
Economic Development Society is comparable to those of the larger communities
examined here.
Table 8: Comparison of Activities across Comparable Economic Development Services
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT & SUPPORT
Business Investment and Attraction
Business Retention and Expansion
Export Development
New Business Setup
Small Business Support
LOCAL ASSET DEVELOPMENT
Downtown Revitalization
Workforce Development
Educational Partnerships
Agricultural/Agribusiness Development
Manufacturing Development
Forestry Development
Mining/Oil/Gas Development
Green Business Development
INFORMATION SUPPORT
Economic Profile/Market Research Stats
Regular Economic Information Dissemination
Development Economic Impact Analysis
Sectoral Marketing Campaigns
Available Land Database

CVEDS CEPCO IPG EDC
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CVEDS CEPCO IPG EDC
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CVEDS CEPCO IPG EDC
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Sources: Economic development organization annual reports

It is worth noting that an economic development organization may appear to be
providing services that are duplicative of those provided by other local
organizations, such as a Chamber of Commerce or a Business Improvement
Association (BIA). We feel that an economic development organization is an
ideal platform to leverage and coordinate the efforts of these other supporting
organizations; it is positioned between the government and the business
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communities and is able to view the regional economy holistically. Because of
these relationships, it may sometimes appear that there is an “overlap” of
services provided. We feel this is a necessary thing, provided that the economic
development organization does not needlessly attempt to duplicate all of a
supporting organization’s functions.

Differences between Economic Development Service Models
Though the exact details of their configurations may differ across communities,
economic development service functions nearly always conform to one of four
basic structures:
•

As a department or agency of the municipal government;

•

As a semi-independent Economic Development Commission mandated by
the municipal or regional government;

•

As a Chamber of Commerce or other local organization assuming
responsibility for economic development;

•

As a private agency or corporation contracted on a fee-for-service basis.

These four models represent a continuum of governmental oversight and
involvement, ranging from total control to no control. What follows is a brief
description of each type and how it might pertain to Comox Valley:
Economic Development as a department within municipal government – A
common model for delivering economic development services in many mid-sized
B.C. communities has been to operate from within municipal government,
ultimately reporting to a City Manager or Chief Administrative Officer. Obviously,
this model has the highest level of governmental oversight and accountability of
the models for economic development. Although this structure generally achieves
closer cooperation with other municipal departments, its working relationship with
outside agencies can be compromised. Political interference and micromanaging from the municipal government can also complicate economic
development operations, and the lack of political consistency over the life of the
mandate can be detrimental. This model typically works best for serving a single
jurisdiction (i.e. the municipality alone), as the inclusion of other jurisdictions can
dramatically complicate the mandate of such a position. Given that CVEDS
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delivers services to the municipalities of Courtenay, Comox and Cumberland, as
well as three Electoral Areas, this model would probably be challenged to
adequately address the needs of each individual member. It is worth noting,
however, that the Cowichan Valley (via Economic Development Cowichan) does
use this model at the regional district level to provide services to all of its
constituent communities. Perhaps this model works well there because no one
jurisdiction is significantly larger or more dominant than any other; based on our
observations of the political realities in Comox Valley, we do not think the region
could support economic development as a governmental office under CVRD.
While such a model in theory could work for the Regional District’s rural areas or
for individual municipalities, the tight economic integration of the communities
within the Comox Valley would reduce the effectiveness of such a plan. In
essence, such an officer would be competing with the other jurisdictions within
the same regional economy for many of the same investment resources while
failing to leverage the economy of scale gained from utilizing a region-wide
service.
Economic Development Commission mandated by government – Another model
is the use of a separate organization, an economic development commission, to
take responsibility for economic development. The services of this commission
are then usually “outsourced” to a non-profit society or a development
corporation. There are numerous successful examples of this approach in the
Province, and CVEDS, a non-profit Society fits into this category. Interestingly,
Economic Development Cowichan technically uses this model as well, with the
notable exception that the services have been “insourced” to a department within
regional district government.
The economic development commission or non-profit society models are used to
remove a degree of political interference, freeing the commission to more freely
and fully engage with the outside community. They may also allow for greater
financial involvement of the private sector. This model has less direct
governmental control and involvement than the previous model, but the local
government is still able to define the terms of what economic development entails
as well as demand accountability from the party ultimately carrying out this
directive. These bodies are also commonly used in situations where multiple
government jurisdictions wish to pursue economic development together. They
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jointly fund the organization and provide input into its operation through a board
of directors. Development corporations represent another variety of the economic
development commission model, with Chilliwack Economic Partners Corporation
and Initiatives Prince George being prominent examples.
This model suffers from the fact that there is sometimes difficulty in coordinating
its efforts with the municipal or regional governments. The distance from
governmental oversight also introduces a potential for reduced communication,
accountability and public participation. A surprisingly common public complaint
about this model is that executives and officers are not required to disclose their
salaries, as are many public employees. Furthermore, being an outside body
means that funding commitments and political support might fluctuate
substantially over the life-time of the commission, which can complicate or
obstruct its effective operation.
Chamber of Commerce being responsible for local economic development –
Another possible, but less common, model involves the assignment of lead
responsibility for economic development to the Chamber of Commerce. This
approach has been used by some BC communities over time but has generally
been less successful than other organizational models. Chambers of Commerce
are membership-driven business organizations and thus are oriented toward the
interests of their membership rather than the interests of the entire community.
Moreover, Chambers often count just a fraction of local businesses among their
membership; for instance the Comox Valley Chamber of Commerce counts only
about one fourth of the region’s businesses as members. Chambers are also
more removed from the development process, from planning, and from other
municipal functions that are complementary to economic development. For these
reasons, we do not see adopting this model as being within Comox Valley’s
interests.
Furthermore, communities that have adopted this model have often moved the
economic development function back into the municipality after a period of time.
While Chambers of Commerce can perform a valuable supporting role in
economic development, and are better suited than municipal government to
undertake some activities (such as business counselling), this approach is
generally only recommended for very small communities. Of the communities
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explored by this review, only the Nelson and Area Economic Development
Partnership fits this model.
Private agency contracted on a fee-for-service basis – The fourth approach
involves contracting economic development services to a private sector body on
a fee-for-service basis. Such structures would be presented as being more
streamlined and provide better value-for-money than having such a position “inhouse” – for instance, by reducing costs, by better involving the rest of the private
sector in its efforts, and by reducing the involvement of any municipal or regional
bureaucracy in its internal operations. There is little evidence to support that such
a structure would be more efficient than an arms-length economic development
commission, at least in mid-sized communities. It is possible that such a model
may be ideally suited for a large conurbation with so many jurisdictions that
meaningfully coordinating between them would be too unwieldy.
This structure is rarely used, but may become more prominent as local and
regional governments place more emphasis on harnessing the capabilities and
efficiencies of the private sector when it comes to promoting economic
development.
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Though it is by no means comprehensive, the table below provides a brief
summary of the merits and disadvantages of each approach:
Table 9: Comparison of Different Economic Development Structures
STRUCTURE

Government Department

PROS

CONS

· High degree of coordination with
other municipal departments.

· Potentially subject to political
interference from Council

· Relatively consistent funding
commitments

· Lesser degree of coordination with
agencies outside of municipal
government (e.g. Chambers of
Commerce, etc.)

· Clearer jurisdictional mandate

· Independence from government
can mitigate political interference.
Arms-Length Commission or Society

Chamber of Commerce

Private Corporation or Agency

· Greater potential for engaging with
outside community and private sector

· Amount and time-frame of
Economic Development funding less
certain.
· Lower degree of coordination with
municipal or regional governments

· Avoids some duplication of
overhead.

· Typically Economic Development
would be outside of the mandate and
expertise of the Chamber

· Promotes coordination with other
local businesses

· Potential for perceived conflict of
interest and skewed benefits
· Lower degree of coordination with
local and regional government
departments

· Potential for cost savings and
efficiencies
· Long-term contract provides clear
indication of funds available for the
function
· Takes advantage of private sector
expertise

· Capacity must be available locally.

· Less hindered by bureaucratic or
political interference
· Promotes buy-in from other private
sector companies.

Source: Urbanics Consultants
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· Lack of local competition will affect
ability to secure appropriate price for
services
· An outside agency may not be intune with local attitudes towards
economic development

Summary of Findings and Recommendations
Based on the criteria established by the service review, we found the economic
development service in Comox Valley to be generally comparable to those in
similarly-sized communities. The following summarizes what we observed and
our related recommendations.
Requisition Limits – The Local Government Act actually exempts economic
development from requiring a requisition limit, and thus we found that relatively
few jurisdictions employ requisition limits for economic development.
Communities setting such limits tend to be smaller and set those limits quite low,
severely curtailing the capabilities of the economic development function. Comox
Valley has a higher requisition limit than most communities that set a limit, but
not as high as others. Regardless, the actual tax amount requisitioned is well
below the limit set by the service establishment bylaw. We see no reason to
change the current requisition limit at this time.
Tax Requisitions – We found that when examined on a per-capita basis, Comox
Valley economic development costs the taxpayers more than the average of the
nine communities compared, but consistent with broader programs operating in
the larger communities.
Overall Budget – We found that when examined on a per-capita basis, Comox
Valley economic development spends more than the average of the nine
communities compared, but consistent with broader programs operating in the
larger communities.
Funding and Cost Recovery – We found that the larger programs tended to make
greater use of outside funding sources (i.e. in addition to revenues from tax
requisitions), than do smaller programs. Comox Valley performs in a manner
consistent with the larger programs, but other programs do seem to make more
use of grants or funding from senior government. The Comox Valley economic
development service has begun to develop additional streams of revenue,
primarily related to tourism initiatives, but could benefit from identifying new
sources of funding. In none of these economic development operations being
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compared did the service establishment legislation specify a preference for any
particular kind of cost recovery.
Borrowing Practices – We found that borrowing aside from current debt was not
an issue in any of the communities we explored. We see no reason to change
the current policy at this time.
Staffing Sizes – When we examined staffing levels in proportion with the sizes of
the communities served, we found that Comox Valley, while higher than the
average, was similar to those with broader programs. We did not see this as a
particular concern.
Activities Taken – We found that in the larger communities each of the programs
engaged in the full spectrum of activities typical for an economic development
service. We did not find Comox Valley to be lacking in its overall breadth of
services offered. This is not meant to indicate a level of satisfaction with any
specific activity, just that Comox Valley economic development covers all the
bases one would expect of a program of its size.
Roles of Elected Officials – We found that Comox Valley economic development
had the highest involvement of elected officials of any of the programs using an
arms-length structure. Other communities have specifically changed their Board
structures such that elected officials served only in an advisory “liaison” capacity
in response to the Schlenker decision; such officials are permitted to attend
board meetings but have no voting powers. The Schlenker decision discusses
the pecuniary interest that board directors have in their respective societies, thus
the UBCM recommends that elected officials serve as nothing more than liaisons
(or observers), allowing them to better carry out their duties promoting the
interests of their constituencies. More on the Schlenker decision can be found in
the Appendix.
In light of this and other factors uncovered by our primary research, we
recommend that the CVEDS board be changed such that no elected officials
serve as directors, but rather as “liaisons” that are still able to attend all board
meetings. Instead, we feel that board members should be chosen by the councils
of each member municipality in general proportion to their funding level. In the
case of the Electoral Areas, each area director would appoint a single director to
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the CVEDS board. Ideally, Board members would be selected based on what
they can bring to the organization. Initiatives Prince George uses a competency
matrix to take stock of the skills possessed by the members of its Board and help
them determine areas where they might need additional expertise. Such a matrix
could be used to help municipal councils and area directors select the members
of the CVEDS Board.
Regarding elected officials, we feel that each municipal Council should select a
member to serve as a Liaison to the Commission and each Electoral Area should
send its Area Director to serve as a Liaison to the Commission. An additional
thought is to also include the four CAOs as liaison or otherwise non-voting
members of the Board. A sample reconfiguration of the Board as well as the
Board selection matrix used by Initiatives Prince George may be found in the
Appendix.
Moving Forward – After consideration of the merits and disadvantages of each
structure, we recommend that the current structure of an arms-length
commission be maintained, and that CVEDS continue as a quasi-independent
commission mandated to serve the City of Courtenay, the Town of Comox, the
Village of Cumberland and electoral areas Baynes Sound (Area A), Lazo North
(Area B) and Puntledge/Black Creek (Area C); – funded by all six members on a
proportionate basis.
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Recommendations for Changes to the Service
Establishment Bylaw
This section shows the differences between the existing bylaw and a potential
updated version which incorporates applicable recommendations. Some of the
recommended changes may be better placed in a service delivery agreement,
but that would be the decision of the Legislative Officer.

Service Establishing Bylaw Authority
Authority for the Comox Valley economic development service is vested in
supplementary letters patent dated 1976 and 1980. The current Comox Valley
economic development service commission bylaw, No. 2395, describes the
service, participants and commission role. On the policy advice of the Provincial
government in 2002, Bylaw No. 2395 was not given inspector approval when it
was adopted and therefore the authority for this service continues to rest with the
supplementary letters patent. The province, Ministry of Community, Sports and
Culture, has advised that an amendment to the service would require Inspector
approval. Should any amendments be considered to the service as described
further in this report, inspector approval would be sought to then vest the
authority for the service in a new service establishment / conversion bylaw. The
conversion bylaw would require:
•

three readings by the CVRD board;

•

written consent from each electoral area director and municipal council;
and

• inspector of municipalities approval
before it can be adopted.

Possible Changes to the Service Establishment Bylaw
We can look to other communities for ideas on how we might improve the
economic development service establishment bylaw. Because of the political
similarities between the Comox Valley and Cowichan Valley Regional Districts,
several modifications were based on what can be seen in the bylaw used by the
Cowichan Valley Economic Development Commission. Using this bylaw and
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others from around British Columbia, we recommended several changes
intended to accomplish the following:
•

Better and more clearly define what economic development means
conceptually and the overall role of the Economic Development
Commission;

•

Modify the composition of the Economic Development Commission (as
presently manifested by the CVEDS Board) in order to remove any
possible conflict of interest as per the Schlenker decision;

•

Modify the composition of the Economic Development Commission (as
presently manifested by the CVEDS Board) in order to depoliticize the
Commission.

As such, we suggest the following language; bolded text indicates an addition or
modification of the original:
WHEREAS under the provisions of the Local Government Act, Section
796, a regional district may, by bylaw, establish and operate any service
the Board considers necessary or desirable service for all or part of the
Regional District;
AND WHEREAS the Board of the Regional District wishes to establish a
regional economic development service within the Comox Valley Regional
District;
AND WHEREAS pursuant to section 801 of the Local Government
Act, the approval of the Inspector of Municipalities has been
obtained;
AND WHEREAS pursuant to section 801.4 of the Local Government
Act, the Councils of the City of Courtenay, the Town of Comox and
the Village of Cumberland have given consent on behalf of the
electors within the municipal participating areas, to adoption of this
Bylaw;
AND WHEREAS pursuant to section 801.5 of the Local Government
Act, the Directors of Electoral Areas A, B and C have given consent
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on behalf of the electors within the electoral participating areas, to
adoption of this Bylaw;
NOW THEREFORE, the Board of the Comox Valley Regional District, in
open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Establishment
1. An Economic Development Commission to be known as the Comox
Valley Regional Economic Development Commission (the
"Commission") is hereby established.
Responsibility and Purpose
2. The responsibility of this Commission is to encourage the
responsible expansion of the Comox Valley economic base as
well as enhance wealth and employment opportunities
through:
a. Promoting, marketing and facilitating economic
development in the Comox Valley;
b. Developing and implementing economic development
strategies for the Comox Valley;
c. Developing and/or assisting in the development of
properties and facilities which create or expand
economic, investment or employment activity in the
Comox Valley;
d. Developing and maintaining timely information on
economic activity and economically-relevant statistics
in the Comox Valley;
e. Partnering with business and other organizations within
the Comox Valley.
Service Boundaries and Participants
3. The boundaries of this Service shall be the boundaries of
Electoral Areas A (excluding Denman and Hornby Islands),
Areas B and C, and inclusive of the City of Courtenay, the
Town of Comox and the Village of Cumberland.
4. The participants of this Service are Electoral Areas A, B and C,
the City of Courtenay, the Town of Comox and the Village of
Cumberland.
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Cost Recovery
5. As provided in Section 803 of the Local Government Act, the
annual cost of providing the Service shall be recovered by one or
more of the following:
a. property value taxes imposed in accordance with Division
4.3 of Part 24 of the Local Government Act;
b. fees and charges imposed under section 797.2 of the Local
Government Act;
c. revenues raised by other means authorized by the Local
Government Act or another Act;
d. revenues received by way of agreement, enterprise, gift,
grant or otherwise.
Requisition Limits
6. The requisition limits are not to exceed the product of $0.278 per
$1,000.00 applied to the net taxable value of land and improvement
in the participating area.
Borrowing
7. No debt, other than temporary current borrowing shall be incurred
for the purposes of the Commission.
Composition
8. The services of the Commission may be provided by an agency or
agencies under contract to the Regional District pursuant to section
176(1)(a) of the Local Government Act.
9. If at any time the Regional District assumes operation of the
Commission, terms of reference for the structure and operation of
the Commission shall be prepared and appended to this Bylaw as
Schedule "A".
Service Review
10. All aspects of the Comox Valley economic development
service shall be reviewed every three years, with the first
review occurring in 2017.
Citation
11. This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Comox Valley
Regional Economic Development Commission Establishment
Bylaw No. XXXX, 2014”
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Current Service Establishment Bylaw
The need to readopt the bylaw presents an opportunity to introduce improvements that
help clarify the service being established as well as improve the overall effectiveness of
the function.
The existing bylaw reads as follows:
COMOX STRATHCONA REGIONAL DISTRICT
BYLAW NO. 2395
A bylaw to establish an economic development commission for the Comox Valley
area of the Comox Strathcona Regional District
WHEREAS pursuant to supplementary letters patent dated the 30th day of June,
1976, the Regional Board may establish, maintain and operate an Economic
Development Commission on behalf of the consenting member municipalities
and Electoral Areas or defined areas thereof;
AND WHEREAS the regional board deems it desirable to establish an Economic
Development Commission for member municipalities and Electoral Areas which
consent to participate;
AND WHEREAS the Councils of the City of Courtenay, the Town of Comox and
the Village of Cumberland have each by resolution consented to becoming a
participating member municipality in an Economic Development Commission;
AND WHEREAS the Board of Directors representing Electoral Areas "A", "B",
and "C" have given written consent to becoming participating members in an
Economic Development Commission;
NOW THEREFORE the regional board of the Comox Valley Regional District, in
open meeting assembled, enacts as follows:
Establishment
1. An Economic Development Commission to be known as the Comox Valley
Economic Development Commission (the "Commission") is hereby established.
Membership
2. The members of the service are the Town of Comox, the Corporation of the
City of Courtenay, the Corporation of the Village of Cumberland and Electoral
Areas ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’.
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Requisition limits
3. The requisition limits are not to exceed the product of $0.278 per $1,000.00
applied to the net taxable value of land and improvement in the participating
area.
Cost Recovery
4. As provided in Section 803 of the Local Government Act, the annual cost of
providing the Service shall be recovered by one or more of the following:
a) property value taxes imposed in accordance with Division 4.3 of Part
24 of the Local Government Act;
b) fees and charges imposed under section 797.2 of the Local
Government Act;
c) revenues raised by other means authorized by the Local Government
Act or another Act;
d) revenues received by way of agreement, enterprise, gift, grant or
otherwise.
Borrowing
5. No debt, other than temporary current borrowing shall be incurred for the
purposes of the Commission.
Composition
6. The services of the Commission may be provided by an agency or agencies
under contract to the Regional District pursuant to section 176(1)(a) of the Local
Government Act.
7. If at any time the Regional District assumes operation of the Commission,
terms of reference for the structure and operation of the Commission shall be
prepared and appended to this Bylaw as Schedule "A".
Service Review
8. All aspects of the Comox Valley economic development service shall be
reviewed every five years, with the first review occurring in 2012.
Repeal
9. Bylaw No. 731 cited as "Economic Development Service Unit Function Bylaw,
1984" is hereby repealed.
Citation
10. This Bylaw may be cited for all purposes as "Comox Valley Economic
Development
Commission Establishment Bylaw No. 2395, 2001".
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One Possible Restructuring of the CVEDS Board
Our recommendations included altering the structure of the Board to better comply with
the BC Court of Appeals decision in Schlenker v. Torgrimson. This change would likely
require altering the CVEDS Constitution and/or be included in future service delivery
agreements. One possible reconfiguration of the CVEDS (or other organization fulfilling
the duties of the Comox Valley Economic Development Commission) is as follows:
Directors:
Four (4) as appointed by Courtenay City Council
Two (2) as appointed by Comox Town Council
One (1) as appointed by Cumberland Village Council
One (1) as appointed by Area A Director
One (1) as appointed by Area B Director
One (1) as appointed by Area C Director
One (1) as appointed by the K’omoks First Nation
One (1) as appointed by Comox Valley Chamber of Commerce
One (1) as appointed by another local organization (to be decided later)
Liaisons (or Observers):
One member of the Courtenay City Council
One member of the Comox Town Council
One member of the Cumberland Village Council
The Area A Director
The Area B Director
The Area C Director
Ex-Officio Members:
Immediate Past-President of CVEDS Board
The CAO from the City of Courtenay
The CAO from the Town of Comox
The CAO from the Village of Cumberland
The CAO from the CVRD
A quorum would consist of a majority of the Directors plus one, or seven (7) Directors.
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Board Member Competency Matrix (via Initiatives Prince George)
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The Schlenker Decision and Comox Valley Economic
Development
The decision in the Schlenker versus Torgrimson case by the BC Court of Appeals in
January 2013 has some far-reaching implications, even affecting the nature of how
elected officials in the CVRD serve overseeing the Economic Development Society. In
summary, we recommend changing the board structure such that elected officials serve
as “liaisons” to the Board.
The law firm of Bull Housser summarizes the situation:
“In the recent decision in Schlenker v. Torgrimson, 2013, BCCA 9, the British
Columbia Court of Appeal held that where an elected official serves as a director
of a society, such elected official may have conflicting responsibilities as a local
government councilor and as a director. Irrespective of whether the elected social
receives any personal financial gain in their capacity as the director, the elected
official may have a pecuniary conflict of interest if the society receives a
monetary benefit from the local government. The basis for the pecuniary conflict
of interest is in the fulfillment of the director’s fiduciary obligations to the society
which are different and may conflict with their obligations as a local councilor.”
The law firm of Stewart McDannold Stuart further explains:
“This decision should be a cause of concern to elected officials who are also
directors of not-for-profit societies that serve the broader community interest. As
a result of this ruling, a decision that involves the financial interests of the not for
profit society may be found to give rise to an indirect pecuniary conflict of interest
on the part of an elected official and, accordingly, to create grounds for
disqualification from office under s.101(3) of the Community Charter. The Court
did not address the question of mere membership in a society, but was
concerned with persons who occupy roles as directors of the corporation.”
The Court of Appeals has explained their ruling in depth. Below are the excerpts from
Justice Donald’s explanation of the ruling which we found to be most relevant to Comox
Valley Economic Development.
[3]
The pecuniary interest of the respondents lies in the fulfillment of their
fiduciary obligation to their societies. When they voted for the expenditure of
public money on the two contracts, which master were they serving, the public
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or the societies? In these circumstances, a reasonable, fair-minded member of
the public might well wonder who got the better bargain.
[50] As directors of the Societies, the respondents were under a fiduciary duty
to put the Society’s interests first. Directors of societies, by virtue of their position,
have an indirect interest in any contract a society is awarded. When the
respondents moved and voted in favour of resolutions that benefitted their
Societies through the granting of contracts, arguably contracts the Societies
might not have been awarded had the councilors not also been directors, their
duties as directors to put the Society’s interests first were in direct conflict with
their duties as councilors to put the public’s interests first. These circumstances
encompass the mischief the legislation was aimed at, namely, a conflict of
interest in deciding money resolutions. The public is disadvantaged by the
conflict, whether the respondents d derived any personal gain or not, because
the public did not have the undivided loyalty of their elected officials.
[49] In several ways in the course of these reasons, I have endeavoured to
make the point that so long as the “matter” involves the expenditure of public
funds and the respondents have “an interest” in the matter which a well-informed
elector would conclude conflicts with their duty as councilors, it makes no
difference that they put no money in to their own pockets.
[34] The object of the legislation is to prevent elected officials from having
divided loyalties in deciding how to spend the public’s money. One’s own
financial advantage can be a powerful motive for putting the public interest
second but the same could also be said for the advancement of the cause of the
non-profit entity, especially by committed believers in the cause, like the
respondents, who as directors were under a legal obligation to put the entity first.
[44] There is little difference in the duties of a director of a business corporation
and a society.
[45] Directors of societies have a fiduciary duty of loyalty to “act honestly and in
good faith and in the best interests of the society”: s. 25(1)(a) of the Society Act.
This fiduciary duty is the same duty that directors owe to corporations under the
Business Corporations Act at s. 142(1)(a), which provides that directors of a
company (defined as a corporation recognized as a company under that Act),
when exercising the powers and performing the functions of a director of the
company must act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of
the company, as well as the federal Canada Business Corporations Act under s.
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122(1)(a), which provides that every director of a corporation in exercising their
powers and discharging their duties shall act honestly and in good faith with a
view to the best interests of the corporation . Therefore, case law relating to the
fiduciary duty of directors of corporations is analogous to the fiduciary duty of
directors of societies.
The Union of BC Municipalities recommends some practical steps. They write:
Elected officials and their local governments may want to consider what steps
could be taken to avoid or minimize the risk in situations that might be considered
a conflict of interest under the BCCA decision – whether by clarifying roles or by
taking care in designing relationships with nonprofit societies. While there can be
no guarantees that particular actions will prevent a conflict of interest situation,
the following are a few practical steps to consider:
Regarding societies to which the local government has traditionally
appointed elected officials as Directors:
•

Consider having an elected official be a nonvoting “observer” or
“liaison” on the society’s board rather than appointing them as a
director, and provide clear terms of reference for that observer/liaison
role;

•

Consider alternatives to appointing elected officials – e.g. appoint
citizen representatives to the society’s board;

•

Consider alternatives to board appointments – e.g. set out in an
agreement with the society the council/board’s expectations and
monitor the society’s performance based on that agreement.

Regarding societies on which elected officials choose to be directors:
•

To ensure that elected officials understand the rules, e.g. have orientations
and regular legal refreshers for council/board members on conflict of interest
generally, the BCCA decision and the rules for disclosing conflicts and
absenting themselves from discussions;

•

To encourage elected officials to carefully consider the risks in retaining
directorships in nonprofit societies seeking financial support or other
decisions from the local government.

Regarding a local government’s ongoing membership in a society:
•

Consider separating the council/board’s decision on its membership (and
membership dues) from any decisions on whether to provide grants or other
forms of financial assistance to the society.
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ANNEX B
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 1, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee (October 8, 2015)

FROM:

David Rafael, Senior Planner

RE:

COMMUNITY AMENITY CONTRIBUTION POLICY FOR INDEPENDENT POWER AND
RESOURCE PROJECTS

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. THAT the report dated October 1, 2015 and titled “Community Amenity
Contribution Policy for Independent Power and Resource Projects” be received;
2. AND THAT the SCRD Board adopt the Sunshine Coast Regional District
Community Amenity Contribution Policy for Independent Power and Resource
Projects.

BACKGROUND
The Planning and Development Committee considered a draft policy at the meeting of March
12, 2015 and provided staff with feedback regarding the following issues/items:


Need to consider impact upon a local community near the development first



Recreation facilities as ‘recipient’ of benefit is too narrow, need to expand to include
broader range such as libraries, parks, fire departments and other community facilities



The local Area Director needs to have an opportunity for input



Need to monitor and take account of where the funds come from



Provision for in-kind benefits



Need to clarify this is intended to apply to resource/power projects not rezoning or other
types of development.

At the March 26, 2015 meeting the Board adopted the following resolution:
149/15 Recommendation No. 4

Community Benefit Policy for Independent Power
Production and Resource Development

THAT the staff report dated March 4, 2015 and titled “Community Benefit Policy for
Independent Power Production and Resource Development” be received;
AND THAT staff revise the Sunshine Coast Regional District Community Benefit
Policy for Independent Power Production and Resource Development to clarify that
it should apply to independent power production and resource development, with
land development rezoning benefits/amenities being subject to a separate policy,
and report back to a future Planning and Development Committee meeting.
The draft community policy was amended to incorporate the points raised above and is
included in Attachment A.
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DISCUSSION
Options
Option 1: Board Adopts the Policy
The draft policy was considered at the March Planning and Development Committee and
staff were directed to make amendments regarding specific items. In reviewing the policy
staff considered that it could be applied to a broader range of development types than power
and resource projects. The policy could also assist in negotiations arising from major
residential/commercial/industrial development proposals. The amended draft references
OCPs as a point of reference for negotiation as they can offer direction about community
needs.
Staff consider that the draft policy provides a robust framework for negotiations and could be
adopted by the Board.
Option 2: Board Amends and Adopts the Policy
There may be minor amendments that are required to enhance clarity or emphasize key
points. The draft policy could be amended based on recommendations from the Planning
and Development Committee and forwarded to the Board for adoption.
Option 3: Board Directs Staff to provide an Amended Policy for Further Consideration
The policy may need significant review. If that is the case then the policy could be redrafted
and provided to a future Planning and Development Committee for consideration.
Option 4: Board Decides not to Proceed
The Board may consider that there is no need for a Community Amenity Contribution policy
and the policy would not proceed.
Policy Objectives
The policy is primarily to establish the basis for negotiation with proponents. The scale of the
contribution will be linked to the scale of the proposal. For example it could be based upon a
dollar amount per unit of energy produced or per tonnage of material mined.
The contribution should also reflect the impact on the local and regional community.
The contribution should not include what the proponent needs to contribute to minimize
environmental impact; for example to return the site to baseline levels or maintain fishery
productivity. It could include contributions towards providing environmental enhancements
beyond baseline levels.
Legal Security
The agreement can be included in a covenant that is placed on the title where there is a legal
parcel; thus it runs with the land and passes to future owners.
However some proposals are on Crown land where there is no legal parcel and covenants are
unregisterable. Thus the agreement should set out the steps that need to be taken to reassign
an agreement to a future owner should the project be sold. The policy notes these two
scenarios. An alternative, would be to negotiate one time payments to avoid the complexity of
re-assigning an agreement to a new owner
The draft also addresses the issue of when it is appropriate to make an agreement public.
Understandably negations are conducted in confidence; however it should be made public at

2015-Oct-08 PDC report community amenities contribution policy_ (Doc#1172318)
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some point. Staff consider that this must take place prior to holding a public hearing, if one is
required, at the latest.
Changes in Proposed Policy
As noted above there are a number of amendments that the board asked staff to incorporate.
Staff have made additional amendments. The main one is to broaden the scope of the policy
from primarily considering independent power projects and resource projects to cover major
developments and resource projects.
The policy was also amended to refer to “community amenity contributions” rather than
“community benefits”.
Section 1 (Background) provides rationale for the policy and includes an expanded section on
the concept of ‘social license’.
Section 2 (Purpose) refers to the types of projects that the policy covers. The policy considers
those that undergo a provincial environmental assessment (EA) and those considered outside
of the EA process. The policy also covers project that require or do not require OCP and zoning
amendment.
Section 3 (Procedure) notes the need for a formal agreement approved by Board resolution to
be signed by all parties. This clause was relocated from section 6 and amended to note that the
agreement needs to be approved by Board resolution. There may be circumstances when a
formal agreement is not required, such as if the contribution is a one–off payment.
Section 4 (Determining Contribution) was re-ordered and a new clause added to note that the
contribution could be a single payment, in-kind or regular payments over the life of the project.
It could also be a combination of these. Clause 4.9 was added to note that where there is no
legal parcel then there is a preference for a single contribution. This would reduce possible
complications that could arise if a project is sold to a new owner. If there is no legal parcel then
an agreement cannot run with the land and an alternative mechanism is required to ensure that
the agreement ‘survives’ ownership changes.
Section 5 (Disbursement) notes that the Area Director(s) that represent the area(s) where the
development is, will take the lead in determining disbursement of the contribution. However
funds will be pooled and disbursement needs to be by Board resolution. The range of activities
that could benefit from the contribution was enhanced to include a range of services. A clause
was added to note that the SCRD will maintain a record of the contributions and disbursements
that allow for an analysis of which electoral area it comes from and is disbursed to. This would
include in-kind contributions which could have a monetary value added for ‘book-keeping’
purposes.
Section 6 (Implementation) was amended to note that a mechanism needs to be included in the
agreement to consider what happens if the project is passed to a new owner where there is no
legal parcel against which a covenant or agreement could be registered.

2015-Oct-08 PDC report community amenities contribution policy_ (Doc#1172318)
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ATTACHMENT A
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT

BOARD POLICY MANUAL
Section:
Sub-Section:
Title:

Planning and Development
Planning and Development
Community Amenity Contribution for Independent Power and
Resource Projects

REASON FOR POLICY
To provide guidance for the Board, SCRD staff and proponents regarding negotiating
community contributions.
AUTHORITY TO ACT
Retained by the Board.
POLICY
1. Background
1.1. Proponents of resource and independent power projects are expected to
demonstrate good corporate citizenship and help to achieve what is being called a
‘social license’. Social license refers to local communities’ acceptance of a
project. To achieve acceptance there are voluntary actions that can be
undertaken by the proponent to improve local communities’ economic, social and
environmental well-being or to reduce the negative impacts. Voluntary actions are
those that go beyond legislative/legal obligations.
1.2. Impacts from independent power and resource projects can challenge proponents
in building community support. Energy produced from projects can serve a
provincial need, but the overall project may bring limited local benefits and both
short term and lasting negative impacts to communities. SCRD communities
should benefit from the use of the Sunshine Coast’s natural resources. In
response, a number of progressive proponents have worked with the SCRD to
reach community amenity contribution agreements to balance these impacts and
provide local and/or regional benefits. The contributions provide proponents with
an additional mechanism to address local concerns and expectations of their
regulators, green consumers, investors, and corporate energy buyers.
1.3. Community amenity contributions are voluntary and entirely at the discretion of both
the proponent and the Sunshine Coast Regional District. Contribution amounts may
vary and are not limited to a specific project or format. They may include, but are
not limited to financial contributions (e.g. lump sum or ongoing payments), tangible
assets (e.g. trails and park infrastructure) or in-kind resources (e.g. gravel or excess
site materials).
1.4. Establishing a fixed contribution amount to apply to each proposal is inappropriate
given the discretionary nature of the arrangement.
2015-Oct-08 PDC report community amenities contribution policy_ (Doc#1172318)
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2. Purpose
2.1. The intent of this policy is to identify the Sunshine Coast Regional District’s
expectations and provide a basis for identifying suitable community amenity
contributions from independent power and resource projects.
2.2. An independent power project includes wind, run-of-river, tidal and power produced
from other sources.
2.3. A resource project includes independent power projects, mining proposals and
other resource based activities.
2.4. The policy applies to projects regardless of whether a provincial environmental
assessments is required.
2.5. The policy applies to projects regardless of whether an amendment to SCRD
Official Community Plans and zoning bylaws is required.
3. Procedure
3.1. A community amenity contribution is a voluntary offer at the discretion of the
proponent.
3.2. Acceptance or refusal of a community amenity contribution is a decision of the
Regional Board and it does not imply support for, or opposition to the proposed
project by the Sunshine Coast Regional District unless otherwise stated.
3.3. A rezoning application or environmental assessment will be reviewed on the merits
of the proposal.
3.4. A decision by a proponent not to provide a community amenity contribution will not
negatively impact the Regional District’s review of a proposed project.
3.5. Upon receipt of independent power or resource project proposals SCRD staff,
subject to Board direction, will initiate negotiations with the proponent.
3.6. A formal agreement, approved by Board resolution, may be signed by all parties
and may outline the terms and conditions associated with the community amenity
contribution, including: acceptance and use of funds or services, timing, corporate
recognition, charitable receipts (if permitted under the relevant legislation), and
accommodation of unforeseen circumstances or alternate arrangements.
3.7. There may be situations when a formal agreement is not required such as if the
amenity contribution is a one-time payment.
4. Determining a Suitable Community Amenity Contribution
4.1. The Regional District will work together with the proponent to ensure a
contribution of mutual interest.
4.2. The Regional District’s general expectation is that the community amenity
contribution will be commensurate with the scale and community impact of the
project.
4.3. Environmental works that return the site to or maintain baseline conditions will not
be considered as a community amenity contribution. However environmental
enhancements may be considered a contribution.
4.4. The SCRD prefers retaining discretion regarding disbursement of contributions in
order to provide flexibility in responding to community needs.
2015-Oct-08 PDC report community amenities contribution policy_ (Doc#1172318)
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4.5. If the project requires rezoning then the draft contribution agreement will be made
publically available before a public hearing for a rezoning application is scheduled.
4.6. Each Community amenity contribution should provide financial or in-kind resources
which:
a. are located in the Sunshine Coast Regional District;
b. satisfy identified community needs or priorities as determined by the
SCRD Board;
c. does not create a financial, management or operational burden to the
Regional District;
d. correspond with an existing service area or function where possible;
and
e. address any other issue identified by the Regional Board.
4.7. The contribution may be a single payment, in-kind contributions or a regular
payment over the life of the project. It could also consist of a combination of these.
4.8. Where the project is not taking place on a legal parcel, the SCRD prefers one-time
contributions. However this does not exclude consideration of a contribution that is
made over the life of the project.
5. SCRD Disbursement of Contributions
5.1. The Director(s) representing the area(s) where the project is proposed will take the
lead in determining the disbursement of the contribution.
5.2. Decisions to disburse the contribution will be made by SCRD Board resolution.
5.3. Financial contributions from all community amenity contribution agreements shall
be pooled in a single fund to allow for the Regional District to allocate contributions
to projects across the SCRD area.
5.4. Priority will be to address the project’s impacts on local communities near the
project site.
5.5. Where no local community is impacted or where the impacts are wider,
disbursement may be to projects associated with services and facilities that serve
the wider community such as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

parks;
libraries;
recreation; and
fire departments.

5.6. Where there is a direct link between the contribution received and disbursement on
a specific project, the SCRD will formally acknowledge the contribution such as by a
notice on site or through publicity.
5.7. The SCRD will maintain record of which Electoral Area the project is in, the
contributions associated with it and how the funds are disbursed. Any in-kind or
non-monetary contributions will also be recorded and if possible a monetary value
will be assigned to it.
6. Implementation
6.1. Eligibility for a charitable tax receipt will be considered in accordance with the
applicable legislation.

2015-Oct-08 PDC report community amenities contribution policy_ (Doc#1172318)
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6.2. If the amenity contribution requires an ongoing commitment then an agreement
must be signed by all parties.
6.3. Where the project is on a legal parcel, the agreement shall be included in a
covenant or legal agreement registered on title.
6.4. Where the project is not on a legal parcel, the agreement must consider the impact
of a sale/transfer of the project to a new owner. A mechanism should be included
to note what steps need to be taken to ensure that the agreement’s
terms/obligations will be met after the sale/transfer has taken place.

Approval Date:
Amendment Date:

Approved by:
Approved by:

2015-Oct-08 PDC report community amenities contribution policy_ (Doc#1172318)
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ANNEX C
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

September 23, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 8, 2015

FROM:

Marina Stjepovic, Planner – Planning and Development Department

RE:

History of BCTS-SCRD Recommendations and Correspondence

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the report titled “History of BCTS-SCRD Recommendations and Correspondence”
and dated September 23, 2015 be received.

BACKGROUND
At its regular meeting on July 23, 2015 the SCRD Board adopted the following (in-part)
resolution:
311/15

Recommendation No. 9 Update on BCTS Operational Plans 2014/2015
AND THAT staff report to the September Planning and Development
Committee meeting regarding history of SCRD/BCTS correspondence
and recommendations adopted by the Board pertaining to cutblocks
identified in the update on BCTS Operational Plans 2014/2015.

DISCUSSION
In order to better track concerns or specific action items related to BC Timber Sales, staff has
created a BCTS log (Attachment A). The log is an Excel spreadsheet containing Board
resolutions, links to BCTS correspondence records up to seven years old, as well as links to
chronologically ordered staff reports and keywords for searching. Staff note that due to gaps in
record keeping and staff resources links to correspondence were only included up to 2010 and
reports to Committees were only included back to 2013.
After collating the information, certain topics stand out as recurring issues for the SCRD, and
can be categorized as follows:






Support for First Nations participation in BCTS decision-making and planning.
Conflict between logging activities and drinking water sources/community water
supplies.
Assurance that logging activities are adequately protecting the environment, particularly
species- and ecosystems-at-risk, wildlife habitat and corridors, old growth forests,
aquifer recharge, stream buffers, hydrology/watershed processes, as well as adherence
to environmental legislation such as the federal Fisheries Act.
Impact of logging activities on other community values such as tourism, recreation,
mushroom picking and heritage.
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Buffers at community and agriculture interface, including for forest fire management.
Public safety on active logging roads.
Visual impact.
Preference for low impact /selective logging in certain sensitive areas.
Need for a strategic approach to timber harvest planning that would also address
cumulative impacts.
Need for better consultation during the early planning stages and regular
communications throughout the implementation of BCTS operational plans (Note: this
resulted in the development of a Communications Protocol in 2014).
Access to relevant BCTS studies, reports, maps and information.

In addition to the spreadsheet log, staff has prepared a binder containing hard copies of
correspondence. This binder will be stored in the Planning and Development Department and
can be made available at a Director’s request.

CONCLUSION
By creating a log for BCTS records, staff will be able to more readily access information and
track outcomes related to a specific issue or area.
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Attachment A

History of BCTS Resolutions, Correspondance and Staff Reports 2008 - 2015
Recommendation / Report Title

July 23, 2015

Board
Resolution /
Committee
311/15 Rec # 1

July 23, 2015

311/15 Rec # 9

THAT the staff report dated July 9, 2015 and titled “Update on BCTS Operational Plans 2014/2015” be received;
AND THAT staff advise the Squamish Nation of the BCTS update regarding DL 1313 (A91376);
AND THAT a letter be sent to BCTS indicating that the SCRD Board appreciates the work of Norm Kempe and Don
Hudson in continuing with the SCRD-BCTS Communications Protocol and respectfully requests to be informed of
the BCTS management team contacts after relocation of operations to Chilliwack;
AND THAT staff report to the September Planning and Development Committee meeting regarding history of
SCRD/BCTS correspondence and recommendations adopted by the Board pertaining to cutblocks identified in the
update on BCTS Operational Plans 2014/2015.

Complete - Letter dated
DL 1313 (A91376)
August 14, 2015
Staff
Report to October 8, 2015
PDC

Attachment B
2015-Aug-14 Letter
to BCTS Re BCTS
Operational Plans
2014-2015 SIGNED.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/1131302

July 9, 2015

July 23, 2015
PDC

BCTS Operational Plans 2014/2015 for Operating Areas: MacNeill, Mt. Elphinstone, McNair/Rainy and
McNab/Potlach

Staff met with BCTS on May A87126 Block
20, 2015
DK044A1, A79517,
A87125, A91376,
A91378, A92615,
G053C45E

2015-Jun-17
Update on BCTS
Operational Plans
2014-2015 report to
PDC.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/1044682

November 27, 2014

558/14 Rec # 7

AND THAT staff organize a meeting with Squamish Nation Chief and Council for early 2015 with the agenda to
include:
2. BC Timber Sales Operations Plans and logging in the McNair/Rainy River area with maps provided by BCTS

Complete - Meeting held on
June 30, 2015. Awaiting
Meeting Minutes

October 23, 2014

523/14 Rec # 14

Complete - Letter dated
November 19, 2014

TSL A92615

October 23, 2014

523/14 Rec # 12

THAT a letter be written to BC Timber Sales inquiring about permitting the use of the forest service road near the
BCTS cutblock A92615 in Electoral Area A, BCTS McNeill Operating Area Mapsheet, to provide access to a
subdivision on District Lot 4695, file number 2011- 05969.
THAT the staff report dated September 30, 2014 titled “Notification of BCTS Operations Plans – Areas AF” be
received;
AND THAT the following comments be forwarded to BC Timber Sales:
a. The SCRD does not support logging within the Dakota Community Watershed;
i. However, should BCTS continue to project blocks in the community watershed, BCTS should complete a detailed
hydrological assessment to determine the impacts of the proposed roads and blocks to water quality, and to address
any recommendations in the report;
b. The SCRD does not support logging of old growth trees on Mt. Elphinstone;
c. Part of the vision statement in the Roberts Creek Official Community Plan states: “Of particular interest to the
community is protection of the 1500 hectares of land located in the Roberts Creek hillside area. The ecological and
recreation values of this area need to be protected.” Policy 8.10 (f) further states that the SCRD should continue to
work towards dedicating the full 1500 hectares area identified for the complete Mt Elphinstone Park. The Regional
District should work with the shíshálh and Skwxwú7mesh Nations, and the province to realize this;
d. The SCRD does not support logging on DL 1313;
i. Block A91376 (in Electoral Area E) is designated in the Elphinstone Official Community Plan as “Park”, which
should be acquired for current and future park use and environmental protection;

Complete - Letter dated
November 18, 2014

Mt. Elphinstone, DL
1313 Block A91376
(Area E), A92615
(Area A)

Date

Actions Taken / Outcome

THAT the report dated June 5, 2015 and titled “A Conservation Review of the Elphinstone Provincial Park
Complete - Letter dated
Expansion Proposal” by Wayne McCrory, RPBio Conservation Biologist and additional delegation materials as
August 18, 2015
presented by Hans Penner and Ross Muirhead of Elphinstone Logging Focus be received;
Awaiting reply from BCTS
AND THAT a request be made to BC Timber Sales to carefully consider the significance of the Dakota Bowl area for
black bear habitat in all of its deliberations;
AND THAT BC Timber Sales be reminded of the SCRD Board’s opposition to logging in the Dakota Community
Watershed as outlined in Resolutions #147/11 Rec. No. 9 (March 24, 2011), #180/12 Rec. No. 8 (April 26, 2012)
and #523/14 Rec. No. 12 (October 23, 2014).
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Keywords
(Cutblocks / DL)
Dakota Community
Watershed

Attachment / File Reference in Binder

Attachment A
2015-Aug-18 Letter
to Squamish Nation
Re BCTS
Operational Plans
2014-2015.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/1137892

Attachment 1
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe?func=ll&
objaction=overview
&objid=232988

Email Correspondance:
DL 1313 + SCRD
elphinstone district
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/
cs.exe/properties/88440
1

1

History of BCTS Resolutions, Correspondance and Staff Reports 2008 - 2015
October 23, 2014

523/14 Rec # 12
con't

e. Regarding blocks A91378 (in Electoral Area E), BCTS is requested to:
see above
i. Take extra precaution around the hiking and mountain biking trails, particularly Hwy 102 and the Yellow Trail;
ii. Make every effort to notify the public of their start date and hours of operations, including posting community
notices and notices at key points on the trails;
f. Regarding blocks A92615 (in Electoral Area A) BCTS is requested to:
i. Take extra precaution on the Pender Harbour Landfill road due to the high resident use on the road to access the
landfill;
ii. Make every effort to notify residents of increased traffic and of their start date and hours of operations by way of
newspaper and posting road signs along the landfill access road, noting the duration of all three phases
(construction, logging and reforestation);
iii. Ensure contract drivers use extra precaution and significantly reduce their speed on the Pender Harbour Landfill
road and ensure public traffic is not blocked from accessing the landfill site;
iv. Contribute funds to the SCRD Infrastructure department for road maintenance on an annual basis for the duration
of the road use.
AND FURTHER THAT the report titled “Notification of BCTS Operations Plans –Areas A-F” and dated September
30, 2014 be referred to the Natural Resources Advisory Committee, All Electoral Area Advisory Planning
Commissions, shíshálh Nation and Squamish Nation for comment.

A91378 (Area E),
A92615 (Area A)

September 30, 2014 October 16, 2014 Notification of BCTS Operations Plans - Areas A - F
PDC

Staff met with BCTS on
September 9, 2014

Dakota Community
Watershed
(G053C42X and
G053C42W),
A87126, A91378,
A87125, A914376
(DL 1313)

June 26, 2014

359/14 Rec # 14

THAT the staff report dated June 4, 2014 titled “Notification of BCTS Operations and Auctions – Areas D & E” be
received; AND THAT staff send a letter to the BCTS Timber Sales Manager with the following comments:
1. Thank BCTS for meeting with staff to discuss its 2014 Operating Area plan in the Mt. Elphinstone area and review
the Communication Protocol Agreement;
2. Request that BCTS not proceed with the sale of blocks located within the Dakota Community Watershed;
3. Remind BCTS of SCRD Board resolution 357/13, Recommendation No 4 which included comments on cut block
A91378-G043C3ZS;
AND FURTHER THAT the request to not proceed with the sale of the blocks located within the Dakota Community
Watershed also be sent to the Assistant Deputy Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations.

Complete - Letter dated July
7, 2014 sent to BCTS and
MoFLNRO
Response Letter Received
from Asst. Deputy Minister of
FLNRO dated August 28,
2014 and received at
October 2014 PDC

Mt. Elphinstone,
Dakota Community
Watershed, A91378G043C3ZS

June 26, 2014

359/14 Rec # 13

That the staff report dated June 2, 2014, titled "Sunshine Coast Regional District and BC Timber Sales
Communication Protocol Agreement - Areas A, B, C, E & F" be received;
AND THAT the revisions proposed by BCTS outlined in the June 2, 2014 staff report be accepted;
AND THAT the SCRD Chair be authorized to sign the revised Communication Protocol dated June 2, 2014;
AND FURTHER THAT the Communication Protocol Agreement be forwarded to BC Timber Sales for signature.

1) Revisions accepted at
Board June 26, 2014. 2)
Chair signed Communication
Protocol Agreement on June
27, 2014. 3) Communication
Protocol Agreement sent to
BCTS for signature on June
27, 2014, signed copy
received on August 11,
2014.
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2014-Oct-16
Notification of
BCTS Operations
and Auctions report
to PDC_for
WEB_reduced.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
Attachment 2
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe?func=ll&
objaction=overview
&objid=232977
Attachment 3
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe?func=ll&
objaction=overview
&objid=232979

Attachment 4
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe?func=ll&objaction=
overview&objid=1089307

Attachment 5 2014
FINAL BCTSSCRD Protocol
Agreement.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/200126

2

History of BCTS Resolutions, Correspondance and Staff Reports 2008 - 2015
June 4, 2014

June 19, 2014
PDC

Notification of BCTS Operations and Auctions – Areas D & E

Staff met with BCTS on May Dakota Community
2014-June-19 2014
26, 2014.
Watershed (A79517 - Notification of
DK042, DK0043,
BCTS Operations
DK0044, DK0044B, and Auctions report
DK045) Trailfest
to PDC.pdf
Wagonroad (A87126 - http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
G042C3MY) A87128- CS/cs.exe/propertie
G042C46N (DL 3552) s/232986
Hw 102 Trail (A91378G043C3ZS and
A91380-G043C3ZF -TSL A91378) A91376G043C3ZD (DL 1313)

October 24, 2013

474/13 Rec # 24

THAT the SCRD forward a request to BCTS that agricultural land values, on or adjacent to proposed cutblocks, be
respected for their agricultural values including water.

Complete - Letter sent
November 13, 2013

October 16, 2013

October 17, 2013 Notification of BC Timber Sales Block A79517
PDC

September 26, 2013 433/13 Rec # 8

September 4, 2013

September 12,
2013 PDC

Staff received notification of
BC Timber Sales Block
A79217. DK045 - removed
from sale.

THAT the staff report dated September 4, 2013 titled “August 1, 2013 Correspondence from Elphinstone Logging
Focusand the Draft BC Timber Sales – Sunshine Coast Regional District Communications Protocol Agreement” be
received;
AND THAT the job title of the BCTS signatory be included in the protocol agreement.
Letters Received Regarding Support of BCTS Blocks
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2013 nov brd ltr to
BCTS 2013
agriculture.docx
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/233731
Dakota Community
"2013 oct sale of
Watershed (A79517 - A79517 pdc
DK042, DK0043,
report.pdf"
DK0044, DK0044B, http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
DK045)
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/232851

Complete - September 26,
2013

SCRD received 38 form
letters expressing concern
with delay in bid process for
5 BCTS cutblocks.
BCTS deferred the tender
date for 1. Dakota
Community Watershed Block A79517 (DK042, 043,
044, 044B) 2. A87126 near
Gough Creek

Dakota Community
Watershed - Block
A79517 (DK042, 043,
044, 044B) A87126
near Gough Creek

"2013-SEP-12 PDC
agenda Part 1.pdf"
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/201196
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July 25, 2013

357/13 Rec # 4

July 25, 2013

357/13 Rec # 4
con't

July 25, 2013

357/13 Rec # 4
con't

July 25, 2013

357/13 Rec # 4
con't

THAT the staff report dated July 3, 2013 titled “BC Timber Sales 2013 Operational Plans” be received and
forwarded to BCTS;
AND THAT the following comments be forwarded to BC Timber Sales:
a. Regarding Block G061C45C (in Electoral Area A) BCTS is requested to:
i. invite adjacent property owners to a site visit prior to harvesting;
ii. for privacy and protection from blowdown, leave a minimum of 45 metres wind firm and visual buffer along private
properties;
iii. contact Department of Fisheries and Oceans to confirm the best time of year and most logical spot to cross
Meadow Creek;
iv. confirm that the proposed road does not interfere with the Pender Harbour Fire Department’s activities within
their fire practice area;
v. minimize the visual impact from the golf course, neighbouring properties and major roadways;
vi. access the block from the “Garbage Dump road” as there is beaver habitat between the highway and north of
side of the Pender Harbour Golf Course;
vii. provide trail alternatives for the community;
b. Regarding Block A91376-G043C3ZD (in Electoral Area D) BCTS is requested to:
i. invite adjacent property owners to a site visit prior to harvesting;
ii. for privacy and protection from blowdown, leave a minimum of 45 metres wind firm and visual buffer along private
properties;
iii. consider modifying the hours of operation to be more considerate of the neighbour;
iv. minimize the visual impact from neighbouring properties and major roadways;
v. note that the block lies within the Agricultural Land Reserve and that BCTS develop a planting regime which
enhances the blocks future agriculture potential (make it amenable to agriculture);
c. Regarding Block A91378-G043C3ZS (in Electoral Area D and E) BCTS is requested to:
i. discuss with the Town of Gibsons as part of this block might lie within the Gibsons aquifer recharge area. The
Regional District does not support logging within the Gibsons aquifer recharge area.
ii. be aware that the block is at the head Chaster Creek, an important salmon-supporting stream. This creek is
probably the least affected by development and flash flooding, which is why it is still so successful. Logging there
will, at least in the first decade after it, cause the stream(s) to be much more subject to flash flooding. BCTS should
take precautions against flash flooding.
iii. monitor stream crossings and setback as source water protection is of paramount concern;
iv. consider an impact assessment to the Lower latitude Goshawk populations;
v. take extra precaution on the B&K road due to the high recreational activity on and around the lower trails,
accessed by the B&K Road;
vi. make every effort to notify the public, including posting community notices, of their start date and hours of
operations, to include golfers, hikers, bikers, horse-riders, and motorized vehicle operators;
vii. consider hours of hauling be limited to weekdays;
d. Regarding Blocks A79510-G053C34M, A79510-G053C39P, A79510-G063C3UW and A79510-G053C34L (in
Electoral Area F), these blocks lie within a proposed goshawk protection area in the McNab Creek valley;
AND FURTHER THAT the SCRD refer Block A91376-G043C3ZD (in Electoral Area D) to the Agricultural Advisory
Committee and the Agricultural Area Plan consultants for their comments.
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Complete - Letter sent to
BCTS August 7, 2013

G061C45C (in
Electoral Area A)

Attachment 6
"2013 Aug BRD ltr
to BCTS 2013
operational
plans.pdf"
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/232827

see above

A91376-G043C3ZD
(in Electoral Area D)

see above

see above

A91378-G043C3ZS
(in Electoral Area D
and E)

see above

see above

A79510-G053C34M,
A79510-G053C39P,
A79510-G063C3UW
and A79510G053C34L (in
Electoral Area F)
Block A91376G043C3ZD (in
Electoral Area D)

see above
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History of BCTS Resolutions, Correspondance and Staff Reports 2008 - 2015
July 25, 2013

357/13 Rec # 2

THAT the concept of a scientific study of the 1500ha of the Elphinstone Forest be supported in principle and that
support be conveyed to the Provincial Government;
AND FURTHER THAT the following Board Resolutions respecting BCTS operational plans be re-sent to BCTS:
65/11 Recommendation No.5, 147/11 Recommendation No. 9, and 415/11 Recommendation No 12.

July 3, 2013

July 18, 2013
PDC

BC Timber Sales 2013 Operational Plans

June 27, 2013

283/13 Rec # 7

THAT the staff report dated May 29, 2013 titled “Sunshine Coast Regional District and BC Timber Sales
Communication Protocol” be received;
AND THAT....be amended.and forwarded for signature

May 23, 2013

237/13 Rec # 7

THAT the SCRD support the communication protocol in principle;
AND THAT the maps titled “Sunshine Coast Regional District Proposed Community Interface Areas,” Schedule A,
be amended to include the Gibsons aquifer recharge zone and the area along Howe Sound to the SCRD’s
boundary;
AND THAT the protocol agreement section 4.i be amended to add that BCTS will provide the SCRD with the
operational plan in a timely manner; AND THAT Section 4.v be amended to include that meetings with BCTS and
the SCRD be scheduled a minimum of twice a year and that the scope of the meetings include discussions of plans
and plan modifications a minimum of one year and six months in advance respectively;
AND THAT minutes are to be taken at meetings and made available;
AND THAT Section 5 iv. be amended as follows:
Information/Comments derived through the circulation of BCTS operating plans to the groups noted above will be
summarized into a response by the SCRD Planning Department prior to delivery to BCTS;
AND THAT Section 6 regarding provisions for termination of the protocol be clarified;
AND THAT a revised Protocol be brought back to the June PDC for review;
AND FURTHER THAT staff consult with BCTS to amend the protocol to accommodate grammatical and process
changes.
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1) Complete - Letter sent on Mt. Elphinstone
behalf of Chair, August 8,
2013. 2) Complete - Letter
sent to BCTS, August 7,
2013

1) Attachment 7
2013 aug 8 BRD ltr
to Ministers re
support for
Elphinstone
study.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/1100796
2) Attachment 6
"2013 Aug BRD ltr
to BCTS 2013
operational
plans.pdf"
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/232827
Staff met with BCTS on June G061C45C (in
"2013 July BCTS
13, 2013
Electoral Area A near Operational Plan
pender harbour
PDC rpt.docx" can
landfill) A91376be accessed via
G043C3ZD (west end the following link:
of Reed Road Area
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
D) (A91378CS/cs.exe/propertie
G043C3ZS) on the
s/233711
lower slope of Mt.
Elphinstone, A79510G053C34M, A79510G053C39P, A79510G063C3UW and
A79510-G053C34L
McNab Creek Vally
(Area F),

Complete - July 11, 2013
Amendments to Protocol
Agreement made and
forwarded for signature.
Complete- Amended May
29, 2013 brought to June 27,
2013 PDC. BCTS consulted
on July 10, 2013.
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History of BCTS Resolutions, Correspondance and Staff Reports 2008 - 2015
February 14, 2013

050/13 Rec # 19

February 14, 2013

045/13

January 24, 2013

026/13 Rec # 8

WHEREAS the pending sale of woodlots near McNeill Lake, Pender Harbour scheduled for February 7, 2013 and
referred to as BC Timber Sales (BCTS) TSLA89069 has been carried out with no referral and without consultation
with the Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD);
AND WHEREAS BCTS has indicated that it has undertaken sufficient scientific and professional analysis to
determine that logging in a portion of the McNeill Lake community watershed can be done with “low risk” to the
South Pender Harbour community’s water supply which serves approximately 1,000 connections;
AND WHEREAS BC Timber Sales TSLA89069 has not been modified or deferred by BCTS in response to the
SCRD’s concerns about potential risk to the McNeill Lake community water supply;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
THAT BC Timber Sales be asked to provide the Sunshine Coast Regional District with a letter agreement
indemnifying and saving the SCRD harmless from and against any and all losses, costs or claims arising out of
logging activity in the watershed, including any damages to the water system, extra costs incurred as a result of
turbidity or other adverse impact on water quality or quantity and claims made against the SCRD based on water
quantity or quality that occur due to logging activity;
AND THAT the provincial Drinking Water Officer be advised of the SCRD’s concerns and be requested to review the
cut blocks to assess risks to the community watershed;
AND FURTHER THAT the Drinking Water Officer be requested to monitor the watershed with equipment to gauge
the impact of the logging and be invited to present and discuss his findings to the SCRD Board;
AND FINALLY THAT the Sechelt Indian Band be informed of the SCRD’s action and be invited to participate in
discussions.
Recommendation No. 20 McNeill Lake
THAT staff be directed to obtain legal advice on whether a letter of indemnity will ensure that BC Timber Sales will
be held accountable.
THAT the correspondence from the BC Timber Sales Manager regarding BCTS – McNeill Lake Timber Sale
Adjustment be received;
AND THAT a letter be sent requesting that the block adjacent to McNeill Lake be permanently withdrawn from
present and future BC Timber Sales, and requesting copies of any Coastal Watershed Assessment Plans related to
that block.

Had a meeting on site with
Chief Feschuk & BCTS &
Directors Mauro & Nohr.
Contencious cutblock was
removed, complete.

Complete - Letter to BCTS
McNeill Lake
dated February 12, 2013
(Chair to Don Hudson)
Copy of the 2009 Water
Quality Quantity Assessment
of Haslam Creek McNeill
Lake community Watershed
received by the SCRD
Planning Department

THAT the Sunshine Coast Regional District notify BC Timber Sales regarding the proposed cut blocks near
Complete - Letter sent to
Homesite Creek FSR that Block TSL A89070-G051C2WH is adjacent to the Suncoaster Trail and the Regional
Don Hudson on January 18,
District’s water tank;
2013
AND THAT Homesite Creek area is a popular recreation area (campsite amenities have recently been built) and that
this area will see a future expansion of the Regional District’s Suncoaster Trail;
AND THAT this be acted on in advance of the next Board meeting;
AND THAT this be included in the topics to be discussed with the District Manager of the Sunshine Coast Forest
District;
AND FURTHER THAT all correspondence be copied to BC Timber Sales, the Minister for FLNRO, MLA,SIB and any
other appropriate agencies.
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TSLA89069 (McNeill
Lake, Pender
Harbour) McNeill
Lake/Haslam Creek
Community
Watershed

Homesite Creek,
Homesite Creek
Forest Service Road
TSL A89070G051C2WH

Attachment 8:
Letter dated Feb
12, 2013 to BCTS
Re: TSLA89069
McNeill Lake,
Pender Harbour
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe?func=ll&
objaction=overview
&objid=1140483
Attachment 9:
Letter dated Feb
25, 2013 to BCTS
Re: Protocol
Agreement and
TSLA89069
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/1140293

Attachment 10:
BCTS reply dated April
19, 2013 from Timber
Sales Manager, Don
Hudson- Received at
May 16, 2013 PDC
2013 apr 19 BCTS email
to SCRD Protocol and
A89069.msg
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/233684
2013 apr 19 letter from
BCTS SCRD Protocol
and A89069 McNeill.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/233685

Attachment 11:
Email received at
Feb 14, 2013
Board Meeting
2013 feb BCTS McNeill Lake
Timber Sale
Adjustment (2).msg
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/233691

Attachment 12: 2009
Water Quality Quantity
Assessment of Haslam
Creek McNeill Lake
community Watershed:
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe?func=ll&objaction=
overview&objid=232816

Attachment 13:
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe?func=ll&
objaction=overview
&objid=233738
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January 24, 2013

January 16, 2013

026/13 Rec # 7

WHEREAS McNeill Lake is a community watershed providing drinking water to over 1,000 homes in the Pender
Harbour area;
WHEREAS the SCRD is currently building a water treatment plant, maintaining and upgrading dam structures with
costs of approximately $4.2m;
AND THAT the Regional District Board request that BC Timber Sales immediately withdraw the offer for sale of the
McNeill Lake cutblock (TSLA89069);
AND THAT BCTS contact the Regional District to present their proposal regarding the cut blocks to address any
concerns the Regional District may have;
AND THAT BCTS and the SCRD immediately reestablish the process to ensure that all relevant concerns are
addressed before cut blocks are offered for sale (for example Homesite Creek BCTSTSLA89070) in the future;
AND THAT the Regional District write a letter to the Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
(MFLNRO)addressing the SCRD’s concerns about the lack of communication regarding logging in a community
watershed where the Regional District is developing infrastructure for community drinking water;
AND THAT the previous resolution (Resolution No. 027/00 Recommendation No. 13 Watershed) regarding logging
in community watersheds be attached in the letter to the Minister;
AND THAT all correspondence be copied to BC Timber Sales, the Minister for FLNRO, MLA, SIB and any other
appropriate agencies;
AND THAT this be acted on in advance of the next Board meeting;
AND FURTHER THAT Mark Anderson, Sunshine Coast Forest District Powell River, MFLNRO be invited to the next
PDC to discuss these issues.
January 17, 2013 Sale Notification of BC Timber Sales (BCTS) TSLA89069 near McNeill Lake, Pender Harbour
PDC

Complete - Letter sent to
Minister of FLNRO and cc'd
to BCTS, MLA, SIB, SCFD,
dated January 17, 2013

McNeill Lake TSLA89069 and
Homesite Creek TSLA89070

BCTS posted notice of sale
on January 9, 2013 for TSL
A89069

McNeill Lake TSLA89069

"2013 jan a89069
Timber Sale
Notification PDC
rpt.pdf"
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/233706
2012 HOWE
See Emails:
Landscape Unit
Correspondence
PLan.pdf
from SCRD re:
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTC Block 79517 & Old
S/cs.exe/properties/2 Growth - 2012-0732820
20
Correspondence
from SCRD re
Block 79517 & Old
Growth.msg
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/232823

July 26, 2012

302/12 Rec # 6

THAT the background information regarding Old Growth Management Areas in the Howe Landscape Unit be
available for the next Planning and Development Committee meeting in September.

Complete - Staff Report to
September 20, 2012 PDC

April 26, 2012

180/12 Rec # 8

THAT the Regional District inform BCTS that it does not support logging within the Dakota Community Watershed,
including Block A79517 that lies within this watershed;
THAT the Regional District does not support logging of old growth trees on Mt. Elphinstone;
THAT staff invite BCTS to talk to the Board about harvesting in old growth forests and within a community
watershed.

All Complete.
Block A79517
Letter dated June 14, 2012;
Reply Received from
MFLNRO dated May 1, 2012
- received at June 21, 2012
PDC;
3.
Norm Kempe Delegation Re:
Cutblock A79517 at July 19,
2012 PDC
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Attachment 14:
2013 jan 17 SCRD
Board letter to
Minister Thomson
re McNeill Lk.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/1143189
Attachment
14b:Reply letter
from Steve
Thomson dated
February 8, 2013:
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/1142096

Attachment 16:
2012June14ltrBCT
S old
growth&dakota
watershed.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/232825

May 2013 PDC - staff
report and
correspondance received
from BCTS. Mark
Anderson was not a
delegate.

Attachment 15: 2012
Sept PDC
HoweOGMArpt.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/234427

Attachment 17: 2012May-1 Chuck Anderson
MFLNRO re OGMA
Mount Elphinstone.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/1143400
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March 22, 2012

149/12 Rec # 11

THAT the mapping of popular trails along Mt.Elphinstone be referred to the Regional District Parks Department for
discussion of how this can be accomplished;THAT Parks Staff provide a report regarding the mapping of Mt.
Elphinstone trails to the Community Services Committee;
THAT the Regional District request the Ministry of Forests to update the Chapman Landscape Unit Plan to
incorporate the proposed Old Growth Management Areas (OGMA) near Dakota Ridge and Mt.Elphinstone Provincial
Park as nominated by BCTS;
THAT the Ministry of Forests be asked to initiate a comprehensive and integrated planning process for Mt.
Elphinstone that would formally include First Nations, stakeholders and the public.

All Complete. 12/09/2012 1) Dakota Ridge and Mt.
Parks - Report to Sept. CS; Elphinstone
2) Parks Report to Sept. CS;
3) Letter dated March 29,
2012; 4) Done at UBCM
Sep. 12, 2012 - see also
Minister's letter 14-DEC2012

Attachment 19a: Email
from Norm Kempe
dated March 16, 2012:
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/fetch/2000/45149/4
5371/45380/45383/BCTS
_SCRD__16-Mar2012.pdf?nodeid=23441
8&vernum=-2

February 23, 2012

086/12

THAT a letter be sent to the District Manager, Sunshine Coast Forest District, copied to BC Timber Sales,
expressing appreciation for BC Timber Sales' recommendation to set aside blocks A84612 WC022 and WC045
near Dakota Ridge and AG042C16Y which lies within the "horseshoe" of one of the Mt. Elphinstone Provinicial
Parks and encouraging the District Manager to grant the request;
AND THAT the letter be copied to Nicholas Simons, MLA

Complete - Letter dated
March 29, 2012: Letter to
MOF new OGMA nominees
Mt. Elphinstone

Attachment 19b:Letter
from MoF to Sunshine
Coast Forest Distric
dated t2012 Feb 6,
2012: BCTSLtr to MOF
Chapman OGMA
amendment.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/233680

February 16, 2012

052/12 Rec # 18

Complete - February 16,
2012

October 27, 2011

415/11 Rec # 12

July 28, 2011

319/11

THAT staff request a meeting between the SCRD Board and the Ministry of Forests’ District Manager to discuss the
cumulative effects of harvesting on Mt. Elphinstone;
THAT the Ministry of Forest’s District Manager be invited to the next Planning & Development Committee;
THAT staff request the tender be put on hold until sufficient consultation has been undertaken.
THAT the SCRD shares the concerns about how BCTS and the Ministry of Forest, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations are managing the whole of Mt.Elphinstone’s forest, for example:
• adjacency of cut blocks to existing clear cuts
• cutting of intact old growth trees; and
• adjacency to recreation trails;
THAT staff forward the comments from the Natural Resource Advisory Committee and the Roberts Creek Advisory
Planning Commission to BC TimberSales;
THAT staff ask BC Timber Sales and the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations how they are
addressing the cumulative effect of harvesting on Mt. Elphinstone.
THAT a joint letter from the Sechelt Indian Band and the Sunshine Coast Regional District be sent to BC Timber
Sales to reassure the protection of old growth forests.
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All Complete. Letter dated
November 2, 2011

Letter dated October 24,
2011

Attachment 18:
Letter dated
March 29, 2012
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/fetch/20
00/45149/45371/45
380/45383/2012Mar29_new_old_growt
h_management_ar
ea_nominee_on_M
t._Elphinstone.pdf?
nodeid=234172&ve
rnum=-2
A84612 WC022
Letter dated
WC045 near Dakota March 29, 2012
Ridge and
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
AG042C16Y which
CS/cs.exe/fetch/20
lies within the
00/45149/45371/45
"horseshoe" of one of 380/45383/2012the Mt. Elphinstone
Mar29_new_old_growt
h_management_ar
ea_nominee_on_M
t._Elphinstone.pdf?
nodeid=234172&ve
rnum=-2
Mt. Elphinstone

Mt. Elphinstone

Attachment 20:
SCRDltrBCTS2011
presalenotificatio
n.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/234101

Attachment 21:
2011Oct_ChairSC
RD_shíshálh_lette
rtoBCTSoldgrowt
h.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/233467
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May 26, 2011

220/11

THAT with respect to Resolution 206/11 Recommendation No. 3 of the May 12, 2011 SCRD Board meeting MLA
Nicholas Simons be copied on the letter requesting removal of Block G042C16Y from the BCTS Chart Area for the
Mount Elphinstone Operating Plan;
THAT staff clarify that the Coastal Watershed Assessment Procedure (CWAP) requested in item No. 6 of
Resolution No.206/11 Recommendation No.3 is a level three CWAP.

Block G042C16Y Letter completed May 30,
2011; 2) Letter May 30, 2011 Mt. Elphinstone
to SCPI regarding CWAP on
Wilson Creek

Attachment 22:
BCTS Operating
Plan Mount
Elphinstone
SCRDChairLetter_
blockG042C16YK
onkin.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/234415

Attachment 22a: 2011
Wilson Creek Block
EW002 email May 26 11
(217 11) Brd Motion to
B Sitter & DoS.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/185827

May 12, 2011

206/11 Rec # 3

THAT that staff follow up with BC Timber Sales (BCTS) on the following items:
Complete - Letter Sent June Block G042C16Y 1) Invite BCTS to talk to the Board about old-growth and the Mt. Elphinstone Operating Plan;
1, 2011
Mt. Elphinstone
2) Provide BCTS with recreation information about Dakota Ridge and the existing and proposed route of the
Suncoaster Trail;
3) Staff to discuss with BCTS the possibility of using alternative harvesting practices on Mt. Elphinstone;
4) That the Chair send a letter to Doug Konkin, Deputy Minister and Tom Jensen, Assistant Deputy Minister both
with the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations, with copies to Don Hudson, Acting Timber
Sales Manager, BC Timber Sales and Steve Thomson, Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
and Christy Clark, Premier, requesting removal of Block G042C16Y from the BCTS Chart Area for the Mount
Elphinstone Operating Plan;
5) That Regional District staff introduce specific commitments in the Draft BCTS Protocol Agreement about wildfire
risk and management within the Community Interface Area;
6) Inform BCTS that the Regional District has requested Sechelt Community Projects Inc. to lead a Coastal
Watershed Assessment Procedure (CWAP) for the Wilson Creek Watershed with an invitation for BCTS
participation in the CWAP.

Attachment 23:
2011 jun
BCTS_SCRD
board comments
on Forest
Stewardship
Plan.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/232780

Attachment 23a: Email
from BCTS June 2011:
2011 email from BCTS
re Mt Elphinstone
blocks.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/233459

March 24, 2011

147/11 Rec # 9

THAT the Regional District forward the following additional comment to BC Timber Sales (BCTS)regarding the 2011 Complete - April 7, 2011
BCTS Operating Plan for Mt. Elphinstone: The Regional District does not support logging within the Dakota
Community Watershed, including BlockA79517 that lies within this watershed;
THAT staff share with BCTS some of the history in the report about the SCRD’s traditional position on logging in
community watersheds.

Dakota Community
Attachment 24:
Watershed, including BCTS Operating
BlockA79517
Plan Mount
Elphinstone
bcts_elphinstone_
scrd_commentsap
ril.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/234396

February 10, 2011

065/11 Rec # 5

THAT the following comments be forwarded to BC Timber Sales (BCTS) regarding the 2011 BC Timber Sales
Complete. February 16,
Operating Plan for Mt. Elphinstone:
2011
1. THAT the SCRD thank BCTS for the opportunity to comment;
2. The Regional District expresses to BCTS that the community places a high value on beauty, hiking, recreation,
mushroom picking and other aesthetic and other non-timber values of the unlogged forest on the slopes of Mt.
Elphinstone.
3. The Regional District recommends that BCTS consider requesting their contractors to use low impact methods
such as selective logging and partial canopy retention logging methods or alternative practices to harvest on Mt.
Elphinstone.
4. The Regional District recommends that BCTS forest management practices on Mt. Elphinstone are conducted so
that they protect water quantity and quality for all water licence holders, and the SCRD ask BCTS to engage in a
conversation with the SCRD in regard to old growth timber in different geo-climatic zones.
5. The Regional District does not support logging of old growth trees on Mt. Elphinstone.
6. The Regional District invites BCTS to enter into a discussion about old growth forest values in all sub-zones.
7. The Regional District would like BCTS to consider substantial no-harvest buffer zones around the protected areas
on Mt. Elphinstone.

Mt. Elphinstone Block
G042C16Y, Dakota
Ridge Block A84612,
WC022 (Wilson
Creek Watershed)
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Attachment 25:
BCTS Operating
Plan Mount
Elphinstone
bcts_elphinstone_s
crd_resolutionfeb16
letter.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/234397

Attachment 25a: BCTS
Reply letter dated
March 31, 2011 BCTS
Operating Plan Mount
Elphinstone
BCTSMar312011ltrtoSC
RD.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/234391
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February 10, 2011

065/11 Rec # 5
con't

8. The Regional District would like BCTS to remove Block G042C16Y from the current plan and request it be added see above
to the BC Parks Inventory, and advise BC Parks of this request.
9. The Regional District recommends that BCTS ensure connectivity amongst the three provincial Mt. Elphinstone
Provincial Parks either through extending OGMA’s, creating wildlife corridors or agreeing to have a no harvest buffer
around them.
10. That the Regional District will forward the proposed route of the Suncoaster Trail as it passes through the lower
slopes of Mt. Elphinstone to BCTS once it has been mapped and that BCTS consider a no harvest buffer around the
route.
11. The Regional District will provide BCTS with the location of the gates and warming hut for Dakota Ridge.
12. The Regional District recognizes potential trail opportunities/connections for Dakota Ridge if Block A84612 and
/or WC022 are re-scheduled for sale.
13. The Regional District requests that BCTS establish the Coastal Tailed Frog conservation areas on Mt.
Elphinstone.
14. The Regional District will forward a map to BCTS depicting creek names as they are locally known for the area
on Mt. Elphinstone.
15. That the Regional District invites BCTS to a meeting to discuss the Operating Plan for Mt. Elphinstone.
16. That the Regional District request BCTS to complete a CWAP on the Wilson Creek Watershed.
17. That staff report back to the Board respecting the designated Community Watersheds in the Regional District
following which there may be further comment to BCTS on the Dakota Creek Community Watershed.

see above

December 9, 2010

505/10 Rec #11

THAT respecting the BCTS Forest Stewardship Plan Amendment #4 2006, the Regional District requests:
1)
BCTS provide an opportunity for the Regional District to comment on site plans that are within the Howe, Chapman,
Sechelt, Brittain and the Deserted Forest Development Units. And that site plans be provided in a timely manner
such that the Regional District has time to comment on them prior to any harvesting.
2) BCTS work closely with the First Nations to assure that all values and concerns are considered prior to issuance
of forest land use tenures and permits.
3) BCTS identify on FSP maps those watercourses with water use tenures, particularly domestic water use tenures.
4) BCTS place on FSP maps threatened wildlife habitat areas, significant wildlife movement corridors and any
identified endangered biodiversity management areas.
5) BCTS support the establishment of the Coastal Tailed Frog Wildlife Habitat Area (WHA) area for the (CTFmm)
Biogeoclimatic zone.
6) BCTS support a connecting greenway corridor amongst the three parts of the Elphinstone Park.
7) BCTS restrict harvesting within the CDFmm.
8) there should be consideration for selective logging in the community interface area, as opposed to clear cut
logging.
9) BCTS describe the consequences of the difference in the Wildlife Tree Patch objectives between the Sechelt
FDU (Objective 2 (3)) and the Chapman FDU (Objective 2 (2)).
AND THAT BCTS address the specific issues for Forest Development Units as follows:

BCTS Forest
Attachment 26:
Stewardship Plan
2010 dec
Amendment #4 2006 bcts_fsp_scrd
comments with
map.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OT
CS/cs.exe/propertie
s/232767
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Complete - Letter sent
December 15, 2010. Last
Part Protocol Sent Feb 24,
2011

see above

see above

Attachment 26a: BCTS
Reply Received
February 9, 2011: 2011
Feb 9 BCTS response to
SCRD letter.pdf
http://cs.scrd.ca/OTCS/c
s.exe/properties/232779
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December 9, 2010

505/10 Rec #11
con't

Brittain FDU:
a) Meet visual quality objectives for Jervis Inlet and from Sechelt Indian Band lands located in Vancouver Bay;
b) Assure safeguards for marine water protection and shellfish water quality.
Sechelt FDU:
a) Assure complete protection of the Milne Creek, McNeil Lake and Waugh Lake community watersheds.
b) Assure Visual Quality objectives on Highway 101 and along forest recreation trails.
c) Assure Visual Quality objectives Highway 101, Park Reserve lands, and along forest recreation trails.
d) The SCRD has established a ferry to ferry trail route, part of which passes through this FDU. The SCRD
requests that BCTS consult with our Parks and Recreation Department to address access and protect the integrity
of the route.
e) There are many informal trails within the FDU. The SCRD requests that these recreation trails be considered a
resource and accommodated. Preserving a degree of quality around these trails, possibly by retaining a buffer of
trees, should be considered.
Chapman FDU:
a. Address forest fire management along the community interface area.
b. Do not harvest or construct roads within the Chapman and Gray Creek watersheds.
c. Protect domestic water supply watersheds, particularly where forestry and road construction practices are
proposed.
d. Maintain biodiversity and Wildlife Corridor Management.
e. Proactive management and support for all the community’s various forest related uses.
f. Consult closely with all concerned Sunshine Coast communities.
g. There are many informal trails within the FDU. The Regional District requests that these recreation trails be
considered a resource and accommodated. Preserving a degree of quality around these trails, possibly by retaining
a buffer of trees, should be considered.
Howe FDU:
a. Maintain Visual Quality Objectives within the Howe Sound - particularly for blocks adjacent to the ocean.
b. Protect domestic water supply watersheds, particularly where forestry and road construction practices are
proposed (e.g. McNair Creek, McNab Creek areas);
c. Assure safeguards for marine water protection and shellfish water quality protection for associated ocean log
dump sites, work yards, and crew camps.
AND FURTHER THAT BCTS and the Regional District develop a communication and planning protocol for forestry
within the community interface area, particularly as it concerns to the Sechelt, Chapman and Howe FDU’s.

Complete - Letter sent
December 15, 2010.

Brittain FDU,
Chapman FDU

December 9, 2010

505/10 Rec #11
con't

Complete - Letter sent
December 15, 2010.
Protocol Sent Feb 24, 2011

Howe FDU

December 9, 2010

505/10 Rec #10

AND THAT in regard to BCTS Block A84612:
1) That staff confirm with BCTS the presence of Culturally Modified Trees (CMT);
2) That staff confirm whether any CMT’s in the block have been assigned a heritage conservation number and what
that signifies;
3) That staff ask BCTS to confirm whether the presence of CMT’s requires a modification to their logging plans;
4) That the Regional District request that the cutblock not be sold until they have adequately addressed the
presence of CMT’s.
5) That the Sechelt Indian Band and the Squamish Nation be advised of the potential presence of CMT’s in this
cutblock.
AND THAT the topic of Culturally Modified Trees be addressed at the next Heritage Protocol meeting;
AND FURTHER THAT another letter be sent to BCTS requesting confirmation if there has been an assessment of
endangered species in the proposed cut block.

Complete. Letter sent
BCTS Block A84612
December 15, 2010 2) CMT
on Heritage Protocol
Meeting Agenda January 24,
2011.

September 9, 2010

362/10 Rec # 5

THAT the SCRD request that BC Timber Sales place buffers on the unnamed creeks in TSL A71827;
THAT the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) be requested to conduct a site visit on the creeks regarding
compliance with the Fisheries Act.

Complete. Letter sent Sept
17, 2010

TSL A71827

February 25, 2010

089/10 Rec #14

THAT a letter to BC Timber Sales, the Ministry of Forests and Range and Mr. Currey to encourage them to take a
collaborative approach to reduce potential logging impacts on the Jervis Inlet Resort and Spa.

Complete. March 8, 2010

Jervis Inlet
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April 23, 2009

188/09 Rec #5

Complete. June 11, 2009
THAT in regard to item number 12 Coastal Douglas Fir (CDF) (in the Watershed Minutes of March 19, 21009) that
the concept of an area for protection of CDF be referred to the Natural Resources Advisory Committee for comment;
THAT staff request from BC Timber Sales why their offer of a 200 hectare area was rejected by the Integrated Land
Management Bureau (ILMB).

February 26, 2009

077/09 Rec # 12

THAT staff contact Rob Martin at BC Timber Sales (BCTS) to invite him to a Special Infrastructure Services
(Watershed) Committee meeting at his earliest convenience or, in the event that he is unable to attend an SCRD
meeting, at AVICC to discuss how BCTS may best address the SCRD’s needs to protect the watersheds.

February 26, 2009

072/09 Rec #10

November 13, 2008

512/08 Rec #2

October 2, 2008

439/08 Rec # 5

THAT the Regional District send a letter to BC Timber Sales requesting that any approval of timber sales
agreements or tenures in the Bear Bay Sakinaw Lake area be held in abeyance until such time that the Regional
District is able to obtain more information on the proposed timber sale as well as the water, recreational and
environmental elements of this sensitive area;
THAT a letter be sent to the Minister of Forests requesting that BC Timber Sales notify the Sunshine Coast Regional
District of all proposed cut block sales in our area in advance of being advertised, similar to the process that allows
the Sechelt Indian Band to receive this information.
THAT a letter be sent to Ministry of Forests and copied to BC Timber Sales, identifying concerns and requesting
timely advance notice of intention to tender any industrial activity in any of the watersheds on the Sunshine Coast
with reference to the provinces responsibility to license holders.
THAT the letter include maps identifying all watersheds on the Sunshine Coast, specifically community watersheds.

February 28, 2008

109/08 Rec # 6

January 17, 2008

011/08 Rec # 18

THAT a letter be sent to BC Timber Sales to note their repeated call for tenders in the Waugh Lake Watershed
which have had no bidders;
THAT the letter express concerns about any new tenders by BC Timber Sales for cut blocks that would affect
drinking water on the Sunshine Coast;
THAT a copy of the letter from Peter Jones, ILMB regarding the request for a ten year logging moratorium on the
Chapman/Grey Creek Watershed be included with this letter;
THAT a copy of these letters be sent to the Minister of Forests.
THAT a letter be sent to the BC Timber Sales requesting that they consider withdrawing the Waugh Lake auction
block; AND THAT this request also be sent to the Forest Practices Board.
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Watersheds
Complete. Letter Sent
February 27, 2009 inviting to
March 19, 2009 Special
Watershed Meeting
Complete. Letter Sent March Bear Bay, Sakinaw
12, 2009
Lake (Area A)

Complete. Letter sent Nov.
19, 2008
Complete. Letter sent Nov.
3, 2008

Watersheds

Complete. Letter sent to
BCTS March 4, 2008

Waugh Lake
Watershed,
Chapman/Grey Creek
Watershed

Complete. Letters sent to
BCTS and Forest Practices
Board May 11, 2008

Waugh Lake
Watershed
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ANNEX D
SCRD STAFF REPORT

DATE:

September 28, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 8, 2015

FROM:

Sven Koberwitz, Planning Technician

RE:

Development Permit with a Variance No. D-137 (Mullock for Schober)

RECOMMENDATION(S):
THAT the report entitled “Development with a Variance No. D-137 (Mullock for
Schober)” be received;
AND THAT Development Permit with a Variance No. D-137 to relax the minimum
waterfront setback, as required under Section 507.2 of the Sunshine Coast
Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987, from 15 metres to 13.3 metres, on
Lot B Block 4 District Lot 1318 Plan 19401 to permit the construction of a single
family dwelling be approved;
AND FURTHER THAT should a variance permit be issued for Development Permit
with a Variance No. D-137 that it be subject to addressing any comments provided
by the shíshálh Nation.

BACKGROUND
The SCRD is in receipt of a Development Permit with a Variance Application for the
reconstruction of a single family dwelling within Development Permit Areas.
Owner/Applicant:

Teryl Mullock for Peter and Annette Schober

Legal Description:

Lot B Block 4 District Lot 1318 Plan 19401

P.I.D.:

007-021-071

Electoral Area:

D - Roberts Creek

Civic Address:

3463 Beach Avenue, Roberts Creek

Land Use Zone:

R1

OCP Land Use:

Residential A

Proposed Variance:

To vary Section 507.2 of Zoning Bylaw 310 to reduce the
setback to the natural boundary from 15 metres to 13.3 metres
to allow for the construction of a single family dwelling.

Parcel Area:

4,040 m2
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DISCUSSION
Site Description
The subject lot is situated between Beach Avenue and the Strait of Georgia, just west of
Marlene Road in Roberts Creek. A drive way off of Beach Avenue provides access to an
existing single family dwelling located on the lower portion of the property. The area is
characterized by steep forested slopes with residential development concentrated near the
shoreline. The properties in this area, including the subject property, where originally created in
1943 and are generally around 4,000 m2 (1 acre) in size.
The upper portion of the lot is mostly forested with native vegetation including Douglas Fir and
Western Red Cedar. The lower portion, being previously developed, contains a single family
dwelling, several decks and stairs proving beach access, a shed and carport, and an enclosed
separate garage. No building permits are on file for the existing home as it was likely built prior
to the existence of the SCRD. There were permits issued for replacement of a masonry chimney
on the house in 1994 and the construction of the garage in 2005.

Figure 1 - Location Map

Proposed Development
The applicant is proposing to demolish and replace the existing single family dwelling.
Additionally, two existing septic fields located both at the front and rear of the current home are
to be removed. A new certified septic field will be installed beyond the 10 metre geotechnical
setback. Several existing structures will remain, including the detached garage and the
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carport/shed structure. Lawfully non-conforming decks and stairs, likely constructed prior to the
adoption of the current zoning bylaw, are to remain in place. A rendering of the proposed
development is attached as Appendix C.

Figure 2 - Aerial Photo

Variance
Bylaw 310 Section 507.2 establishes a 15 metre setback to the natural boundary for buildings in
Electoral Area D. However, Section 507.2(a) provides an exemption for parcels with existing
waterfront dwellings as of May 13, 2010 which are sited between 7.5 and 15 metres of the
natural boundary. In this case a new dwelling may be constructed at the average waterfront
siting of the existing dwelling.
To determine average waterfront siting three measurements are made and then averaged. In
this case, due to the configuration of the existing home and the natural boundary the average is
greater than the minimum required setback of 15 metres, thus the 15 metre setback would apply
since there is no regulatory provision to require a setback beyond this. Therefore in order for the
new home to be built with the proposed siting a variance is required to relax the 15 metre
setback to 13.3 metres. The existing home is sited at a minimum of 13.2 metres, slightly closer
to the natural boundary than the proposed single family home. The site plan attached as
Appendix A better illustrates the existing and proposed buildings.
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Figure 3 - Average Waterfront Siting

Attached decks are shown on the site plan as part of the proposed home within the 15 metre
setback. Section 507.3 provides an exception in Area D for unenclosed sundecks or balconies,
reducing the setback to 7.5 metres from the natural boundary for decks and balconies.
Two lawfully non-conforming decks and a set of stairs are currently sited within the 2 metre rear
parcel line setback for structures, with one of the decks and stairs encroaching beyond the
property line. While the current variance application focuses on the siting of the proposed single
family dwelling, any future work beyond repair and maintenance of the decks and stairs will
require a variance, unless the decks and stairs are modified to conform to current zoning bylaw
requirements.
Variance Criteria
The rationale the applicant has provided to support the variance is mainly related to
geographical constraints on the property. The presence of existing developments, including a
garage built in 2008 and a paved driveway, makes moving the footprint beyond the 15 metre
setback difficult without significant alteration of the site, including the reconfiguration of the
driveway and possible blasting of bedrock. The applicant has stated that in order to meet the 15
metre setback requirement the design would need to be increased to 3 stories and widened
thereby reducing sightlines to the ocean from neighbouring properties. Additionally, the
applicant states moving the proposed development further up slope would incur prohibitive
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construction costs. The variance criteria, received as part of the application, are attached as
Appendix B.
Development Permit Areas
A Development Permit is required prior to the construction of a building located within
Development Permit Areas (DPA’s) as defined by the Roberts Creek Official Community Plan.
There are two DPA’s located on the subject property, DPA #2A (Beach Front Slopes) and DPA
#4 (Shoreline). Geotechnical and Environmental reports have been submitted which support the
proposed development in accordance with the Roberts Creek OCP. Any recommendation made
in the reports must be adhered to as part of the conditions within the Development Permit.
DPA #2A (Beach Front Slopes) – Natural Hazardous Conditions
DPA #2A extend 15 metres back from the crest of beach front slopes and is intended to protect
development from erosion by wave attack. DPA #2A requires a report prepared by a qualified
geotechnical professional be submitted in support of the proposed development. A geotechnical
assessment prepared by Western Geotechnical Consultants Ltd. has been received as part of
the Development Permit with a Variance application. The consultant has recommended a 10
metre geotechnical setback from the crest of the shoreline bluff in combination with pinning
foundation footings to the bedrock. The consultant supports the proposed development as long
as guidelines included in the report are followed.
DPA #4 (Roberts Creek Shoreline) – Natural Environment and Natural Hazardous Conditions
DPA #4 extends 15 metres landward from the natural boundary of the ocean and is intended to
provide long-term protection of the existing shoreline both for ecological values and to guard
against erosion and damage to structures and buildings. A report prepared by Western
Geotechnical Consultants Ltd. And TRI Environmental Consulting Inc. supports the proposed
development outside the 10m geotechnical setback. The report recommends that a silt control
plan be in place during demolition and construction is recommended.
CONSULTATION AND REFERRAL
shíshálh Nation
This file was referred to shíshálh Nation Right and Title Department on August 27th, 2015. Staff
are awaiting comments which will be incorporated into the report for the Planning and
Development Committee. These comments may form part of the conditions for approval of the
Development Permit with a Variance. The applicant has been in contact with the shíshálh
Nation and a Preliminary Field Reconnaissance was completed prior to receipt of the permit
application by the SCRD.
Roberts Creek APC
A report was referred to the Roberts Creek APC which was included on the September 28, 2015
meeting agenda. The full meeting minutes are attached as Appendix F.
At the meeting the following motions were made:
MOTION: The APC accepts the oral recommendations of the SCRD planner to allow the
variance for 3463 Beach Avenue, Roberts Creek. (GR/DG). Defeated
MOTION: We do not support the variance at this time as we need more information to make an
informed decision - both from the neighbours and the SCRD. (BM/JA). Carried by majority.
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The APC minutes included several comments which staff would like to address and provide
some clarification.
Would the new house be required to be built at an average setback 16.5 metres?
The standard waterfront setback in Roberts Creek is 15 metres, which would apply in this case.
A new home constructed at 15 metres would move the home closer to the natural
boundary than the existing building.
The existing building is sited 13.2 metres from the natural boundary at the closest point. A home
constructed at the standard 15 metre setback would be sited further from the natural boundary
by at least 1.8 metres.
The current home has a view provided with a 16.5 metre setback.
The current home has an average siting of 16.5 metres. The setback of each portion of the
existing home varies, being 13.2 metres at a minimum and 20.2 metres at a maximum.
Owner / Occupier Notification
Notices of Consideration were sent out to neighbouring properties within 50 metres on
September 1, 2015. Three responses were received as of September 28, 2015 and are
attached as Appendix E.
1. JAMES H. GURNEY AT 3477 BEACH AVE
Mr. Gurney is concerend that there should be compelling reasons given for the variance
request. He also believes the applicant should be required to submit a plan showing the
proposed dwelling overlaid on the footprint of the existing dwelling in order to discern the
visual impact.
2. PETER CHAPMAN AT 3473 BEACH AVE
Mr. Chapman has expressed his desire to better understand the reasons for the
variance request and why the 15 metre setback cannot be adhered to.
3. SUSAN CIRILLO AT 3457 BEACH AVE
Ms. Cirillo is opposed to the proposed development for reasons relating to the
preservation of the natural beauty of the Roberts Creek shoreline.
Staff Note:
Variance criteria were not provided to owner / occupiers so both Mr. Chapmans and Mr.
Gurneys concerns regarding adequate reaons being given for the variance are valid.
Variance criteria are included in the staff report to APC and PDC.
Subsequent to receiving Ms. Cirillos comments staff clarified the location of Mr.
Schober’s property and it was determined Ms. Cirillos objections were mainly focused on
the work being done at 3465 Beach Avenue, the property immediately west of Mr.
Schobers property.
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Figure 4 - Neighbour Notification Map

SUMMARY
A variance to section 507.2 is being requested to relax the minimum setback to the natural
boundary of the ocean from 15 metres to 13.3 metres. An existing home is currently sited at
13.2 metres from the natural boundary. The applicant proposes to demolish the existing home
and construct a new home, sited slightly further away from the natural boundary, in order to
avoid excessive site alteration and maintain the existing scale of a two story home design.
The proposed development is also within two Development Permit Areas, Beach Front Slopes
and Roberts Creek Shoreline, which will require geotechnical and environmental assessments
to be submitted as part of the Development Permit process.
STAFF RECCOMENDATION
Staff believe the request for a variance from 15 metres to 13.3 metres to be relatively minor
when taking into account the presence of an existing home sited at 13.2 metres. The proposed
design is also lower in height than the existing home thereby favoring protection of views of
neighbouring properties. Additionally, granting the variance will likely result in less site alteration
than maintaining a 15 metre setback due to the presence of an existing garage and driveway up
slope from the existing home. With this in mind, staff recommend granting the variance request.
Attachments
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Appendix E – Owner / Occupier Comments
Appendix F – Roberts Creek APC Minutes
Appendix G – Draft Development Permit with a Variance D-137
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1. The variance should not defeat the intent of the bylaw standard or significantly depart from
the planning principle or objective intended by the bylaw. Please elaborate how the requested
variance meets this criteria:
The prescribed 15m setback from the top of bank is understood to be precautionary, in order to
assure that there will be no geotechnical hazards in an area or risk, and to assure that there is
qualified professional recommendations and oversight. A geotechnical report (see attached) has
identified that a smaller setback of 10m would be adequate, so long as certain recommendations are
followed. The proposed development will all fall beyond the setbacks as recommended by the
geotechnical engineer. The existing site is quite constrained by uphill slopes and existing driveway
etc. The optimum location for the new construction will place the new building closer to the top of
bank than the prescribed 15m setback. It should be noted that the existing residence (that will need to
be demolished) is already encroaching within this setback by a larger amount.
2. The variance should not adversely affect adjacent or nearby properties or public lands. Please
elaborate how the requested variance meets this criteria:
The proposed construction will not adversely affect the overlook views from neighbouring properties,
when compared to what is already possible under the currently prescribed zoning setbacks. Indeed,
the proposed construction will leave much larger setbacks at the side yard in order to provide more
opportunity for diagonal views from neighbouring properties than would be possible by following the
prescribe zoning minimum setbacks. The placement of the proposed building will be far in excess of
the R1 minimum rear yard setback of 2m, will provide more generous side setbacks than the
prescribed i.5m minimum, and will respect the 15m setback from top of bank in the vicinity of the side
lot lines.
3. The variance should not be considered a precedent, but should be considered as a unique
solution to an unusual situation or set of circumstances. Please elaborate how the requested
variance meets this criteria:
This property has a unique set of conditions with oceanfront cliff face and steeply sloping terrain in
the construction zone, as well as pre-existing driveway and garage structures which are to remain. An
existing house already sits within the prescribed 15m setback from top of bank, and has done so for
several decades. The curving geometry of the setback line creates a concave setback line unique to
this property, such that building within the concave part at the centre of the property would have no
affect whatsoever on views from neighbouring properties.
4. The variance represents the best solution for the proposed development after all other options
have been considered. Please elaborate how the requested variance meets this criteria:
We have looked at various conceptual approaches, and those which place the house further upslope
behind the 15m setback line will have the effect of pushing the required functional program up to 3
stories, of reducing access to views for the owners given the likely placement of homes to either side,
increasing the amount of excavation into what is likely subterranean granite rock such as can be seen
on the cliff face, forcing the owners to reconfigure the existing driveway, and therefor substantially
increasing construction costs, while reducing the perceived value of the property when compared to
the current situation.
5. The variance should not negatively affect the natural site characteristics or environmental
qualities of the property. Please elaborate how the requested variance meets this criteria:
The existing site has been developed already with a home at roughly the same location, which has
been there for decades. Two existing septic fields will be removed, one below and one above the
existing house. The proposed construction will include a new septic system well back from the
required setbacks, and meeting all current standards. No trees or native planted areas will be
disturbed by the new construction. If the existing home were to remain, there would be greater
potential to negatively affect the environmental qualities of the site.
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Photo 1 - South side of proposed home

Photo 2 - North-East side of proposed home
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Photo 1 – North side of existing home

Photo 2 - South side of existing home
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Photo 3 - South East of existing home

Photo 4 - Existing deck no. 1
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Photo 5 - Existing deck no. 2

Photo 6 - Existing carport and shed (to remain)
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Photo 7 - Existing garage (to remain)

Photo 8 - Rear yard and current location of septic field
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RECEIVED: SEPTEMBER 25, 2015
VIA: EMAIL
Following are my written comments concerning the application for a development variance
permit to relax the minimum setback for a proposed dwelling at 3463 Beach Avenue.
1. The reason for the variance request to relax the minimum setback from 15m to 13.3m is not
clear from the notice or related correspondence (below). The subject property extends a
considerable distance from the natural boundary (ocean) to the roadway so there is certainly
room available to site the structure on the existing property. In order to vary the bylaw
requirements, I believe a clear and compelling reason should be stated.
2. The applicant should be required to provide a drawing showing the proposed dwelling
footprint overlaid on the footprint of the existing drawing. Otherwise it is not possible to discern
the visual impact of the proposed dwelling in relation to the existing dwelling.
James H. Gurney
3477 Beach Avenue
Roberts Creek, BC V0N 2W2
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RECEIVED: SEPTEMBER 25, 2015
VIA: EMAIL
Sven
A few days ago we briefly discussed the Variance Application for a new dwelling at 3463 Beach
Avenue.
I understand the intent of the application is to relax the minimum setback from 15 meters to 13.3
meters.
You have also been discussing this issue with my neighbor Jim Gurney who has been sharing
with me all correspondence between you both.
One issue I am unclear about is the bylaw 310. Apparently this bylaw uses an average setback
calculated from left, mid and right points of the existing building to arrive at a setback figure.
Is this a minimum setback? If so, I understand how this would be unfair to require the new
dwelling to be built at a minimum setback of 16.5 meters.
However it seems to be a mute point if the existing bylaws allow a minimum setback of 15
meters.
So, after studying all the information regarding this application I am clear on the "intent" but can
find no explanation as to "why" the new dwelling can't have the required minimum setback of 15
meters.
Bylaws are put in place we hope for good reason. I also understand there might be good reason
for a variance request to these bylaws but in this case I can't find any explanation as to why this
variance application should be approved.
A clear reason for this variance application would be much appreciated.
Peter Chapman
3473 Beach Ave
Roberts Creek
PS. Maybe a composite plan of both the old and new building footprints would be a help.
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Appendix G

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
DEVELOPMENT PERMIT with a VARIANCE
NO. D-137
TO:

Annette and Peter Schober

ADDRESS:

3463 Beach Avenue, Roberts Creek, BC

This Development Permit is issued subject to compliance with all of the Bylaws of the
Sunshine Coast Regional District applicable thereto, except those specifically varied or
supplemented by this Permit.
Development Permit Area(s) #2A (Beach Front Slopes) and #4 (Shoreline), within the
Roberts Creek Official Community Plan, Bylaw No. 641, applies to those lands within
the Sunshine Coast Regional District described below:
Legal Description:
P.I.D.:
Civic Description:

Lot B Block 4 District Lot 1318 Plan 19401
007-021-071
3463 Beach Avenue, Roberts Creek, BC

The lands described herein shall be developed strictly in accordance with the terms and
conditions and provisions of this Permit and any plans and specifications attached to
this Permit which shall form a part thereof.
Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987 is varied or
supplemented, and conditions and requirements pursuant to Section 920 of the Local
Government Act are imposed in accordance with the guidelines specified in the Roberts
Creek Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 641.
Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 310, 1987 is specifically varied as
follows:
To vary Section 507(1) of Sunshine Coast Regional District
Bylaw No. 310, 1987 to relax the minimum required setback to
the natural boundary of the Ocean from 15 metres to 13.3
metres to allow for the construction of a single family dwelling.
This Development Permit with a Variance for the purpose of constructing a single family
dwelling is issued subject to compliance with the following terms and conditions:
Prior to Issuance:
(1)

Receipt of shíshálh Nation comments or expiry of referral period.

General Conditions:
(1)

Adhere to the guidelines and recommendations in the Geotechnical Assessment
prepared by Western Geotechnical Consultants Ltd. dated June 23, 2015
attached to and forming part of this permit as Appendix ‘A’, with particular
attention given to:
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a.

(2)

Adhere to the guidelines and recommendations in the Addendum to
Geotechnical Assessment prepared by Western Geotechnical Consultants Ltd.
dated August 21, 2015 (including report by TRI Environmental Consulting Inc.,
date August 19, 2015) attached to and forming part of this permit as Appendix
‘B’,
a.

(3)

A minimum horizontal geotechnical setback of at least 10 metres
established from the crest of the shoreline bluff in combination with
footings being pinned to intact bedrock or placed at least 1.5m below the
existing ground surface on the slightly cemented sand is recommended to
protect the building against landslide, erosion, and coastal flooding.

A silt control plan to be put in place during demolition and construction
activities to avoid topsoil erosion.

Adhere to the conceptual architectural plans prepared by Teryl Mullock Architect
Ltd., dated July 16, 2015, attached and forming part of this permit as Appendix
‘C’, with particular attention given to:
a.

The final design should be substantially similar to the one included as
Appendix ‘C’, in particular the building footprint and envelope.

(4)

The geotechnical engineer and qualified environmental professional must provide
a final letter to confirm that all construction is consistent with standard
engineering practices and with the reports attached as Appendix ‘A’ and
Appendix ‘B’ and these letters must be received to the satisfaction of the SCRD
prior to SCRD approval of the final inspection for the proposed single family
home that is the subject of this development permit with a variance.

(5)

Except as may be authorized by the Minister responsible for heritage
conservation, no person may damage, alter, or remove from a site any object,
artifact, feature, material or other physical evidence of unknown origin that may
be protected under the Heritage Conservation Act. In the event of finding a
possible archaeological site or artifact immediately stop work and contact:
a.

The Archaeology Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operations; and

b.

The Rights and Title Department, shíshálh Nation (604-740-5600)

(6)

Of note: retaining walls greater than 1.2 m in height also require a building permit
and retaining walls greater than 2.0 m in height must meet the structure setback
requirements of Section 601.4 under Bylaw No. 310. It is understood that the
works as proposed meet these Building and Zoning Bylaw requirements but
would require a building permit and variance to the zoning setback if the work
exceeds these zoning thresholds.

(7)

The owner is responsible for ensuring that all constructed works under Permit
No. D-137 are on the owner’s Land or receiving necessary approval from the
Province of BC if the works are located on public foreshore land. Of note, the
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boundary of the owner’s Land is formed by the current registered subdivision
plan, but where the “natural boundary” of the ocean (as defined under SCRD
Zoning Bylaw No. 310 and the BC Land Act) is now located within the current
subdivision plan, the natural boundary may then form the property boundary
between the owner’s Land and public Crown foreshore land.
(8)

Post a waterproof copy of the Development Permit (8.5" x 11" minimum) on the
development site for the duration of construction.

(9)

The owner is responsible for ensuring that all construction and works carried out
under this permit are on the owner’s Land subject to this permit.

(10)

The development is to be completed within four years from issuance of the date
of this Development Permit.

(11)

If the Permittee does not commence the development permitted by this Permit
within two years of the date of this permit, this Development Permit shall lapse.

Except as specifically noted above, this Development Permit, with a setback variance,
in no way relieves the owner or occupier of the responsibility of adhering to all other
legislation of responsible authorities, which may apply to the land.
This Permit is not a building permit.
AUTHORIZING RESOLUTION No. ###/## PASSED BY THE SUNSHINE COAST
REGIONAL DISTRICT BOARD THIS ## DAY OF Month, 2015.
ISSUED THIS ## DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 2015
EXPIRES ON ## DAY OF September, 2019

Ms. Angie Legault, Corporate Officer
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
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ANNEX E
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

October 1, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 8, 2015

FROM:

David Rafael (Senior Planner) and Marina Stjepovic (Planning Technician)

RE:

Agricultural Land Reserve Application # D-59 (Green for 1312 Lands Inc.) for
Subdivision within the ALR at District Lot 1312, Roberts Creek (Area D)

RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

THAT the report titled “Agricultural Land Reserve Application # D-59 (Green for
1312 Lands Inc.) for Subdivision within the ALR at District Lot 1312, Roberts
Creek (Area D)” and dated June 4, 2015 be received;

2.

AND THAT the Board supports ALR # D-59 as currently proposed with a
voluntary community amenity contribution of $75,000 to be used to support
agriculture on the Sunshine Coast;

3.

AND THAT the proponent be advised to submit a rezoning application to amend
the zoning designation from Rural Four (Rural Forest) to a more appropriate
zoning designation;

4.

AND THAT the Board resolution be forwarded to the Agricultural Land
Commission and the applicant.

BACKGROUND
The Regional District is in receipt of an application for a subdivision for the above-noted 63
hectare property. The proposal is to create eight lots of no less than 1.75 hectares in size for
“farm use” within the southern portion of the property which is in the Agriculture Land Reserve
(ALR), and one parcel of approximately 47 hectares to the north. The application does not
propose to remove any land from the ALR and the subdivision is permissible under the existing
zoning bylaw. The applicant’s proposed subdivision is shown in Attachment A and the full
application is available from staff.
Subdivision within the ALR requires application to the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC). As
part of the application process, the ALC considers comments from the SCRD. If the ALC
approves the subdivision application, the owner may then apply to subdivide the property.
Conversely, if the ALC does not approve the request, the parcel would not be subdivided.
DISCUSSION
Property description
The subject parcel is located northeast of the intersection of Sullivan and Ranch Rd. in Roberts
Creek. It is approximately 63 hectares in size. Maps in Attachment B shows the subject parcel
as well as surrounding properties and their zoning land use designations. The parcel is zoned
RU4 (Rural Forest) and the ALR portion has the G subdivision designation (1.75 Ha minimum
new parcel area) and the remainder is within the Z subdivision designation (100 hectare
minimum new parcel size).
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The topography of the property is sloped, with about a 10% grade from the northeast to the
southwest corner (see Attachment B). The slope is not smooth and there are sections with
significant bowls/depressions. A soil capability map is provided in Attachment C that shows the
ALR is Class 5 and 4 with soil moisture deficiency, stoniness and topography sub classificaitons.
There are two significant watercourses traversing or originating on the property, generally from
north to south, as well as three other less defined watercourses, as shown in the applicant’s
Agricultural Capability Assessment report (Attachment D). Close to half of the lot has been
recently logged, primarily in the southern ALR portion and there are currently no dwellings or
structures on the property.
Immediately to the west of the ALR portion of the subject property, the existing lots are similar in
size to the proposed subdivision, averaging just over 1.75 hectares, with a combination of single
family dwellings and small/hobby farms. Parcels to the north remain a mix of Crown land and
private property zoned for a mix of resource and residential uses. Parcels to the south are
generally larger than what is being proposed for this application, and contain a mix of single
family dwellings and small/hobby farms similar to the properties to the west. Parcels to the east
are forested agricultural (also in the ALR) and resource lands, and include land identified in the
Elphinstone Official Community Plan for future community or regional park acquisition. A section
to the northeast of the subject property is scheduled in BC Timber Sale’s operating plans for
harvesting in 2015.
We Envision
The Regional Sustainability Plan for the Sunshine Coast (We Envision) includes Community
Food Security as a strategic direction with the objective of increasing the amount of and access
to locally grown and produced food. To move forward the following targets are identified:
inventory the local food system; connect the community to the local food system; increase
capacity of the food system and increase production of food. A range of actions are a set out
such as increasing the skills and knowledge of local residents; provide incentives to promote
and grow food; and encourage businesses and community groups to work together. Many of
the actions require resources to initiate.
The proposed subdivision does not directly support the objective from a land base perspective;
although it could be argued that subdividing a large area of ALR into smaller parcels does not
frustrate achieving the objective.
We Envision informed the development of the Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan.
Agricultural Area Plan
The plan identifies protecting farms, improving farming opportunities and expanding access to
land for agriculture under Strategic Goal 1. Other goals in include: 3 – develop a Coastal food
system; 4 - educate and increase awareness of Coastal food and agriculture; and 5 - advance
and promote sustainable agricultural practice.
One action is to adopt “no net loss to agriculture” criteria for evaluating land development
proposals. The criteria should include consideration of impacts of transportation, drainage and
utilities.
A number of potential actions are proposed in the Plan and relative funding levels for each are
indicated. The Plan notes that “funding is needed to implement this Plan.” Contributions arising
from developments can assist in this.

2015-Oct-08 ALR D-59 Report to PDC (Doc # 1176387)
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Official Community Plan (OCP)
The Roberts Creek OCP articulates a strong vision for agriculture, with a commitment “to
protecting and increasing where possible the supply of agriculture lands and ensuring the
viability of farm operations”. Goal #11 is “to preserve and enhance agricultural land and support
sustainable local food production, distribution, and sales”.
The Roberts Creek OCP designates the southern 16 hectare portion of the property, which is
within the ALR, as “Agricultural”, while the northern portion is designated as “Resource”.
Although this application does not propose to exclude land from the ALR, and the proposed land
use as stated in the application to the ALC is for “farm use”, OCP policy 9.1.1 (a) states
“Subdivision of ALR land will not normally be supported”. The OCP does not currently set out
criteria that determine an exception to this. However there are related policies that provide
some guidance.
Policy 9.1.6 supports strata subdivision but only where farming capability improves. Policy 9.4.3
support preparation of an Agricultural Area Plan; the SCRD approved the plan in October 2014.
In addition there are a number of objectives and policies that also relate to agriculture which
could be enhanced by this application, notably:
9.b Support and promote small‐scale farming as a social, cultural and economic priority
and an ecologically responsible land use in Roberts Creek.
9.d Support a strategy for diversifying and enhancing farm income by creating
opportunities for value added activities related to local agriculture without adverse
impacts on farmland capabilities.
9.e Minimize conflict between agricultural activity and other uses on adjacent properties
regarding the environment.
Policy 9.3.1 considers the possible impact of roads through ALR and that the SCRD will work
with the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure to avoid disruption and fragmenting ALR.
The proposed subdivision does not include any roads that go through the ALR. This will be
confirmed during the subdivision application process.
The remaining OCP objectives around agriculture relate more to the operational nature of a farm
or property and are less dependent on parcel size and other components of the zoning bylaw.
Zoning
Under Zoning Bylaw 310, the entire subject property is currently zoned as RU4 - Rural Forest
which permits commercial logging activities, but also allows for a residence and keeping of
poultry, rabbits and livestock (for domestic consumption only). Horticulture, which shares many
of the same components of agriculture but not commercial activity, is also allowed in all zones.
Home occupation is not a permitted use and a second dwelling is not permitted.
There is a mismatch between the ALR designation and the zoning designation. This likely arose
due to the site being within the forest land reserve (later changed by provincial legislation to
Private Managed Forest Land). However the ALR designation and the related provincial
legislation means that agricultural activity is allowed; in effect it overrides the zoning designation.
Thus the area within the ALR could be farmed regardless of the zoning designation in Bylaw
310.
For clarity, the area within the ALR which is the subject of the proposed subdivision should be
rezoned to reflect the ALR designation. Staff consider that a rezoning application could be
submitted if the ALC application is approved by the ALC. The OCP land use designation
supports this.
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Timing for rezoning could also be influenced by progress on the proposed amendment to Bylaw
310 to replace the Rural Three zone (which covers ALR) with a new Ag Zone that reflects ALR
legislation. This would be of benefit to the proponent as it will better reflect the ALR designation
and remove any contradiction between zoning and ALR legislative uses.
The northern 47 hectare portion of the property is currently zoned with the Z subdivision district,
which allows for a minimum parcel size of 100 hectares. The southern 16 hectares of the
property (the same portion of land within the ALR) is zoned with the G subdivision district, which
carries a minimum lot size of 1.75 ha.
Development Permit Areas (DPAs)
All streams (watercourses) on the property are within DPA 1 “Stream Riparian Assessment
Area” and are subject to the provincial Riparian Area Regulations (RAR). This would be dealt
with as part of the subdivision application if the ALC approves this application.
Recent logging activities on the property would have been subject to other stream protection
requirements, and the SCRD is not able to regulate this activity under its legislative authority.
Farming activities on ALR are also not subject to the RAR.
Portions of the subject property also fall within proposed DPAs for creek flooding and ravine
slopes. This would also be dealt with as part of the subdivision application if the ALC approves
the application, and could require additional geotechnical assessments to support the
subdivision.
Agricultural Capability
According to the 1975 National Topographic Series Map by the Department of Lands and
Forests, the agricultural capability of the soil on the entire subject property is classified as Class
5. Class 5 is described as “land that has limitations that restrict its capability to produce
perennial forage crops or other special adapted crops.” The map notes further detail of some
moisture deficiency (M) and stoniness (P), as well as limitations of topography (T).
Summit Environmental Consultant’s report submitted for the applicant, “Roberts Creek
Agricultural Capability Assessment, March 2015” (Attachment D), reassesses and updates the
above agricultural capability. The final ratings were improvable to Class 4 and 4-5. Suitable
crops are blueberries, nursery and Christmas trees, perennial forage crops, raspberries and tree
fruits where slopes are less than 15%. Areas with slopes greater than 15% become only
generally suitable for livestock.
Due to the topography, which includes a number of gullies/drainage channels, the ALR is broken
up into relatively small areas. Thus impacts the economic viability for agriculture. The report
notes that topographical improvements are impractical due to cost.
Other considerations
Parks – Park contribution is triggered when three or more lots are subdivided and the size of the
smallest lot being created is not larger than two hectares. Thus the legislative requirements for
park dedication (5% of the land or cash equivalent in lieu) would be triggered by the current
proposal. SCRD Parks staff visited the site with the applicant and have identified a suitable area
for a park. This is in the north east corner and outside of the ALR. Park’s staff noted that the
area includes informal trails and that the park should be kept in its current natural undeveloped
form. There may be some costs associated with maintaining trails and removing hazardous
trees. The proposed park could also contribute towards the extension of the Suncoaster Trail,
although the route through Roberts Creek has not been identified and would be the subject of
community engagement. A more detailed consideration of the proposed park can take place
during the subdivision review process.
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Trail- There is an informal trial that crosses the north of the site. Staff understand that this is a
well-used horse riding trail. The applicant proposes to include this trail in a four metre wide
statutory right of way. Based on current information, SCRD staff support this proposal and will
further explore this proposal during the subdivision review.
Water supply and septic – The subject property is outside of the SCRD water service area.
Should the proposed subdivision be approved by the ALC, future residences and farms would
have to supply their own water, presumably via groundwater wells. The OCP states that
“Protection of aquifers that provide groundwater is an important consideration when reviewing
any development or resource extraction proposals in Roberts Creek.” Proof of potable water and
septic system capability is regulated and would be approved at the time of subdivision by
Provincial ministries. The proponent has commented that should the application receive ALC
approval then the next step is to drill test wells. The proponent also noted that test pits for septic
fields showed that the subdivision should be able to meet Ministry of Health requirements for
waste water.
Stormwater Management – The OCP includes an objective that the impacts of stormwater and
drainage should be minimized at subdivision stage. Where a potential stormwater/drainage
issue exits then SCRD staff include comments/requirements regarding mitigation measures as
part of the subdivision review that is sent to the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure.
This informs the preliminary layout approval conditions set by the subdivision approving officer.
Roads – The west side of the subject property is currently accessible off of Sullivan Rd., while
road allowances for Ranch Rd. on the south side of the property and Highland Rd. on the east
side are both currently undeveloped. It is likely that the proposed subdivision would involve
further development of these road allowances, which could improve road access to existing
parcels in the area. The OCP states that road construction on ALR lands should “avoid
disruption and fragmentation of existing and potential agricultural land”. The applicant has
verbally stated that roads would be built on the lands to the north, which are not in the ALR. The
proponent has met with Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure staff and has proposed a
subdivision plan that shows any new road being outside of the ALR.
Building locations – As referenced above, the SCRD could recommend that the ALC include a
requirement for covenants that would limit home size and ensure placement of homes does not
further compromise agricultural use of the property. However the proposed parcels have limited
agricultural potential and such restrictions are not considered by staff to be needed.
Consultation
This application was referred to the following groups for comment:


Area D Roberts Creek Advisory Planning Commission (APC) - At its meeting on April 27,
the Area D APC passed the motion:
The APC supports ALR subdivision application #D-59 at DL13-12 as proposed.



Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) - At its meeting on April 28, the AAC
recommended:
That there be a maximum of six lots; and that there be restrictive covenants on the
footprints of the houses and outbuildings; and to keep the land viable as a farm.



Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Committee (RCOCPC) - At its meeting on May
13, the RCOCPC recommended:
The RCOCPC supports (with one member opposed) the ALR Application # D-59 for
Subdivision in the ALR, with the following conditions:
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1. Square footage restrictions on dwellings.
2. We are passing this in good faith and expect that the land is to be farmed.
3. Require owners to retain logging remains to create biomass for soil-building.
Staff Analysis
As noted above, the Roberts Creek OCP is supportive of agriculture and does not normally
support subdivision of ALR land. The applicant has indicated that the new parcels will be for
farm use and thus there will be an increased agricultural potential. In effect the subdivision will
result in several lots which increase chance that some new owners will farm. Staff note this is
not guaranteed and it is just as likely that none of the new owners would farm the parcels.
This parcel contains the second largest area (approximately 16 hectares) of ALR in Roberts
Creek; the only larger area of ALR in one parcel is within Camp Byng between Lower Road and
the Highway.
The agricultural capability report provided by the applicant notes that the entire subject property
is classified as Class 5. This is also the information provided by the 1975 soil capability mapping
noted above. The applicant’s agrologist considers that the site has little to no agricultural value.
Staff have visited the site and note that its topography, with uneven land, and stoney soils are
not conducive to farming. Substantial work would be required to clear and prepare the land and
improve the soil to make it viable for agriculture in any meaningful way. It is likely that over the
long term new owners of each property could make improvements to support household level
rather than commercial scale farming.
The potential will still exists after subdivision for farming. Within the SCRD’s context, 1.75
hectare parcels are not considered small parcels for agriculture. The Agricultural Area Plan
notes that average farm size on the Coast is 2.8 hectares.
Unsubdivided, the site is one of the largest contiguous parcels within the ALR and thus provides
flexibility for a range of commercial agricultural activities. The proposed subdivision would, on
paper, reduce this flexibility. However given the capability analysis and the site specific
conditions, staff note that the agricultural use is limited. This subdivision would have limited
impact. This loss of limited flexibility could be compensated by the proponent providing a
tangible improvement to agricultural potential.
Agricultural Benefit Proposal
Staff note that a proposal for subdivision of one ALR parcel on Leek Road, Roberts Creek, was
approved only with a tangible benefit to agriculture being secured by covenant. This was
considered as a means to ensure that either farming took place on the parcels or that resources
would be available to support agriculture elsewhere. This was considered to provide a benefit to
agriculture that would overcome the policy to not normally support subdivision of ALR parcels.
This could be the model for a similar benefit arising from the proposed subdivision of the
southern portion of DL 1312. The scale of the voluntary contribution should match that of the
proposal.
Staff and the proponent met to discuss providing a tangible benefit for agriculture. Initial
discussions considered the potential to transfer some land to the SCRD to provide community
farming. Based on the above discussion regarding the agricultural capability, staff considered
that this would not be a viable option due to the limitations and the amount of investment
required to bring the land into use.
The proponent submitted a proposal for community benefit that would provide a tangible benefit
for agriculture (Attachment E). The offer is to contribute $75,000 to the SCRD to be used to
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support agriculture. Staff consider that this could provide a useful fund to support a range of
action items set out in the Sunshine Coast Agricultural Area Plan. The funds can be dispersed
over time, subject to Board approval, to support implementation of the Agricultural Area Plan
and thus provide a tangible benefit to agriculture.
SUMMARY
The ALC will take into account comments from the SCRD in its review of this application. It is up
to the ALC to determine whether or not this application will have a detrimental effect on
agricultural land. The ALC may refuse permission, grant permission, or grant permission for an
alternative subdivision, and may impose terms it considers advisable. Input from the SCRD is
an important factor for the ALC to consider.
In summary, staff presents the following options:
1. Support the application
There are limitations that impact the agricultural capability for the land. This also impacts
the viability for commercial agriculture.
The proponent made a voluntary contribution offer of $75,000 to be used to support
agriculture on the Coast. Staff consider that this is a tangible benefit that overcomes the
potential reduction in the range of farming activities that could arise due to subdividing
the ALR.
Staff support this option.
2. Not support the application
The OCP has a [olicy to not normally support subdiviosn of ALR parcels. The proposal
to subdivide land in the ALR could limit the range of agricultural activities possible on
each parcel.
However, the land is of limited value and would require substantial input to improve its
potential. Staff consider that the loss of limited flexibility of the large area could on its
own argue against the proposal. However this would be in the absence of a tangible
benefit to agriculture. The proponent proposed such a benefit. The proposed 1.75
hectare parcels does allow for agricultural activity in the future and within the SCRD
context are relatively large agricultural parcels.
Staff do not support this option.
Staff recommends Option 1 as it could result in a tangible benefit to agriculture that best meets
the goals and objectives of the Roberts Creek Official Community Plan and the Sunshine Coast
Agricultural Area.
The proponent should also be advised that the land should be rezoned to reflect its ALR
designation. This could take place at a later date, if the ALC supports the application. SCRD
staff do not imply that the Board supports such application as any rezoning needs to incorporate
community and agency input.
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1

Introduction

Summit Environmental Consultants Inc. (“Summit”) was retained by Port Graves Holdings Limited
Partnership (“Port Graves”) in October 2014 to complete an agricultural land capability assessment at a
property located at the intersection of Sullivan and Ranch Rd. in Roberts Creek, BC (Parcel ID:
004634047), the “Subject Property” (Figure 1-1). The southern portion of the Subject Property is currently
located within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
Port Graves is considering the submission of an application to the Sunshine Coast Regional District
(SCRD) and the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) to subdivide the southern portion of the Subject
Property that is located in the ALR (the “ALR Portion”). This report presents the results of an agricultural
land capability assessment that would form part of the application to the ALC and SCRD.
The objectives of this study are to:
1) Determine the current agricultural capability of the Subject Property; and,
2) Assess the potential of the Subject Property for agricultural land uses.
Descriptions of the methods used for the investigation are in Section 2.0. The results of the assessment
are provided in Section 3.0 and the discussion and conclusion are presented in Section 4.0. Photo
documentation is presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 1-1
Subject Property Location

1-2
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2

Methods

The agricultural land capability was assessed by reviewing existing information including soil mapping,
agricultural capability mapping, climate data, satellite imagery and air photos, reports, and data files. This
was followed by a field investigation to verify and refine existing soils and agricultural information.
The field investigation was completed by Katarina Glavas, P.Ag. and Stacy Boczulak, A.Ag. on October 9
2014. The field investigation included a foot traverse of the Subject Property. The physical characteristics
of the Subject Property assessed during the traverse included topography, erosion potential, soil texture,
soil wetness, and soil moisture deficit limitations.
A soil test pit or bore hole was advanced within each soil unit/polygon previously delineated in published
soil maps. The bore holes and test pits were to verify soil series and agricultural capability. A total of 15
soil test pits were hand-dug or augured to an approximate depth of one meter (see Appendix A for locations
and Appendix B for photos). Additional reconnaissance pits (typically a bore hole) were advanced to verify
the extent and boundaries of soils. Soil classification was conducted at each test pit according to the Soil
Classification System of Canada (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998). A soil sample was collected
from one of the test pits and sent to Pacific Soil Analysis Inc. (PSAI) for detailed laboratory analysis.
The soils information collected on-site was used to determine the agricultural capability of the Subject
Property. The capability assessment methods are based on the system described in the manual Land
Capability Classification for Agriculture in British Columbia (MOE/MAF, 1983).
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3

Assessment Results

3.1

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Subject Property is located at the intersection of Sullivan and Ranch Rd. in Roberts Creek, B.C.
(Appendix A). It is approximately 160 acres (65 ha) ha with the southern 40 acres (16 ha) located in the
ALR.
The topography of the Subject Property is highly variable with gentle to steep terrain, hummocky terrain
(Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3), and gullies (drainage channels), which are oriented north to south (represented
by the blue lines in Figure 3-4). The aspect of the Subject Property is primarily to the south and the
average elevation is 850 meters above sea level (masl).
The Subject Property is comprised of forested areas in the north, a transmission line right-of-way (the
“ROW”) that runs east to west, and a recently logged area in the south. A cell phone tower is located at the
centre of the northern boundary of the Subject Property. A review of the air photo record indicates that the
Subject Property has never been used for agricultural purposes; with the exception of an abandoned
Christmas tree farm in the ROW.
Several roads are located throughout the Subject Property including access roads to the cell phone tower,
transmission line maintenance roads along the ROW, as well as resource access roads (Figure 3.4). The
resource access roads are used to access the areas to the south of the ROW, including the ALR Portion as
drainage channels prevent crossing the Subject Property in a west to east direction.
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Figure 3-1
View of west drainage channel looking south
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Figure 3-2
View of centre drainage channel looking south
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Figure 3-3
Map of watercourses and depressions in the Subject Property
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3.2

CLIMATE

The nearest climate station is the Gibsons Gower Point station. Climate normal data are available for 19812010 for this climate station. The climate is characterized by warm summers and mild winters. The normal
daily mean January temperatures are 6.7 °C (maximum) and 2.5 °C (minimum) and daily mean July
temperatures are 21.1 °C (maximum) and 14.0 °C (minimum) (Environment Canada, 2012). Mean annual
precipitation is 1354.5 mm with 30.9 mm of that (water equivalent) falling as snow. The area is
characterized by a soil moisture deficit (MOE 1981).

Water equivilent (mm)

Figure 3-2 shows the mean monthly precipitation and the estimated potential evapotranspiration for the
Gibsons Gower Point climate station. Potential evapotranspiration (PET) was estimated using a version of
the Priestley-Taylor equation (Shuttleworth, 1993) and the available climate data, and using the albedo
value for grass and pasture (0.23). From May to September, there is a moisture deficit. Implications of this
moisture deficit for agriculture are presented in Sections 3.6 and 4.0.
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Figure 3-4
Gibsons Gower Point: Precipitation vs. Potential Evapotranspiration
3.3

ALR, ZONING AND SURROUNDING LAND USE

The Subject Property is comprised of both ALR and non-ALR land. The ALR lands occupy the southern 40
acres of the Subject Property and the non-ALR lands occupy the northern 120 acres. The ALR boundary
corresponds to the current Robert’s Creek Official Community Plan zoning with the ALR land zoned as
Agricultural and the non-ALR lands zoned as Resource. Resource lands have the potential for forestry and
agriculture (SCRD 2014). Land that is designated as Agricultural will not normally be supported for
subdivision; however, when making an application for strata subdivisions:
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1) parcel sizes must be greater than 1.75 ha (however a lower average parcel size may be considered),
2) the parcels/dwellings/structures must be located to minimize hard to the agricultural ability of the
proposed parcels and minimize adverse effects to the environment,
3) the proposed subdivision would allow an active farm to diversify and broaden its income, but not
decrease the farming capacity of the property (SCRD 2014).
Adjacent properties are a combination of ALR and Resource Rural lands (Figure 3.4). Surrounding ALR
lands are primarily forested with very little agricultural production other than livestock grazing for hobby farm
purposes. Areas to the west and south are generally subdivided into smaller rural lots.
3.4

SOILS

Published soil mapping indicates that the soils of the Subject Property are primarily comprised of Capilano
soils (approximately 80% of the area) with some Bose, Langdale, and Cannell soils (CLI 1975) (Appendix
A). The ALR Portion is comprised mostly of Capilano soils, with some Bose soils located in the
southeastern corner. The field investigation confirmed the presence of these soil types; however, some
minor boundary adjustments were made to refine soils based on field observations (refer to Map in
Appendix A- new soil polygon boundary identified in red). These differences in mapping are primarily due
to differences in the scale between the original mapping and on-site investigations. The original mapping
was conducted at a scale of 1: 20,000, and Summit’s field investigation was at 1:1,000.Furthermore, some
slight alterations to published capability ratings were made (Table 3-1). A description of each soil type is
provided below.
Capilano Soils
Capilano soils have developed on stony, glaciofluvial and deltaic deposits, and deep gravelly marine lag
deposits (Luttmerding 1981). Field investigation confirmed that Capilano soils have up to 15 cm of
coniferous forest litter on the mineral soil surface; however, most of the forest litter on the Subject Property
has been disturbed due to recent logging activities. The forest litter is underlain by 2 to 5 cm of loose, gray,
leached, loamy sand which, in turn, is underlain by about 40 cm of very friable or loose, dark reddish brown
to yellowish-red, gravelly or loamy sand. Some areas have a cemented, hard, gravelly zone (typically at 50
cm), which varies from brown to olive in colour and is about 50 cm thick (Figure 3-5). Below this, at about
120 cm, gradation to loose, unweathered olive or olive-gray gravel and sand occurs (Luttmerding 1981).
Soils are well to rapidly drained and are classified as Ortstein Humo Ferric Podzol.
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Figure 3-5
Cemented gravelly later of Capilano soil at 56 cm depth in TP12
Bose Soils
Bose soils have developed on stony gravelly marine lag, or glaciofluvial deposits overlying coarse-textured
glacial till. Field investigations confirm that Bose soils are comprised of 10 cm of organic forest litter (in
undisturbed areas) on the soil surface, under which is a discontinuous, light gray, leached sandy layer that
is thinner than 4cm. This is underlain by a dark brown to reddish brown, loose gravelly zone about 60 cm
thick which grades to approximately 20 cm of yellowish brown gravelly material. Abruptly underlying this is
a cemented layer of glacial till, with reddish brown to grey mottles (Figure 3.6). Soils are moderately well
drained and are classified as Orthic Humo Ferric Podzols.
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Figure 3-6
Cemented layer of Bose soil broken to show mottling at 56 cm depth in TP10
Langdale Soils
Langdale soils have developed on coarse-textured glacial till overlain by moderately stony slopewash
(Luttmerding 1981). Field investigations confirm that soils are comprised of 5 to 10 cm of organic forest
litter (in undisturbed areas). This is underlain by a gray, discontinuous, leached, friable, sandy layer up to 5
cm thick. This is underlain by about 30 cm of yellowish-brown to reddish-brown, friable, sandy loam.
Underneath this is yellowish to brownish, friable, sandy material which varies to firm to moderately
cemented layer. A few reddish mottles are also present. Below about 100 cm, grayish, compact, glacial till
occurs which contains reddish mottles in the upper soil (Luttmerding 1981). Soils are well to moderately
well drained and are classified as Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols.
Cannell Soils
Cannell soils have developed on moderately coarse-textured colluvium and glacial till. Cannell soils have
up to 15 cm of coniferous forest litter and moss on the mineral soil surface. This is underlain by a loose,
gray, leached, sandy layer usually less than 6 cm thick which, in turn, is underlain by 10 to 50 cm of friable,
reddish-brown or dark reddish brown, gravelly or sandy material containing some hard, spherical
concretions. This is usually abruptly underlain by bedrock or a massive, friable to firm gravelly zone,
grayish-brown in colour, which separates the rock from the more reddish layer above. A thin, concentrated
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layer of roots often immediately overlies the rock (Luttmerding 1981). Soils are well to moderately well
drained and are classified as Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol.
3.5

AGRICULTURAL CAPABILITY

The agricultural capability of the Subject Property has been classified according to the Canadian Land
Inventory (CLI), which is consistent with the Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in British
Columbia. The system describes seven land capability classes for agriculture (Class 1 to Class 7). Land
with the highest classification (Class 1) has very slight limitations for agriculture; the lowest classification
(Class 7) has no capability for agriculture. Along with these classes, the CLI assigns a maximum of two
subclasses to represent limitations to soils; however, other subclasses may exist.
According to the literature, the agricultural capability of the Subject Property ranges from Class 4 to Class 7
with limitations of topography (T), moisture (A), dense subsoil (D), and stoniness (P). Our field assessment
indicated that the agricultural capability of the Subject Property was generally consistent with literature;
however, some adjustments were made to the classes to reflect conditions in the field (Appendix A; see
section 3.5).
In general, the assessed agricultural capability was Class 5, limited primarily by stoniness, topography and
moisture deficit as summarized in Table 3-1. A description of each limitation is described in the sections
following the table. An overview map of the assessed agricultural capabilities is provided in Figure 3-7.
Please note that only the two most dominant limitations are identified for each classification rating (e.g.
5PA) in Table 3-1; however, other limitations may be present (such as T). These are described in detail in
the following sections. Locations of Soil Unit polygons and assessed capability ratings are outlined in map
Appendix A.
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3 - Assessment Results

Table 3-1
Soil types and agricultural capability ratings on Subject Property (current ALC mapping)
Polygon

Soil Unit I

Corresponding
Soil Type

100% Capilano

Approximate
Area (ha)

48.4

Published
Unimproved
Capability
Rating (and
Limitations)

Assessed
Unimproved
Capability
Rating (and
Limitations)
5PA 35TP 35PT

Assessed
Improved
Capability
Rating (and
Limitations)

7

5AP 37AT

4

7

4PT 35TP

7

4DW 34A

5PD

4PD

(after boundary
adjustment)

Soil Unit II

100% Bose

6.4
(after boundary
adjustment)

Soil Unit III

70% Langdale
30% Cannell

8.5

7T

5TP

5TP

Soil Unit IV

70% Capilano
30% Bose

1.1

5AP

5PA

4PA

Subclass A is equivalent to Subclass M of the CLI
Source: MOE 2012, CLI 1975
Note: Superscript numbers represent proportion of polygon out of 10 (e.g. 7 is equivalent to 70%)
N/A: Not available, not assessed

3.5.1

Topography (T)

This subclass applies to soils for which topography limits agricultural use by affecting the use of farm
machinery, decreasing the uniformity of growth and maturity of crops, and increasing the potential for water
erosion (MOE/MAF, 1983).
The topographical ratings for most of the soil units were adjusted to reflect actual slopes measured in the
field. The new topographical ratings are as follows:
Soil Unit I – highly variable topography that is comprised of complex slopes that range from 11% to
15% and simple slopes that range from 6% to 25%. This equivalent to a range of Subclasses 3T
to 5T.
Soil Unit II – dominant slopes average 10% which is equivalent to Subclass 3T (other limitations for
this Soil unit are more dominant so this limitation does not appear in the final rating).
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Soil Unit III – dominant slopes range from 25% to 30% which is equivalent to Class 5T.
Improvements to topographical limitations are typically considered impractical due to the high cost of land
improvements. Therefore the unimproved rating equals the improved rating.
3.5.2

Soil Moisture (A)

The soil moisture deficiency is related to differences between precipitation and evapotranspiration. The
most recent, normal monthly precipitation averages from the Gibsons Gower Point station are available for
1981-2010 (Environment Canada 2014). The estimated potential evapotranspiration (PET) values were
used to determine the Climate Moisture Deficit (CMD) and the Soil Moisture Deficiency (SMD) following
methods in MOE/MOF (1983). The PET was estimated using the Priestly-Taylor equation (Shuttleworth
1993) using the climate normal data.
Currently, the published unimproved ratings for those polygons associated with a SMD range from
Subclass 4A to 5A. However, based on data collected at the Gibsons Gower Point climate station and data
collected in the field, the calculated SMD for the entire Subject Property is Subclass 4A. With irrigation, the
SMD can generally reach Class 3A.
3.5.3

Stoniness (P)

This subclass applies to soils with sufficient coarse fragments (gravels, cobbles and stones) to significantly
hinder tillage, planting, and/or harvesting operations (MOE/MAF 1983). These stoniness limitations only
apply to the total coarse fragments found in the upper 25 cm of mineral soil.
A stoniness limitation was identified for all of the Subject Property; however, this may not have been
reflected in the agricultural capability ratings as other limitations were considered more limiting (the most
limiting features are accounted for in capability mapping). In general, the stoniness limitation of the Subject
Property ranges from Class 4P to Class 5P. Stones are mainly comprised of gravels, cobbles and some
boulders. Stoniness can be improved by either manual or mechanical removal of cobbles and boulders;
however, gravel removal is not considered feasible.
3.5.4

Dense Subsoil (D)

Published mapping indicates that a dense subsoil limitation is associated with Soil Unit II (CLI 1975). This
is likely associated with the cemented layer (that was observed in Soil Unit II at depth of 50 cm) that acts as
a root restricting layer. A root restricting layer at this depth is equivalent to a Class 3D rating. Cemented
layers are not considered improvable; therefore, the improved rating is equivalent to the unimproved rating,
Class 3D.
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3.5.5

Excess Water (W)

Published mapping indicates that a minor excess water limitation is associated with Soil Unit II (CLI 1975).
This limitation is likely due to a perched water table that forms over the cemented layer which restricts the
downward movement of water. However, evidence of excess water was not observed during the field
investigation (i.e. mottles in the upper 50 cm of the soil profile). This is likely due to the topography in this
area (i.e. water will flow down-gradient to the south). The excess water limitation was therefore eliminated
for Soil Unit II.
3.6

CROP SUITABILITY

Blueberries, nursery and Christmas trees, perennial forage crops, raspberries and tree fruits are considered
suitable in areas where slopes are less than 15% and soils are not excessively stone. Soils that are
excessively stony with slopes greater than 15% are only suitable for livestock grazing. All annually
cultivated crops are considered unsuitable (Luttmerding 1981) .
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Discussion and Conclusions

This agricultural land capability assessment was built upon existing information, field investigations and
laboratory analyses to generate details on the Subject Property’s agricultural capability and suitability.
The findings from the field investigation are generally consistent with published soils and agricultural
capability mapping with some minor adjustments to boundaries. Findings of the field investigation confirm
that soils are comprised of four soil types with mostly gravelly, sandy soils that are limited by topography
and stoniness, with minor limitations of dense subsoil and soil moisture deficit. With irrigation, the soil
moisture deficit can be improved by one class; however, the remaining limitations (topography, stoniness
and dense subsoil) are not considered improvable. A summary of the updated unimproved and improved
capability classes are provided in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1
Unimproved and Improved Capability Ratings for Soils of the Subject Property
Polygon

Approximate Area
(ha)

Assessed Unimproved
Capability Rating (and
Limitations)
4

5PA 35TP 35PT

Assessed Improved
Capability Rating (and
Limitations)
7

4PT 35TP

Soil Unit I

48.4

Soil Unit II

6.4

5PD

4PD

Soil Unit III

8.5

5TP

5TP

Soil Unit IV

1.1

5PA

4PA

Soils of the Subject Property are generally only considered suitable for livestock grazing due to the variable
topography which affects the use of farm equipment making it impractical to farm. It may be possible to
produce blueberries, nursery and Christmas trees, raspberries and tree fruits in areas where slopes are
less than 15%; however, this may not be economically viable due to the relatively small proportion of these
areas on the Subject Property.
In addition to this, a major limitation to agricultural viability is the adverse micro topography (i.e.
gullies/major drainage channels) of the ALR Land. These gullies dissect the ALR Land into several smaller
units, making it difficult to farm this area as a single unit. If livestock grazing was to occur in this area,
livestock would need to be restricted from crossing major drainage channels that are present (i.e. maintain
a riparian setback of 30 m as per the Riparian Areas Regulation). Therefore, livestock would need to be
moved from unit to unit using the logging roads to the north which may not be practical or viable for small
scale livestock producers.
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Photo 1: Soil Unit I- Landscape at TP15

Photo 3: Soil Unit III- Landscape at TP02

Photo 5: Soil Unit IV- Landscape at TP08

Photo 2: Soil Unit I- Cutline at TP15

Photo 4: Soil Unit III- Pit at TP02

Photo 6: Soil Unit IV- Pit at TP08

Project Number: 2014-8164

Photo Documentation from Field Investigations
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ANNEX F
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

September 24th, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – October 8th, 2015

FROM:

Paul Preston, Chief Building Inspector/Bylaw Enforcement Manager

RE:

Bylaw Notice Enforcement Ticketing System (BEN)

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding the Bylaw Enforcement Notice Ticketing
System, (BEN), be received;
AND THAT staff be directed to fully implement the BEN Ticketing System into the remaining
regulatory bylaws of the Regional District;
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to review and update the BEN bylaw and the designated
bylaw contraventions and penalties for the various Regional District’s bylaws.
BACKGROUND
This report is to provide additional information to the Planning and Development Committee from
the previous Chief Building Inspector/ Bylaw Enforcement Manager’s report dated May 6, 2015
titled “Bylaw Notice Enforcement Ticketing System (BEN)
267/15 Recommendation No. 6

Bylaw Enforcement Notice Ticketing System (BEN)

The Planning and Development Committee recommended that the Chief Building
Inspector/ Bylaw Enforcement Manager report dated May 6, 2015 and titled “Bylaw
Notice Enforcement Ticketing System (BEN)” be received;
AND THAT staff report back to a future Planning and Development committee meeting
and provide more information regarding the Bylaw Enforcement Notice Ticketing
System (BEN) including a comparison chart between the Municipal Ticketing
Information (MTI) and BEN system, statistics on the use of BEN in comparable Regional
Districts, the experience of using BEN in Electoral Area B, District of Sechelt and Town
of Gibsons as well as opportunities for public engagement and education;
AND FURTHER THAT a letter be re-sent to the BC Civil Liberties Association,
following up on the SCRD’s previous letter seeking the BCCLA’s opinion regarding the
BEN system.
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Further to the above noted resolution from the Planning and Development Committee meeting on
the 24th June 2015, there have been various calls over the years for bylaw reform with respect to
enforcement and prosecution. The requests for reform have come from the Union of British
Columbia Municipalities (UBCM), the Hughes Commission on Access to Justice, and the Chief
Judges’ Task Group on Sitting Justices of the Peace. In response, the Province enacted the Local
Government Bylaw Notice Enforcement Act. The Act allows a local government to establish an
adjudication system that replaces the Provincial Court for resolving minor bylaw contraventions.
DISCUSSION
The goal of the new adjudication model is to create simple, fair, and cost-effective system for
dealing with minor bylaw infractions. To meet this goal the adjudication model:
• eliminates the requirement for personal service;
• establishes a dedicated forum for resolving local bylaw enforcement disputes;
• uses a dispute resolution-based approach to obtaining independently adjudicated decisions;
• avoids the unnecessary attendance of witnesses;
• avoids the need to hire legal counsel; and
• promotes the timely resolution of bylaw enforcement disputes.

Municipal Ticketing Information
System (MTI)


•
•
•
•
•

Bylaw Enforcement Notice System
(BEN)



The ticket can only be served in
person



Ticket can be served in person
Mailed
Left on site

14 Days to dispute

14 Days to dispute

BC Provincial Court

Review by screening officer

Rules of Court apply
Often legal counsel services are
required
Costs of resolution are generally much
higher,
Witnesses need to appear,
Evidence requires presentation before
a judge





Adjudication hearing
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Informal hearing
Compliance agreement
Officer can cancel bylaw notice

Not required to be held at a court
house
Disputant may appear in person,
writing, telephone or other
electronic means, such as video
conferencing
Informal, no requirement for legal
counsel
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The options available to local governments prior to the introduction of the Local Government
Bylaw Notice Enforcement Act (the Act) were to seek voluntary compliance, or to initiate formal
court proceedings by issuing a Municipal Ticket Information (MTI), or swearing an Information
and issuing a Summons.
In May 2004 a pilot project that included three North Shore municipalities (City of North
Vancouver, District of North Vancouver and the District of West Vancouver) was undertaken.
The pilot project was a success, and the Attorney General expanded the authority to interested
local governments within the province.
To reduce the number of disputes that would go to adjudication, the local government has the
option to establish a screening officer. This option was adopted by the SCRD during the
introduction of the BEN system. Screening officers have the ability to cancel a ticket if they
believe the allegation did not occur or the required information is missing. In addition, screening
officers can also enter into compliance agreements with a person who has received a ticket.
Compliance agreements will include acknowledgement of the contravention and will set out
conditions in order to resolve the issue in a set period of time agreeable to all parties. If a ticket is
not canceled or a compliance agreement achieved by the screening officer, a person can still
dispute the allegations by confirming this action and indicate if they plan to appear at the
adjudication hearing.
A disputed ticket is heard by an adjudicator. Adjudicators who have met all the requirements
detailed in the Act are appointed by the Deputy Attorney General. At the adjudication hearing
the adjudicator will hear information from both parties to determine if the alleged contravention
occurred. Documentation from either party will be reviewed and they will hear from either party
or witnesses in person, by phone or appropriate electronic communication.
The adjudicator’s function is to confirm or to cancel the ticket. They have no authority to reduce
or waive the fine amount. The fine amount on ticket and a $25 fee to recover a portion of the cost
of the dispute is payable to the local government. The decision of the adjudicator is final, but if
either party considers that the adjudicator exceeded their authority, or made an error of law, the
parties may seek relief in the Supreme Court of BC under the Judicial Review Procedure Act.
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Bylaw Notice Enforcement and Adjudication Process Flow Chart
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The SCRD Bylaw Enforcement Notification Ticketing System was adopted on 28th July 2011. It
is currently used in all electoral areas of the Regional District to deal with contraventions to the
Water Regulation Bylaw and the Civic Addressing Regulation Bylaw. It is also used in selected
electoral areas for Ports.
On 22nd November 2013 the SCRD introduced the BEN system into Electoral Area B (Halfmoon
Bay) as a pilot project for a period of one year. This gave staff the ability to issue BEN tickets
for building, zoning, animal control, noise and smoke control. The project proved successful, and
on 12th December 2013 the BEN Bylaw was updated to include the Tree cutting regulation and
to permanently include Electoral Area B into the bylaw.
There are currently 10 out of the 29 Regional Districts in BC that use BEN, including the District
of Sechelt and the Town of Gibsons. All 10 Regional Districts were contacted by staff to provide
information on their use of the Bylaw Notice Enforcement System. The responses to the
questions they were asked are provided below.
From the information received, all of the eight Regional Districts that responded use BEN to
enforce all of the same regulatory bylaws as the SCRD, and integrate new bylaws when they are
adopted. The majority have also indicated that they have seen an increase in compliance through
the use of this system.
The Town of Gibsons introduced the BEN system on the 1st May 2010 followed by the District
of Sechelt on 26th September 2012. Both jurisdictions have commented that the introduction of
the BEN System has greatly improved the ability for staff to consistently and fairly enforce the
bylaws. As the BEN system does not require the personal service of the ticket it has reduced the
frustration of both the public and staff, and the misconception from the public that bylaws are not
being enforced.
Prior to the introduction of the BEN system within the Regional District on the 28th July 2011,
Regional District staff provided information and education to the public. This information can still
be accessed from the Regional District web site. As the BEN system is currently used within the
Regional District, the Town of Gibsons and the District of Sechelt, further public engagement
would not be considered necessary.
Introducing the BEN system into the remaining regulatory bylaws would not only provide
consistency within the Regional District, but also throughout the Sunshine Coast. This would
reduce confusion for the public and the potential for error for staff and external agencies when
issuing tickets. The ability for the ticket to be mailed or posted on site allows staff to deal
effectively with off coast residents and to apply the bylaws in a fair and consistent manner. In
addition, as the ticket does not require personal service, this promotes staff safety and can reduce
confrontation.
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Bylaw Notice Enforcement Ticketing System use in comparable Regional Districts.
Introduction date of BNE
Do you still use the MTI?
Number of BNE tickets issued

Thompson- Nicola RD

Peace River RD

February, 2015
No

Zoning - 5
Noise - 1
Unsightly Premises - 1

November, 2012
No
18 - warnings
5 - fines
Zoning
Building
Noise
Unsightly Premises
Solid Waste
Manufactured Home Parks
Invasive Plants

February, 2015
Yes
20 - Warnings
50 - Fines
Zoning
Building
Noise
Unsightly Premises
Animal control
Nuisance

MTI not used

MTI's were not issued

Increase

7 - Fines

Category of offence for which the ticket was
issued? (Noise, Zoning, Animal control etc)

After the introduction of the BNE did the
number of tickets issued increase or decrease
when compared to using the MTI?
Number of disputes?
Number of tickets that went to adjudication
and success rate?
Compliance increased or decreased?
Has the number of tickets sent to collections
increased or decreased?
Complaints received regarding the BNE?
Are you considering expanding or reducing
the system?

Introduction date of BNE
Do you still use the MTI?
Number of BNE tickets issued

Category of offence for which the ticket was
issued? (Noise, Zoning, Animal control etc)

After the introduction of the BNE did the
number of tickets issued increase or decrease
when compared to using the MTI?
Number of disputes?
Number of tickets that went to adjudication
and success rate?
Compliance increased or decreased?
Has the number of tickets sent to collections
increased or decreased?
Complaints received regarding the BNE?
Are you considering expanding or reducing
the system?

RD Central Kootenay RD Okanagan-Similkameen
June, 2010
Yes

Zoning
Noise
Unsightly Premises
Animal

Increased (new position created)

2

None

None

5

None

None

None

All Upheld

No data

Increased

No data

Increased

Increased

Decreased

3 in past 5 years

None

None

None

Only from the violator

Expanding

No changes proposed

No changes proposed

New bylaws are introduced

Cariboo RD

Central Okanagan RD

Fraser Valley RD

Sunshine Coast RD

April, 2009
N/A
88 - Warnings
46 - Fines
Zoning
Building
Noise
Unsightly Premises
Invasive Plant
Greenbelt

February,2013
Yes
2014 - 894 - Fines
2015 - 1200 - Fines
Zoning
Building
Noise
Unsightly Premises
Animal
Parks
Smoke control
Special events
Noxious weed
Solid waste

March, 2007
No
2014 - 390 Fines
2015 - 281 Fines
Zoning
Building
Unsightly Premises
Animal control

8

Increased due to the
introduction of zero
tolerance on dog licensing
90

5 - 3 Upheld 2 Dismissed

88 Upheld 2 Dismissed

MTI not used

Increased as MTI was
rarely used

July, 2011
Yes
1 - Warnings
45 - Fines
Zoning - 1
Building - 6
Animal - 34
Sprinklering - 4

Increased as MTI was rarely used

33

None

4 Upheld 2 Dismissed

None

N/A

Increased

Increased

Increased

27

Increased

Unchange

Decreased

None

None

None

None

No changes proposed

No changes proposed

No changes proposed

Proposed to expand
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A follow up letter has been sent to the BC Civil Liberties Association (BCCLA) for their opinion on
the Bylaw Notice Enforcement and adjudication system. At this time there has been no response from
the BCCLA to the letters indicating that they have any concerns.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
As the BEN system does not require Regional District staff to personally serve the owner of the
property, this would improve safety for staff and reduce the requirement to continually revisit
properties for the opportunity to serve the ticket. This will improve the department’s efficiency
and costs associated with staff time, and vehicle use traveling to and from the property.
Disputed BEN tickets do not require initiating formal court proceedings and the costs associated
for legal counsel and staff time for court appearances.
OPTIONS
1. Introduce the BEN system into the remaining regulatory bylaws for all the electoral areas
of the Regional District.
2. Introduce the BEN system into the remaining regulatory bylaws for selected electoral areas
of the Regional District.
To make better use of resources and to improve efficiency, fairness and consistency within the
Regional District’s bylaw compliance division, it is recommended to proceed with option 1. In
addition, it is recommended that a review of the designated bylaw contraventions and penalties be
completed and updated.

Respectfully submitted;

Paul Preston, RBO
Chief Building Inspector &
Bylaw Enforcement Manager
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1.

Development Control
Please refer to the attached tables titled SCRD Bylaw Amendment and Permit Activity and SCRD
Subdivision and Development Activity for a summary of development activities. An overview of
ongoing and new development activity is provided below.

A.

Zoning Bylaw Amendments and Official Community Plan Amendment
No new applications were received in September:
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Areas D, E, F
OCP Amendment Bylaw Nos 641.4 (Roberts Creek), 600.6 (Elphinstone) and 640.1 (West Howe
Sound) were initiated to introduce amended and new development permit areas into the three
OCPs to incorporate the results of the Kerr Wood Leidal Geotechnical reports. Referrals were sent
in July and staff attended two APC meetings (F and E) in September to discuss the bylaws.
Electoral Areas B, D, E, F
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.148 (Areas B-F) – Staff reviewed input from APCs and
agencies and a report was provided to the September PDC. The bylaw is set to receive Second
reading on October 8, 2015. A public information meeting is scheduled for October 15, 2015.
Electoral Area B
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.165 (BluEarth Renewables Inc. – Narrows Inlet Hydroelectric
Project) to rezone the three powerhouse and laydown areas from RU2 to I9. Report provided at
the September PDC. Bylaw received First reading, referrals sent to NRAC and Area B APC.
Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 675.2 and Sunshine Coast Regional
District Zoning Amendment Bylaw 310.160 (Lindsey) regarding conditions based OCP policy and
site specific rezoning to allow for reducing the subdivision designation. Report provided at the
September PDC, report of public hearing received and bylaw will receive 3rd reading in October.
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.161 (Secret Cove Strata Corp.) – The applicant postponed their
plans for a public information meeting until possibly such time that another representative for the
strata corporation is appointed to act as its agent for the application.

B.

Development Permits and Development Permits with a Variance
2 new applications were received in September:
Electoral Area B
DP B – 70 (Green for 375703 BC Ltd.) – Development Permit application part of conditions for
approved subdivision MOTI # 2015-00938. Staff are reviewing the application.
Electoral Area F
DP F-85 (Tucker for Hopkins Landing Waterworks District) a retaining wall for the purposes of
shoreline protection is being planned for property owned by the Hopkins Landing Waterworks
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District. Development is located in the Shoreline Protection and Management DPA requiring an
assessment by a qualified coastal professional. Staff are currently drafting the permit.
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area A
DP(V) A-40 (Porter) – Development Permit with a Variance Application for a property located at
16221 Sunshine Coast Highway, Pender Harbour. The variance request is to allow for additional
exterior decking and stairs at an existing cabin on Ruby Lake. Construction had started without
permits and exceeds the 28 square metre allowance under the OCP for additions to existing
lakefront homes under the OCP. Staff are still working with the property owners to forward their
application through the variance process, and to ensure their project will also comply with building
requirements when they get to that stage. A report was considered at the September PDC. The
permit will be issued once the applicant has met conditions of issuance.
DP A-41 (0956325 BC Ltd. – Rushworth) located on Garden Bay Road in Pender Harbour. Staff
continue to work on this file with the applicant.
Electoral Area B
DP B-62 (Shallard for Sova/Moore) located on Walker Road in Development Permit Area 1B
(Coastal Slopes) for an addition to an existing single family dwelling. Permit ready to be issued
pending Sec. 219 Save Harmless Covenant registration.
Electoral Area D
DP (V) D-135 (Brash for Shineton): Development Permit with a Variance Application for a property
located at 3233 Beach Avenue, Roberts Creek. The variance request is to relax a rear parcel line
from 4.5m to 2m to allow for construction of an exterior deck and stairs, as part of a new home.
Comments from shíshálh First Nation were forwarded to the applicant. The Development Permit
with a Variance was issued on September 23, 2015.
DP D-136 (Brenner) – located on Lower Road in DPAs 1 (Stream Riparian Assessment Area), 3F
(Creek Flooding and Associated Debris Flow and Erosion) and 4 (Roberts Creek Shoreline). The
application follows a Court Order to remove trees and structures from an access easement. The
Development Permit was issued on September 21, 2015.
DP(V) D-137 (Mullock for Schober) located on Beach Avenue in Roberts Creek. Proposed
reconstruction of existing single family dwelling within DPA #4 (Shoreline) and DPA #2A (Beach
Front Slopes). The variance request is to relax the 15 metre natural boundary setback from the
ocean. A report will be presented at the October 8th PDC meeting.
DP D-138 (Green for Bryant) located on Roy Road in Roberts Creek. Proposed construction of
shoreline protection works within DPA #4 (Shoreline).The Development Permit was issued on
September 15, 2015.
DP D-139 (Groom) located on Stephens Road in Roberts Creek. RAR Assessment required to
support 2 lot subdivision. Preliminary Layout Approval issued by MOTI June 4, 2014 (2014-00761).
The Development Permit was issued on September 22, 2015.
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Electoral Area F
DP(V) F-83 (Jordan) – The conditions prior to issuing the Development Permit with Variance have
been met by the applicant. The Development Permit with Variance was issued on September 3,
2015.
DP F–84 (Davison) located on Smith Road in West Howe Sound. Proposed construction of slope
stabilization berm within DPA #2 (Slope Stability) located at 1560 Smith Road. Staff are processing
this application.
C.

Development Variance Permits
1 new application was received in September:
Electoral Area D
DVP 310.192 (Evanetz) to vary fence height limit from 2 metres to 2.44 metres for privacy reasons.
Staff are preparing reports and neighbour notifications.
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area B
DVP 310.187 (Boulding/Cranston) to vary the setback to the natural boundary of the ocean in three
places to permit an existing single family dwelling on Mercer Road in Halfmoon Bay. The SCRD
received the PFR in March and is still waiting for covenant registration as of May 5, 2015.
Electoral Area D
DVP 310.191 (Lenfesty) located at 3359 Sunshine Coast Hwy, Roberts Creek. Request to vary the
auxiliary structure floor area limits in order to enclose a workshop. Awaiting more information from
applicant.

D.

Board of Variance
No new applications were received in September. No Ongoing Applications.

E.

Building Permits
Staff reviewed 20 building permit applications in September to confirm Zoning Bylaw and Official
Community Plan compliance.

F.

Crown Land/Foreshore, Water Licence Application Referrals, Pesticide Use Application
Referrals, UREP referrals.
4 new Crown Referrals were received in September:
Electoral Area A
2409221 (Site 1) – Aquaculture Shellfish purposes - Telescope Passage, Jervis Inlet
2409221 (Site 2) - Aquaculture Shellfish purposes - Telescope Passage, Jervis Inlet
1414372 – Aquaculture Shellfish purposes – McRae Cove, Malaspina Strait
2411623 – Industrial Log Handling/Storage – A & A Trading, Jervis Inlet
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Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area A
2411588 – Duyker for Young Life. Licence of Occupation for Adventure Tourism / Commercial
Recreation purposes. Comments sent to the Crown on September 2, 2015.
Electoral Area B
2408180 – Grames. Licence of Occupation for Transportation Roadway purposes. Located in the
vicinity of DL 6464 Secret Cove, Halfmoon Bay. The deadline for comments has been extended
until October 7, 2015 to accommodate the Area B APC meeting date.
2411079 – Pope for Carl. Specific Permission for Private Moorage. Located in the vicinity of DL
4541 Secret Cove, Halfmoon Bay. The deadline for comments has been extended until October 5,
2015 to accommodate the Area B APC meeting date.
G.

Governmental Referrals (District of Sechelt / Town of Gibsons / Islands Trust)
No new referrals were received in September:
Ongoing Referrals:
District of Sechelt Referral #3360-20 / 2015-02 (Spani Developments – Ocean Stories)
OCP and Rezoning. A report will be provided to PDC in November.
Town of Gibsons Referral # OCP-2015-01 Proposed George Hotel and Residences. A report was
considered at the September PDC and Board. Comments forwarded to the Town on September
10, 2015.

H.

Subdivision Applications/Activity
No new applications were received in September:
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area A
2015-02712 Gordon for Mansfield – DL 5273 and 7193 (11752 Sunshine Coast Hwy, Pender
Harbour). Comments were submitted to MoTI. Awaiting preliminary layout approval.
2015-xxxxx Strait Land Surveying Inc. for Barclay & Pedersen - DL 6384 (14833 Sunshine Coast
Hwy, Pender Harbour). Residential subdivision, 5 parcels to be created by the proposed
subdivision. A site visit was conducted in August with the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure staff. Review is on-going.
2011-05969 Saunders – Work continues on this file as the applicants seek to achieve tenure along
the road from Garden Bay Road beyond the Pender Harbour Landfill/Transfer Station and into the
subject property. The applicants are seeking a variety of options and are in regular contact with
both Planning staff and Lands Officers with the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations.
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Electoral Area B
2014-05685 Bolognese (7967 Ravens Cry Road, Halfmoon Bay). Final plans are being prepared
by the Land Surveyor.
2015-04019 Lepik - DL 4539 (10425 Mercer Road, Halfmoon Bay). Residential subdivision, 3
parcels to be created by the proposed subdivision.
Electoral Area D
2015-01916 Green for 1312 Lands – District Lot 1312 at Ranch and Sullivan Roads in Roberts
Creek. See ALR D-59. This is a subdivision application on a property which is also under review for
‘subdivision within the ALR’. The Agricultural Land Commission must grant approval prior to this
application being completed. Staff met with the applicant and conducted a site visit. Discussions
are on-going.
2015-03264 Grunder - DL 1318 (1162 Flume Road, Roberts Creek). Comments have been
submitted to MoTI. Awaiting preliminary layout approval.
I.

Agricultural Land Commission Applications
No new applications were received in September:
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area D
ALR D-59 – Green for 1312 Lands Inc. – See subdivision 2015-01916. For an eight lot subdivision
for farm use in the ALR and one remaining lot on Resource designated land, located in Roberts
Creek. Staff prepared a report for the April AAC and Area D APC meetings for comment. Staff met
with the applicant and conducted a site visit. A report including comments from the advisory
committees will be provided at October PDC meeting.
Electoral Area F
ALR F-49 – Persephone Brewing Company for non-farm use at Stewart Road. Staff prepared a
report on the application to the Agricultural Advisory Committee and Area F APC in June.
Additional information is being sought from the applicant, Ministry of Agriculture and Agricultural
Land Commission prior to preparing a report to the PDC.

J.

Tree Cutting Permits
No new applications were received in September:
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area B
B-26 - Tree Cutting Permit for one 20 metre Douglas Fir located at 7711 Redrooffs Rd. Halfmoon
Bay, BC. Staff continue to work with the applicant on this file.

K.

Strata Conversion Applications
No new applications were received in September:
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Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area E
SC E-2 (Boon) to create a two-unit strata on Rosamond Road. Applicants are working on
completing infrastructure requirements for water servicing and survey drawings.
2.

Long Range Planning and Major Projects

A.

Staff continued to meet and correspond with other active participants of the Food Policy Council
(FPC) Core Committee with a view towards formalizing the FPC, collaborating to implement the
Agricultural Area Plan, and developing a region-wide food sustainability strategy. The last meeting
held was on September 16th at the Sunshine Coast Salmonid Enhancement Society Office room.

B.

The Egmont/Pender Harbour OCP review committee met in September with a two-part full day
meeting. The morning session consisted of a presentation from Kerr Wood Leidel Consulting
Engineers pertaining to the geotechnical hazard screen in OCP area. Members of the advisory
committee, advisory planning commission and general public were also in attendance to hear the
presentation. There was also an opportunity for questions throughout the presentation and a follow
up discussion. Maps have recently been made in the same format and scale to easily depict the
before and after of the noted geotechnical concerns. The new information will be incorporated into
the Development Permit Areas chapter in the up-coming first draft of the updated OCP.
The afternoon meeting session consisted of a review of the Aquatic Environment chapter. This is a
large chapter that contains 34 policies, many of which were repetitive or redundant. The chapter
has been re-drafted and reduce to a more manageable 14 policies.
As a whole work continues on the chapter review with plans on putting together a basic first draft by
the end of year which can serve as background for further community consultation in 2016. There
are two meetings scheduled in October.

C.

Invasive Species Technical Working Group Meeting #3 – Sept. 14, 2015. At its third meeting, the
group reviewed progress to date:






For current priority invasive species on the Sunshine Coast, the Working Group is compiling Best
Practices for control, removal, treatment, transport and disposal of invasive plants.
Knotweed disposal is still presenting a challenge. Local composting facility Salish Soils is in the
process of developing a separate stream for knotweed drop off. Interim options are burning or
landfilling, neither of which are ideal. Until a local disposal option is finalized, outreach materials
and public guidance on how to best deal with this plant will remain incomplete.
Proactive planning and sharing of annual work plans between agencies is a priority. The SCRD
GIS department is assisting with collecting and uploading information about site being
treated/monitored onto the provincial database and preparing maps as needed.
The SCRD website will be updated and an e-mail will be sent to interested community members
regarding the Working Group’s progress to date.
The next meeting date is December 2, 2015.

D.

Twin Creeks OCP Review – staff worked with Director Winn and held a ‘kick-off’ meeting on July 29
in Eric Cardinal Hall. A report was provided at September PDC and amendments to the Terms of
Reference were completed.

E.

Sunshine Coast Housing Committee met on September 30, 2015.
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3.

Other

A.

BC Timber Sales – An update was provided at the July PDC meeting and letters sent with Board
recommendations on August 17, 2015. A letter regarding BCTS’ intention of postponing operations
on DL 1313 was sent to the Squamish Nation on August 18, 2015. A report on the history of
SCRD/BCTS correspondence and recommendations will be provided at the October PDC meeting.

B.

The Regional Economic Development Steering Committee inaugural meeting was held on
September 29, 2015. Staff report and meeting notes will be provided at the October PDC meeting.
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SCRD Bylaw Amendment and Permit Activity
BYLAW AMENDMENTS RECEIVED
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Bylaw Amended
Zoning Amendments
310
337
OCP Amendments
(F) West Howe Sound
(E) Elphinstone
(D) Roberts Creek
(B) Halfmoon Bay
(A) Egmont-Pender Hrbr
Hillside
Twin Creeks
Totals

6
1

7
2

2
2

3
1

4
2

6
4

4
3

1
1
1
4
2
0
1
17

1
1
1
2
2
0
0
16

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
1
2
0
0
9

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
12

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
8

DEVELOPMENT PERMITS RECEIVED
Official Community Plan 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
(F) West Howe Sound
(E) Elphinstone
(D) Roberts Creek
(B) Halfmoon Bay
(A) Egmont-Pender Hrbr
Totals

7
6
12
3
5
33

6
5
5
8
2
26

2
4
10
10
5
31

8
2
10
6
5
29

3
3
7
5
3
21

0
1
11
4
4
20

5
1
7
5
4
22

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
1

1

1
1
1

0

0

0

0

3

1
1
1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
1
1
2
1
1

1

1

1

1
2

1
1
1
2

2
3

1
1

1

2

2

2
1
1
3

2

0

0

0

6
5
5
18

DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMITS AND BOARD OF VARIANCE ORDERS RECEIVED
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Zoning Bylaw
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
Bylaw 310
13 14 10
6
10
6
10
2
2
1
1
6
7
7
9
1
2
6
4
1
2
3
Bylaw 337
Totals
20 21 19
7
12
12
14
0
3
0
2
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
9
BUILDING PERMIT REVIEW
Official Community Plan 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
(F) West Howe Sound
(E) Elphinstone
(D) Roberts Creek
(B) Halfmoon Bay
(A) Egmont-Pender Hrbr
Totals

29 45 37
44 45 49
59 54 71
61 62 70
93 117 105
286 323 332

35
44
56
64
70
269

33
39
51
56
74
253

24
54
33
41
62
214

18
21
61
42
58
200

CROWN LAND PERMIT APPLICATIONS
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Electoral Area
(F) West Howe Sound
(E) Elphinstone
(D) Roberts Creek
(B) Halfmoon Bay
(A) Egmont-Pender Hrbr
All Electoral Areas
Totals

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
6
8
16

3
0
0
3
9
0
15

0
0
0
4
6
1
10

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
3
1
1
2
6
4
1
18
2
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
2
16
2
4
8
3
1
2
5
2
6
33
3
3
5
4
5
5
5
3
33
3
7
12
5
1
4
10
7
8
57
10
19
27
16
5
14
27
19
20
0
0
0 157

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
1
1
2
4

1
2
3
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1

0

1

2
2
1
5

2
1

2

3

2

4
2

4

0

0

0

5
11
1
21

SCRD Subdivision and Development Activity

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Subdivision Applications Received By Area*
2011
2012
2013
2014

2010
4
4
8
3
3
22

8
1
5
8
0
22

4
7
4
5
3
23

2
1
0
1
2
6

2015
September

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

YTD

5
2
6
2
3
18

2
3
2

3

Subdivision Application Fees Collected
Amount Collected
Year
$22,165.00
2010
$19,947.00
2011
$14,335.00
2012
$5,175.00
2013
$22,825.00
2014
September
$10,875.00
2015 YTD

Fees Received For Money In Lieu Of Park Dedication
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
September
$16,875
$29,250
2010

$16,875

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Development Cost Charges Collected From Subdivision*
2015
2011
2012
2013
2014
September
$2,000
$8,000
$6,000
$6,000
$3,000
$24,000
$3,000
$2,450
$12,250 $12,250
$2,450
$2,450
$4,900
$7,350
$2,450
$7,350
$34,300
$2,450 $39,300
$2,450
$42,750
$30,050 $65,000
$26,450
$15,250
$4,900

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

YTD
$13,250
$18,250

$0

Subdivisions Receiving Final SCRD Approval
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
September
YTD
3
2
2
2
4
1
1
3
2
2
3
6
5
1
4
4
4
1
1
3
2
0
2
3
14
15
11
7
1
13

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

$0

$0

$29,250

$0

$31,500

2010

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

YTD
$8,000
$6,000
$14,700
$2,450
$40,950

Proposed # of Parcels Through Subdivision Application Reviewed
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
September
YTD
8
16
8
3
14
7
13
2
13
6
5
7
24
12
8
0
16
10
8
15
4
2
8
2
5
0
6
4
20
58
45
39
15
63
26

Lands Received as Park Dedication (Hectares)
2015
2011
2012
2013
2014
September
YTD

2010

0.0852
0

0

District of Sechelt
Development Cost Charges
2010
$56,100
2011
$82,500
2012
$223,300
2013
$94,600
2014
$57,750
September
2015 YTD

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

2013

September

YTD

Subdivision

4

1

1

1
1
0

2

0

1

1

1
2

1
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0

$0

$0

$0

2015
September
YTD

1
1
1
1

1

Exclusion

Inclusion

Non-Farm

1
2
1

$4,900
$4,900

Strata Conversion Applications Reviewed
2011
2012
2013
2014

2015

2014

0

0

0

$2,450
$2,450
$2,450

* Does not include District of Sechelt.

2012

0

Development Cost Charges Collected From Building Permits*
2015
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
September
YTD

$2,450
* Does not include District of Sechelt .

ALR Applications Reviewed
Electoral
2010
2011
Area
A
B
D
2
E
1
F
Totals
3

0.0852

0

1
1

0

0

0

1

$0

ANNEX H
!

Agricultural	
  Advisory	
  Committee	
  
	
  

September	
  22,	
  2015	
   	
  
3:30	
  pm	
  
Minutes	
  of	
  the	
  meeting	
  held	
  in	
  the	
  Board	
  Room	
  of	
  the	
  	
  
Sunshine	
  Coast	
  Regional	
  District	
  Offices,	
  1975	
  Field	
  Road,	
  Sechelt,	
  BC	
  

	
  

Present:	
  

Dale	
  Peterson	
  (Chair),	
  Dawn	
  Myers,	
  Betty	
  Hart,	
  David	
  Morgan,	
  Jon	
  Bell,	
  Gerald	
  
Rainville,	
  Dave	
  Ryan,	
  Kym	
  Chi,	
  Faye	
  Kiewitz,	
  David	
  Steele	
  
Regrets:	
  
Katy	
  Latham,	
  Martin	
  Kiewitz,	
  Frank	
  Roosen	
  
Also	
  present:	
   David	
  Rafael,	
  Senior	
  Planner	
  
	
  
Gregory	
  Gebka,	
  Planner	
  
Diane	
  Corbett,	
  Recorder	
  
Members	
  of	
  the	
  Public	
  –	
  6	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  Delegations:	
   Annette	
  Clarke,	
  Farmer	
  
Raph	
  Shay,	
  SCRD	
  Sustainability	
  and	
  Education	
  Coordinator	
  
	
  

Call	
  to	
  Order	
  	
   3:30	
  pm	
  
	
  
1.
Agenda	
  
The	
  amended	
  agenda	
  was	
  adopted	
  as	
  amended:	
  
• Insert	
  3.1	
  Introduction	
  of	
  new	
  AAC	
  member	
  
• Change	
  subsequent	
  numbering	
  of	
  3.2-‐3.6	
  
• Add	
  3.7	
  ALC	
  Chair	
  and	
  Meet	
  and	
  Greet	
  
	
  
2.
Delegations	
  
	
  
2.1 Annette	
  Clarke	
  regarding	
  water	
  security	
  
	
  
Annette	
  Clarke	
  remarked	
  that	
  she	
  was	
  asking	
  for	
  a	
  leadership	
  role	
  from	
  the	
  Sunshine	
  Coast	
  
Regional	
  District	
  concerning	
  implementation	
  of	
  the	
  Agricultural	
  Area	
  Plan	
  (AAP),	
  food	
  
security	
  and	
  water	
  availability	
  –	
  with	
  a	
  focus	
  on	
  water	
  as	
  the	
  basis	
  for	
  life.	
  “Without	
  
adequate	
  access	
  to	
  water,	
  we	
  won’t	
  have	
  agriculture	
  and	
  healthy	
  food.”	
  
	
  
Ms.	
  Clarke’s	
  presentation	
  included	
  comment	
  on:	
  
• enhancement	
  of	
  water	
  security	
  measures	
  in	
  current	
  SCRD	
  plans;	
  	
  
• examples	
  and	
  benefits	
  of	
  water	
  storage	
  and	
  water	
  retention	
  methods;	
  
• examples	
  of	
  strategies,	
  programs	
  and	
  incentives	
  for	
  water	
  conservation	
  in	
  other	
  
jurisdictions.	
  
o In	
  Nanaimo,	
  the	
  community	
  is	
  encouraged	
  to	
  use	
  cisterns	
  and	
  rainwater	
  harvesting,	
  
including	
  neighbourhood	
  systems.	
  Local	
  government	
  provides	
  workshops,	
  initiatives,	
  
and	
  incentives.	
  
	
  
Ms.	
  Clarke	
  recommended	
  that	
  the	
  SCRD	
  look	
  into	
  cisterns	
  earlier	
  than	
  currently	
  scheduled;	
  
they	
  are	
  very	
  cost	
  effective.	
  	
  She	
  remarked	
  that	
  she	
  hopes	
  that	
  the	
  SCRD	
  could	
  match	
  
funding	
  or	
  provide	
  incentive	
  funds	
  for	
  people.	
  A	
  positive	
  approach	
  involving	
  the	
  community	
  
is	
  more	
  effective	
  than	
  a	
  fine.	
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2	
  

	
  
The	
  Chair	
  thanked	
  Ms.	
  Clarke	
  for	
  the	
  presentation.	
  He	
  noted	
  that,	
  on	
  the	
  coast,	
  Canwest	
  
Tanks	
  and	
  Ecological	
  Systems	
  supplies	
  1000-‐gallon	
  to	
  10,000-‐gallon	
  tanks.	
  Gibsons	
  Building	
  
Supplies	
  will	
  bring	
  them	
  in.	
  
Staff	
  thanked	
  Ms.	
  Clarke	
  for	
  her	
  suggestions	
  and	
  efforts	
  to	
  bring	
  these	
  ideas	
  forward.	
  Staff	
  
responded	
  to	
  some	
  ideas	
  mentioned	
  by	
  Ms.	
  Clarke,	
  described	
  regulations	
  regarding	
  water	
  
tanks,	
  and	
  highlighted	
  areas	
  of	
  the	
  Agricultural	
  Area	
  Plan	
  dealing	
  with	
  water	
  management.	
  
Comments	
  of	
  members	
  included:	
  
• Request	
  that	
  staff	
  bring	
  for	
  the	
  next	
  meeting	
  a	
  copy	
  of	
  specific	
  definitions	
  related	
  to	
  
tanks	
  to	
  see	
  if	
  they	
  need	
  tweaking	
  or	
  not.	
  
• Would	
  like	
  to	
  see	
  that	
  we	
  recommend	
  that	
  new	
  builds	
  have	
  tanks	
  built	
  in.	
  
• Am	
  not	
  interested	
  in	
  discussing	
  agriculture	
  until	
  we	
  have	
  security	
  with	
  water.	
  Think	
  we	
  
need	
  to	
  look	
  into	
  this	
  right	
  now,	
  and	
  make	
  recommendations.	
  Sprinkler	
  irrigation	
  
systems	
  should	
  not	
  be	
  allowed	
  at	
  all.	
  This	
  was	
  a	
  very	
  difficult	
  summer	
  for	
  everybody…	
  
Frustrating	
  part:	
  this	
  has	
  been	
  anticipated	
  by	
  some	
  of	
  us	
  for	
  many	
  years.	
  
• There	
  were	
  three	
  big	
  events	
  on	
  the	
  coast	
  (e.g.	
  Festival	
  of	
  the	
  Written	
  Arts,	
  etc.)	
  when	
  
we	
  were	
  at	
  stage	
  4.	
  
• Discussion	
  of	
  filtering	
  clay-‐lined	
  ponds	
  
• Without	
  water	
  we	
  don’t	
  have	
  food.	
  
• Recommend	
  that	
  proper	
  rain	
  catchments	
  are	
  included	
  in	
  construction	
  of	
  any	
  new	
  
facility,	
  and	
  that	
  all	
  buildings	
  in	
  the	
  ALR	
  or	
  agricultural	
  areas	
  look	
  into	
  the	
  possibility	
  of	
  
having	
  rainwater	
  catchment.	
  
• Say	
  you	
  need	
  a	
  permit	
  to	
  put	
  in	
  a	
  swimming	
  pool	
  or	
  sprinkler	
  systems.	
  
• If	
  you	
  save	
  water	
  when	
  building	
  a	
  house,	
  it	
  helps	
  for	
  food	
  production.	
  
A	
  member	
  of	
  the	
  public	
  commented	
  that	
  he	
  was	
  in	
  the	
  process	
  of	
  building	
  a	
  house	
  on	
  the	
  
coast.	
  There	
  is	
  no	
  provision	
  for	
  a	
  water	
  meter	
  in	
  the	
  new	
  construction	
  of	
  the	
  house.	
  There	
  is	
  
no	
  financial	
  support	
  for	
  a	
  storage	
  tank.	
  	
  
Recommendation	
  No.	
  1	
  
	
  
That	
  we	
  accept	
  Annette	
  Clarke’s	
  written	
  report	
  into	
  our	
  minutes.	
  
(The	
  written	
  report	
  is	
  included	
  as	
  Attachment	
  A.)	
  	
  
	
  
2.2 Raph	
  Shay,	
  SCRD	
  Sustainability	
  and	
  Education	
  Coordinator	
  regarding	
  the	
  Comprehensive	
  
Regional	
  Water	
  Plan	
  
	
  
Raph	
  Shay	
  provided	
  a	
  verbal	
  report	
  related	
  to	
  the	
  SCRD	
  Comprehensive	
  Regional	
  Water	
  
Plan	
  outlining:	
  	
  
• waterworks	
  operations	
  and	
  observations	
  in	
  summer	
  2015;	
  	
  
• current	
  activities	
  and	
  plans	
  for	
  the	
  future,	
  including:	
  	
  
o Identifying	
  recommendations	
  helpful	
  in	
  moving	
  the	
  AAP	
  forward	
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o Developing	
  a	
  siphon	
  system	
  for	
  an	
  emergency	
  short-‐term	
  supply	
  to	
  enable	
  drawing	
  
down	
  Chapman	
  Lake	
  5	
  metres	
  lower.	
  	
  
o Concept	
  of	
  large	
  engineered/artificial	
  lake	
  near	
  Chapman	
  Lake	
  
o Investigation	
  of	
  groundwater	
  sources	
  near	
  Chapman	
  Creek	
  treatment	
  facility	
  
o Roll-‐out	
  on	
  installation	
  of	
  water	
  meters	
  
o Looking	
  at	
  direction	
  for	
  rainwater	
  harvesting	
  incentive	
  program	
  options	
  and	
  costs,	
  to	
  
inform	
  SCRD	
  budget	
  process.	
  
o Study	
  to	
  determine	
  agricultural	
  water	
  use	
  on	
  the	
  coast:	
  looking	
  to	
  explore	
  that	
  
further.	
  
o Work	
  on	
  Sustainability	
  Plan	
  and	
  sustainable	
  land	
  use	
  principles.	
  

	
  
3.
	
  

	
  
The	
  SCRD’s	
  water	
  is	
  for	
  potable	
  use.	
  The	
  primary	
  responsibility	
  of	
  the	
  Regional	
  District	
  is	
  
legislated:	
  to	
  supply	
  drinking	
  water.	
  When	
  drinking	
  water	
  becomes	
  a	
  priority,	
  conflicts	
  arise.	
  
It	
  is	
  explicitly	
  stated	
  in	
  the	
  AAP	
  that	
  farmers	
  should	
  develop	
  an	
  alternative	
  source	
  of	
  water	
  
supply.	
  SCRD	
  encourages	
  commercial	
  operators	
  to	
  consider	
  wells,	
  creeks,	
  and	
  catchments.	
  
Farms	
  are	
  classified	
  as	
  commercial	
  for	
  SCRD	
  water	
  restrictions,	
  but	
  not	
  for	
  the	
  metered	
  
rate.	
  
	
  
Comments	
  from	
  members	
  included:	
  	
  
• concern	
  about	
  lack	
  of	
  preparedness	
  for	
  the	
  drought,	
  of	
  SCRD	
  and	
  of	
  residents;	
  	
  
• question	
  about	
  how	
  residents	
  and	
  farmers	
  are	
  going	
  to	
  take	
  responsibility	
  for	
  their	
  own	
  
water	
  management,	
  and	
  how	
  the	
  SCRD	
  is	
  supporting	
  that;	
  need	
  to	
  increase	
  farmer	
  and	
  
public	
  awareness,	
  knowledge	
  and	
  access	
  to	
  information	
  about	
  water	
  management;	
  
• need	
  to	
  implement	
  water	
  conservation	
  and	
  retention	
  measures	
  now.	
  
Reports	
  and	
  Minutes	
  
3.1 New	
  Member	
  
	
  
The	
  Chair	
  introduced	
  new	
  Agricultural	
  Advisory	
  Committee	
  member	
  Faye	
  Kiewitz.	
  
	
  
3.2 Water	
  Supply	
  Management	
  –	
  Determining	
  Stage	
  Restrictions	
  
	
  
The	
  Senior	
  Planner	
  reviewed	
  the	
  report	
  on	
  water	
  supply	
  management	
  stages,	
  dated	
  
September	
  3,	
  2015.	
  The	
  Sustainability	
  and	
  Education	
  Coordinator	
  provided	
  background	
  
information	
  on	
  waterworks	
  operations	
  and	
  watering	
  restrictions	
  this	
  summer.	
  
	
  
Member	
  comments	
  included:	
  
• As	
  a	
  farmer,	
  you	
  knew	
  in	
  May	
  it	
  would	
  be	
  a	
  bad	
  year.	
  	
  What	
  troubles	
  me:	
  people	
  were	
  
still	
  allowed	
  to	
  water	
  lawns	
  right	
  into	
  June	
  and	
  July.	
  I	
  think	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  lot	
  of	
  room	
  for	
  
improvement	
  in	
  bringing	
  those	
  aspects	
  forward.	
  	
  	
  
• If	
  I	
  had	
  a	
  power	
  washing	
  company,	
  I	
  could	
  have	
  been	
  power	
  washing	
  into	
  early	
  August.	
  
• Make	
  the	
  stages	
  more	
  specific.	
  
• Increase	
  public	
  awareness	
  and	
  education	
  regarding	
  non-‐essential	
  use	
  of	
  potable	
  water	
  
and	
  around	
  alternatives	
  to	
  potable	
  water.	
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4	
  

Recommendation	
  No.	
  2	
  
	
  
That	
  the	
  earlier	
  water	
  restriction	
  stages	
  be	
  put	
  in	
  at	
  the	
  same	
  timeframe	
  every	
  year,	
  unless	
  
it	
  is	
  necessary	
  to	
  move	
  the	
  stage	
  forward	
  due	
  to	
  conditions;	
  and	
  that	
  we	
  ask	
  the	
  SCRD	
  to	
  re-‐
evaluate	
  some	
  of	
  their	
  trigger	
  points	
  for	
  decision	
  making	
  to	
  enable	
  the	
  stage	
  to	
  move	
  
forward.	
  
	
  
Recommendation	
  No.	
  3	
  
	
  
That	
  no	
  lawn	
  watering	
  be	
  permitted	
  with	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  Regional	
  District	
  potable	
  water;	
  and	
  
that	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  non-‐Regional	
  District	
  water	
  such	
  as	
  gray	
  water,	
  roof	
  water	
  catchment	
  or	
  
onsite	
  water	
  supply	
  be	
  encouraged	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  ensure	
  adequate	
  water	
  for	
  essential	
  use,	
  
food	
  production,	
  drinking	
  water,	
  and	
  sanitation.	
  
	
  
3.3 Review	
  of	
  the	
  Agricultural	
  Waste	
  Control	
  Regulation	
  
	
  
The	
  staff	
  report	
  dated	
  September	
  4,	
  2015	
  on	
  the	
  Agricultural	
  Waste	
  Control	
  Regulation	
  
Review	
  update	
  (July	
  2015)	
  referral	
  from	
  the	
  Ministry	
  of	
  Environment	
  was	
  received	
  for	
  
information.	
  It	
  was	
  noted	
  that	
  the	
  number	
  of	
  farms	
  on	
  the	
  Sunshine	
  Coast	
  to	
  which	
  it	
  would	
  
apply	
  is	
  very	
  limited.	
  The	
  Regulation	
  would	
  fall	
  back	
  onto	
  local	
  bylaws	
  around	
  setbacks.	
  	
  
	
  
3.4 Agricultural	
  Area	
  Plan	
  –	
  Implementation	
  Committee	
  and	
  2016	
  SCRD	
  Work	
  Plan	
  	
  
	
  
Recommendation	
  No.	
  4	
  
	
  
That	
  discussion	
  of	
  “Agricultural	
  Area	
  Plan	
  –	
  Implementation	
  Committee	
  and	
  2016	
  SCRD	
  
Work	
  Plan”	
  be	
  tabled	
  to	
  a	
  special	
  AAC	
  meeting	
  on	
  Wednesday,	
  September	
  30.	
  
	
  
3.5 Agricultural	
  Advisory	
  Committee	
  Minutes	
  of	
  July	
  28,	
  2015	
  
	
  
The	
  meeting	
  minutes	
  of	
  July	
  28,	
  2015	
  were	
  adopted	
  as	
  presented.	
  
	
  
3.6 Board	
  Actions	
  on	
  Agricultural	
  Issues	
  Report	
  
	
  
The	
  Planner	
  noted	
  the	
  Board	
  did	
  not	
  follow	
  up	
  on	
  the	
  June	
  23rd	
  AAC	
  recommendation	
  
regarding	
  receipt	
  of	
  the	
  Planning	
  Institute	
  of	
  BC	
  award	
  for	
  the	
  Agricultural	
  Area	
  Plan.	
  
	
  
3.7 Agricultural	
  Land	
  Commission	
  Chair	
  and	
  “Meet	
  and	
  Greet”	
  
	
  
The	
  Planner	
  described	
  a	
  recent	
  roundtable	
  discussion	
  event	
  coordinated	
  by	
  the	
  Town	
  of	
  
Gibsons,	
  with	
  a	
  “meet	
  and	
  greet”	
  with	
  Frank	
  Leonard,	
  new	
  ALC	
  Chair.	
  
Next	
  Meetings	
  

Adjourned	
  	
  

6:03	
  pm	
  

	
  

September	
  30,	
  2015	
   4:30	
  p.m.	
  	
  (Special	
  Meeting)	
  
October	
  27,	
  2015	
  
3:30	
  p.m.	
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Implementation of the Agricultural Area Plan
Asking for a leadership role from SCRD concerning implementation of the
AAP, food security and water availability
Focus on water as the basis for life; without adequate access to water,
we won’t have agriculture and healthy food
Topics not sufficiently covered in current plans and reports:
Sustainable development strategy (caps, integration of cisterns into new
and existing buildings)
-

Diversification of our water system
Looking at other options
Cost comparison of metering, infrastructure upgrades and cisterns
A more positive communal approach (Nanaimo example)
Strong emphasis on rainwater harvesting systems as a viable option
Application of natural principles of water retention on land
Diverse education
-

Help for farmers
What will the rates for farmers be?
Exemption for Farmers from commercial water rates
Classify farming and food security as essential water users
Definition of ‘Health’ (addition of healthy local food)
-

-

Protection of our water from contaminents (run-off, pesticides)

Photo taken by Heather Gatz on Lower Road/Geddes Road Sept.1O,2015
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Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation Guide
Collecting and Using Rainwater at Home
Rainwater harvesting is becoming an accepted practice in a number of countries for a variety of
reasons. In Canada, the 2010 National Plumbing Code of Canada permits the use of rainwater for
toilet and urinal flushing as well as subsurface irrigation. Internationally, many jurisdictions have
already widely accepted rainwater harvesting practices. In South Australia, almost 50% of the
population lives in houses equipped with a rainwater tank. Rainwater harvesting is mandated for
new homes in Queensland. In the southwestern United States, rainwater collection is common,
and the State of Texas requires rainwater harvesting for large government buildings.

Australia permits most uses for rainwater such as subsurface and surface irrigation, toilet and
laundry, hot water, cold water to shower as well as drinking and kitchen.

“Less than three per cent of municipally-treated water is actually used for drinking. The rest goes
Environment Canada
down the drain, down the toilet, or on our gardens.”
...

Rainwater harvesting benefits
Conserves drinking water
by reducing consumption of municipally treated water, particularly if used for irrigation, toilet
flushing and laundry during dry periods. Harvested rainwater could reduce municipal water use by
30% 60% according to some Australian studies. It can even be 100%.
-

Financial benefit
lowers or eliminates water bills thanks to reduced dependence on municipal water supply. Many
other water delivery options result in a large financial and environmental cost. Large infrastructure
can cost millions of dollars with tax payers ultimately left paying the bill
Helps to replenish groundwater supplies
by using stormwater on site where it can percolate into the ground and by capturing overflows in
cases where the rainwater tank overflows are handled on the home’s property (rain garden,
ponds, weeping tile, dry well)
Security
In times of natural disasters and other service disruptions, rainwater tanks are a safe, reliable form
of water supply e.g. If turbidity levels in our water exceed 1 NTU, the source must be shut down.
—

Empowerment and Education
Some studies suggest that when people become involved with their own water supply through
harvesting rainwater, they consciously reduce their overall water consumption up to 60%.
Rainwater harvesting can lead to greater independence and greater understanding of our water
consumption
Reduction in use of chemicals (used for coagulation, flocculation, chlorination etc.) in treatment
facility
7
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Rainwater storage

II

Hannover, Germany

:‘
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Decentralized water storage

Harvesting rainwater

—

a safe, cheap and reliable option

4
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ATTACHMENT A
Protecting our natural assets and biofilters

1.

6
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Increasing water holding capacity of soils

Mulching with woodchips and spent hay

-
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Weed mulching
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Rainwater Harvesting Association of Australia
Harvesting rainwater a safe, cheap and reliable option
Harvesting rainwater through installing a rainwater tank is the most energy-efficient means of collecting
water available when compared to a range of alternative options. “The cost for a domestic rainwater tank
system keeps falling while costs for water and alternative supply options continue to rise across the
country” says Cohn Nash, Chairman of the Rainwater Harvesting Association of Australia (RHAA).
Although a range of alternatives exist, many of these result in a large financial and environmental cost.
Large infrastructure can cost billions of dollars with tax payers ultimately left footing the bill. Low tech
rainwater tanks continue to deliver simple, reliable, and cost-efficient water savings throughout flood,
drought, rain, hail or shine. “In times of natural disasters and other service disruptions, rainwater tanks are
a safe, reliable form of water supply,” says Rainwater Harvesting Association of Australia (RHAA) co
director Jackie Hammond. Not only do rainwater tanks save money, they are also making a big impact on
Australia’s overall water supply. Guenter Hauber-Davidson, Managing Director of Water Conservation
Group Pty Ltd, a private water savings company, says that “rainwater tanks save Australian households a
whopping 66 gigalitres of water every year”, a third the size of Melbourne’s Upper Yarra reservoir or
Sydney’s Warragamba dam. Prices for rainwater tanks have continued to fall, becoming more and more
appealing for homeowners. David Mortimer, Director of Tankworks Australia, says that the cost for a typical
domestic rainwater tank system has gradually come down. “Due to efficiencies in technology and
manufacturing compared with similar systems in 2008, recent prices for a tank plumbed to the laundry and
toilets for a home have reduced by as much as 35%.” Australia’s domestic rainwater industry is now a
world leader, states Mr Nash. “It is important we maintain that edge by giving the industry continuity and
stability. This will guarantee ongoing investment and jobs for Australians, while the cost per tank reduces”.
The RHAA (Rainwater Harvesting Association of Australia), formerly known as the Australian Rainwater
Industry Development Group (ARID), is the peak body for the urban rainwater industry. Formed in 2004,
members include manufacturers of water tanks, pumps and accessories. Members join the RHAA to
provide a uniformed approach for the promotion, education and product development of fit for purpose
technologies to achieve water sustainability within all communities. Please visit
www.rainwaterharvesting.asn.au for a list of rainwater tank suppliers and partners you can trust or for more
information.
—

Rainwater Harvesting Report

-

based on Greater Victoria

(http ://toolkitbc.zenutech .com/sites/default/files/crd_rainwater_harvesting pdf)

In the Gulf Islands near Victoria, where reliable surface water or groundwater supplies are not
always available, several homes and businesses rely on rainwater harvesting as their only source
of water. In Greater Victoria, rainwater harvesting is emerging as one of many sustainable
development strategies to reduce the ecological impacts of development.

8
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Figure 2 shows the balance of water supply and demand for a typical single family residence in Greater
Victoria, with a rainwater tank sized to augment all end uses of water as cost-effectively as possible. The
annual water demand is about 315m3 of which 70m3 is landscape irrigation between April and October.
With a roof area of 200 m2 (roughly 2,000 square feet) and 7.7m3 (2,000 US gallons) of effective rainwater
storage serving all end uses, 900mm/year of precipitation would supply 140 m3, or 45% of the annual
demand. Based on an estimated capital cost of $5,000, an annual operating cost of $100 and an
amortization period of 25 years at a real discount rate of 4% per annum, the cost of rainwater collected by
this system would be about $3.00/m3 If the rainwater system is designed only to supply toilets and
laundry, cost-effectiveness can be improved although significantly less rainwater would be harvested. A
system with a 5m3 cistern would supply about 90 m3 /year for toilets and laundry, roughly one quarter of
the overall annual demand. The capital and operating costs may be reduced to $3,000 and $25 per year by
eliminating treatment components, and the unit cost of rainwater harvested improves to about $2.50 per
m3
Rainwater harvesting may be more cost-effective where:
• precipitation is significantly more than 900mm/year (Most of the western communities)
• available roof area is large relative to water demand
• winter end uses are relatively large and constant
• capital costs can be minimized by avoiding complex treatment or plumbing retrofits
,

.

The cost of harvested rainwater may be lower than $2.00/m3 and possibly lower than $1 .50/m3 where
several of these factors combine and the system is designed for indoor non-potable use only. The only
means to reduce the cost of harvested rainwater to within the current range of municipal water rates in
Greater Victoria would be to eliminate tanks altogether, and divert roof leaders directly to a simple network
of distribution pipes for landscape irrigation. Where this could be accomplished with reasonable distribution
uniformity and soils and plants are reasonably drought-tolerant, as much as half of the landscape irrigation
demand (20-40 m3 /year from a 200 m2 roof) could be supplied by harvested rainwater at a unit cost as
low as $1 .00/m3 Simple or natural means of storage such as ponds, or soils with high moisture capacity,
may be employed to make roof runoff available for plants during longer dry periods. These strategies have
proven cost-effective in local agriculture, maximizing the benefit of rainwater, groundwater and municipal
water for irrigation. There are several benefits of harvesting rainwater in addition to reduced use of
municipal water. Rainwater systems that supply toilets and laundry would act as rainwater detention
systems to eliminate more than half of the total roof runoff to storm or combined sewers, and a significantly
greater proportion of peak flows. This reduction could substantially reduce combined sewer overflows and
winter peak flows through future wastewater treatment plants connected to combined sewers. Also,
rainwater used for landscape irrigation, or in buildings connected to onsite wastewater systems, infiltrates
into the ground near where it falls, replenishing groundwater while minimizing surface runoff. These
benefits are not realized directly by property owners that harvest rainwater, but could be reflected in future
pricing structures for wastewater, or incentives to install rainwater harvesting systems. The higher
volumetric sewer rates that will be required to pay the cost of wastewater treatment in Greater Victoria will
strengthen the economic case for rainwater harvesting over the next 5-10 years, particularly where
systems are installed at the time of building construction.
,

,

.

...‘rainwater harvesting will be most cost-effective where non-potable plumbing is installed during
construction of a new building. If a system can be installed at a total cost of $1,500 for a small home or
$3,000 for a larger home, harvested rainwater could reduce municipal water use by 30%, at a cost of
$2.00-2.50/m3
In Sidney, where the marginal cost of water used indoors (including sewer charges) is $2.29 at 2007 rates,
rainwater harvesting for toilets and laundry may already be cost-effective. As sewage treatment is
implemented for the core area and other municipalities adopt volumetric pricing for sewage collection and
treatment, marginal prices of water used indoors are likely to increase beyond $2.00/m3 in most
municipalities and rainwater harvesting will become cost-effective for most homeowners in the region.

9
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Rainwater harvesting legislation in Australia
State Governments in the following states in Australia have taken active steps to ensure that the newly
constructed houses are designed and built with the latest energy and water efficient designs and products.
This initiative is supported by legislation.
1. Victoria
Since July 2005, new houses and apartments in Victoria must be built to meet the energy efficiency and
water management requirements of the 5 Star standard.
The 5 Star standard requires:
5 Star energy efficiency rating for the building fabric;
Water efficient taps and fittings; plus either a rainwater tank for toilet flushing, or a solar hot water system.
2. South Australia
In SA, new homes will be required to have a rainwater tank plumbed into the house.
3. Sydney and New South Wales
In Syndey and New South Wales, the BASIX (Building And Sustainability Index) building regulations call for
a 40% reduction in mains water usage. A typical single dwelling design will meet the BASIX target for water
conservation if it includes:
1. Showerheads, tap fittings and toilets with at least a 3A rating;
2. A rainwater tank or alternative water supply for outdoor water use and toilet flushing and/or laundry
4. Gold Coast: Construction of 3,000-litre (800-gallon) rainwater tank has been made mandatory in the
Pimpama Coomera Master Plan area of Gold Coast. This is for all homes and businesses centres
connected to the Class A+ recycled Water system (those approved for development after 29 August 2005).
The tank should be plumbed to their cold-water washing machine and outdoors faucets.
5. Queens land: A rebate of up to $1 500 for the purchase and installation of home rainwater storages has
been offered by the State of Queens in Australia.

SCRD COMPREHENSIVE REGIONAL WATER PLAN
8.1 .1 Demand Management Recommendations
The cost implications of either retaining existing demand management or implementing more intensive
demand management programs are listed hereafter and are further developed in the subsections that follow.
1. For either program, a budget of $60,000 per year to implement yearly Stage 2 and Stage 3 water
restrictions with enforcement is recommended until the completion of the universal meter installations
(1DM) or construction of the Water Treatment Plant Expansion (EDM);
2. For the intensive demand management program, a budget of $8.1 million for the life cycle cost of the
universal metering program is recommended;
3. For the intensive demand management program, a budget of $40,000 is recommended for technical
assistance in further assessing demand management strategies, in revising the bylaw and educational
programs, and to modify the water rate structure to encourage conservation; and,
4. For the intensive demand management program, a budget of $250,000 to roll out additional intensive
demand management programs such as irrigation controllers, rain barrels and rainwater harvesting is
recommended.
The Chapman Creek water treatment plant is presently operating close to its design capacity of 25 ML/d.
Under the existing demand management scenario, plant expansion is an immediate priority with Stage 2 and
3 sprinkling restrictions to be implemented until expansion is completed. Under the 1DM scenario, universal
metering and Stage 2 and 3 sprinkling restrictions are anticipated to allow deferment of the timing for
expansion until about the year 2020.
2) The existing Chapman Creek water treatment plant comprises of two 12.5 ML/d treatment trains.
Expansion includes the addition of a third train to increase the capacity to 37.5 ML/d at an estimated cost of
$6.4 million. Under the 1DM scenario, plant expansion is delayed to about the year 2020 and the service life
of the expanded plant will extend beyond 2036. Under the EDM scenario, plant expansion is required
10
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immediately and the 37.5 ML/d design capacity will be reached around 2028. The plant would need to be
further expanded to 45.0 ML/d at a cost of $10.0 million to provide service to 2036. 3) Transmission mains
require upgrade to supply 2036 water demands. Under EDM, the upgrade cost is estimated at $7.55 million.
reducing to $2.1 million with 1DM.
TABLE 1-3 CHAPMAN WATER SYSTEM STRATEGIC PLAN SUMMARY OF COSTS EDM VS
1DM Item Total Cost EDM 1DM
Demand Management Programs $120000 $8,510.000
Source Supply $1 0,270.000 $6.320.000
Water Treatment $10,100,000 $6,500,000
Water Transmission / Reservoirs / Distribution $22,790,000 $14,940,000
Total Esti mated Cost $43 .280.000 $36.2 70.000
1DM is estimated to reduce overall costs by approximately $7.01 million and is recommended
-

TABLE 1-5 PRELIMINARY 10-YEAR CAPITAL PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation Construction Target 10 Year Capital Cost
Implementation of Stage 2 and Stage 3 water sprinkling restrictions with enforcement 2014-2015 $120,000
Install Universal Metering 2014-2015 $ 5,280,000
Metering Reading, Data Entry, Billing and O&M costs 2014-2023 $1,470,000
Assess Further Demand Management Strategies 2014 $ 40,000
Additional Intensive Demand Management Programs 2019$ 250,000
-

Obtain permits for floating pump station or alternative system 2014 $ 20,000
Construction of floating pump station or alternative system 2015 $ 660,000 Upkeep of floating pump station
or alternative system 2016-2023 $ 320,000 Groundwater test drilling program 2016-2017 $ 300.000 Obtain
property rights for construction of man-made lake 2021 $ 50,000 Small Systems: Groundwater Investigation
to find suitable additional wells for Eastbourne 2019 $ 100,000 Small Systems: Complete Source to Tap
Assessments and Well Protection Plans 2014 $100,000 Initiate Pre-Design Study for Chapman Water
Treatment Plant Expansion 2019 $100,000 Construction of Chapman Water Treatment Plant Expansion to
37.5 ML/d 2020-2021 $ 6.400,000 Small Systems: Automation of chlorination at the Soames Point Well
2018 $ 30,000 Small Systems: Pre-Design for Treatment Expansion at the Eastbourne Wells 2020 $ 30,000
Chapman Transmission Main Upgrades (see Table 8-3) 2016 $ 2,100,000 Chapman Fire Protection
Upgrades (see Table 8-5) 2017-2021 $ 11,000,000 Eliminate dead ends in the Chapman distribution system
20 18-2023 $ 900,000 Small Systems: Annual check for interconnectivity 2014-2023 $100,000 Small
Systems: Fire Protection Upgrades (see Table 9-2) 2016 $ 880,000 Small Systems: Eliminate dead ends
20 17-2022 $ 300,000 TOTAL $ 30,550,000
Chapman water system (Chapman Creek, 10,000 connections plus bulk supply to Gibsons)
Fish habitat in Chapman Creek
The SCRD’s current procedure is to maintain a flow of 24.5 ML/d below the intake during normal operation
and a minimum flow of 19 ML/d during the summer dry period. The SCRD is in constant communication
with the hatchery to ensure adequate flows are maintained in the creek during the summer. Recent stream
flow data from below the intake indicates that controlled low flows during the summer do not achieve the
targeted DFO required flows. Conflicting water requirements during periods of low flow have been a
concern between the SCRD and DFO for some time (Triton 2006).
The maximum quantity of diversion allowed from Chapman Creek is 33.3 ML/d.
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The Chapman Creek Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was commissioned in 2004 and has a design capacity of
25 ML/d in normal operation. The plant can be operated at 26.9 ML/d with a third pump in operation and no
redundancy. Table 3-2 shows the maximum day and maximum week flows that the treatment plant has
experienced in recent years and the number of days each year the WTP capacity of 25 ML/d has been
exceeded. The plant is operating beyond its design capacity during peak demand periods in the dry summer
months (currently 10 to 12 days a year).
The treatment processes at the plant include coagulation, flocculation, DAF clarification, filtration, and UV
primary and chlorine gas secondary disinfection. The treatment processes comply with the “B.C. Drinking
Water Protection Regulation” and the treated water consistently meets guidelines (despite operation in
excess of design capacity).
Distribution systems are the physical infrastructure that delivers water from a water source to the intended
end point user. The distribution system is a closed system under pressure and provides communities with a
desired level of service for domestic use within a home for cooking, cleaning and drinking, for domestic use
plus fire protection, and for domestic use plus commercial, industrial, institutional and agricultural use.
The SCRD Board direction is to undertake an aggressive water conservation program aimed at reducing
average annual and maximum day consumption by approximately 30% (Stantec 2002). The 2012 update of
the SCRD Strategic Plan further provides direction to reduce consumption by 33% relative to 2010 levels by
2020.
Bylaw 422
• Meters required on all new or upgraded residential service connections. These meters are not currently
being used for billing
• Metering required for Industrial/Commercial/Institutional (ICI) users. These meters are used for billing
Sprinkling restrictions
Between 2005 and 2011 there have been 315 “warnings” and 7 “tickets” (fines) issued to homeowners who
did not comply with the sprinkling restrictions. Challenges faced by the SCRD in bylaw enforcement
include a general lack of resources. The SCRD currently has one bylaw enforcement officer whose regular
duties do not include enforcing water restrictions and a summer student working from May to the end of
August every year.
In 2008 the City of Vancouver noted that while it is impossible to predict exactly what impacts climate
change will have on the City, findings from the Intergovernmental Panel on climate change can be used to
predict the following for Vancouver (C of V 2008): • Wetter winters due to increased storm activity.
Ocean level rise, possibly up to a meter in the next 100 years. Page 5-6 Section 5 Water Demand Forecast
D-02820.00 ©2013 • Reduction in snowpack over the next several decades causing increased winter runoff
increased landslides affecting water quality and reduction of water supply in dry summer months. . Long
dry summers will increase risk of fires. A Pacific Institute report (P1-2009) noted the following due to
climate change: • Earlier peak stream flows (1 to 4 weeks). . Decrease in snowpack. more rain during the
winter. • Increased lake temperatures (0.1 to 1.5°C). • Longer periods of drought. ‘Increased demand for
irrigation. • Increased demand for industrial cooling water. The Canadian climate change model CGCMI
suggests by 2030, BC will experience an increase in mean annual temperature of up to 2°C. The model also
indicates a small increase in total annual precipitation, with the bulk of this occurring in the winter. The
impact of climate change on water demand is difficult to quantify. The SCRD should anticipate reduced
snowpack, increased winter rain and dryer summer months that will result in less baseflow in creeks during
dryer summer months. Climate change may also result in increased water demand for outdoor irrigation, due
to dryer summer months.
-

—
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The magnitude and duration of low reservoir inflows in the summer and early fall are critical for water
supply planning and operations for the Sunshine Coast Regional District.
In order to meet SCRD water conservation goals. a more intensive demand management (1DM) program
should be considered to effect reduction in water demand through universal metering, further education
programs. revised water use rates. more intensive sprinkling regulations. etc. Some programs (universal
metering in particular) involve capital investment in the early years to achieve reduced water demand that
will. however, result in deferment of much larger capital investment for infrastructure expansion that
otherwise would be required.
For the purposes of water system analysis, it is estimated the implementation of intensive demand
management programs, including universal metering, will reduce the existing average day demand by 20%
from 600 L/c/d to 480 L/c/d and the maximum day demand by 25% from 1,250 L/c/d to 940 L/c/d for the
Chapman system. These reduced values are used in the Section 6 system analysis.
5.4.4 Intensified Demand Management Program The following are intensified demand management
strategies that the SCRD could pursue. • Implementation of Universal Water Metering; Mandatory Stage 2
and/or Stage 3 sprinkling restrictions from May I to September 30 (Based on Metro Vancouver findings in
2011, consider revising Stage 2 sprinkling restrictions to morning only); • Revise conservation-based meter
rates when universal metering is in place; • Leak detection and repair in areas of high water consumption;
Use reclaimed water from sewage treatment plants; New incentive programs such as irrigation controls
and rainwater harvesting; and, . More education and public outreach programs as each of the above
strategies are implemented.

An estimate of low flow under drought conditions can be made by analyzing historical stream flow records.
The probability of the low flow occurring is typically estimated for various return periods (2, 5, 25, 50 year.
etc.). For municipal water supplies in British Columbia the generally accepted drought return period is 25
years; i.e. the low flow will occur on average once every 25 years. The 2006 drought risk analysis (Dayton
& Knight Ltd. 2006) and the 2007 source development study (Dayton & Knight Ltd. 2007-3) were updated
to assess the capacity of the natural creek flow and existing lake storage volumes to handle drought
conditions. This risk management assessment considers the number of years a municipality is willing to
accept between years of drought in its system. A longer return period reduces the chances of running a risk
for drought conditions in the system. A 1:25 year return period was selected to maintain consistency with
the SCRD accepted level of risk for drought conditions.
Infrastructure costs
The present worth for a yearly program to eliminate dead ends from 2017 to 2036 is $1,870,000.
Risks
If turbidity levels exceed I NTU, the source must be shut down.
Treatment Facility
An increase in plant capacity has been a critical item for the SCRD for the last five years but the SCRD
believes that a combination of universal metering and further sprinkling restrictions will further decrease the
maximum day demands and therefore delay the requirement for plant expansion.
If existing demand management programs are continued, the 37.5 ML/d plant capacity will be reached by
2028, and the plant would need expansion to 45.0 ML/d to service 2036 maximum day demand. The
recommended budget to expand the treatment plant by 25 ML/d is $ 10.000,000.
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SCRD Population Projections
A conservative projection for the water system analysis is 2% which would see the Chapman water service
population grow from 21,722 in 2011 to 26,479 in 10 years’ time and to 35,637 by 2036
Climate Change
Average monthly temperatures in the greater Vancouver area are predicted to rise by 3.5°C by 2100 (EC
2000). Potential impacts noted in this Environment Canada (Pacific Region) report include prolonged
summer droughts, increased landslides with winter rains, salt water intrusion into aquifers from rising sea
levels and higher parasite survival in warmer surface waters.
As noted in Section 5.3.1, climate change is predicted to result in an increase in winter rain events, decrease
in snowpack, and prolonged, drier summers. The annual precipitation volumes are expected to remain
similar to current volumes and, therefore, the impact on available summer lake storage through 2036 should
be minimal.
-

ANNUAL WATER SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES
Land Charges
billed annually Annual
(1) Up to and including one acre in area $ 252.46
(2) Greater than one acre, up to and including two acres $ 268.73
(3) Greater than two acres, up to and including three acres S 303.00
(4) Greater than three acres, up to and including four acres $ 343.52
(5) Greater than four acres, up to and including five acres $ 361.66
(6) Greater than five acres, $17.81 for each additional acre or part of an acre, up to and including ten acres
(7) Greater than ten acres, $10.00 for each additional acre or part of an acre, up to and including twenty
acres
(8) Greater than twenty acres, $6.78 for each additional acre or part of an acre
—

2. User Fees
billed annually Annual
(1) For each dwelling unit (a dwelling unit being $ 246.62 a single suite in a dwelling, a single strata lot, or
any building or structure customarily used as a self contained living unit)
(2) Motels—per unit $130.32
(3) Apartments $ 198.53
(4) Mobile Homes per occupied pad $198.53
(5) Hospital and Intermediate Care Facilities per bed $130.32
(6) All other users not herein provided for per user $ 246.62 3
—

-

-

-

billed quarterly Per Quarter Annual Per hundred cubic feet $ 2.10 Minimum charge per
Meter Rates
quarter (meter rental extra) $61.66 $246.62 Sunshine Coast Regional District Bylaw No. 422 Schedule “B”
continued
billed quarterly Per Quarter Annual
4. Meter Rentals
(1) Up to and including 3/4” $ 9.00 $ 36.00
(2) Over 3/4”, up to and including 1” $12.00 $ 48.00
(3) Over 1”, up to and including I 1/2h1 $ 30.00 $ 120.00
(4) Over 1 1/211, up to and including 2” $ 36.00 S 144.00
(5) Over 2”, up to and including 4” $ 45.00 $180.00
(6) Over 4”, up to and including 6” $ 60.00 $ 240.00
5. Connection Charges
(1) 3/4” Connection $ 1,200.00
(2) 1” Connection $ 1,800.00
14
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(3) Over 1” (minimum) $ 2,000.00 (Plus additional costs incurred for fittings and installation)
6. Turning Off/On Fees Subsequent to the initial turn on, the fee for turning the water off shall be the sum
of $50.00 payable at the time of application.
7. Hydrant Rental An annual charge of TWENTY DOLLARS ($20.00) shall be levied for each hydrant
operating from the Utility. The charge will be payable by the Fire Improvement Districts and Fire Protection
Districts served by the Regional District Water Authority.
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT BYLAW NO. 422 SCHEDULE “D” This Schedule applies
only to the North Pender Harbour Water Service Area as established under Bylaw No. 1070
ANNUAL WATER SERVICE RATES AND CHARGES Land Charges
(1) Residential $ 307.91
(2) Institutional $ 307.91
(3) Commercial $ 699.04

—

billed annually Annual

billed annually Annual
2. User Fees
(1) For each parcel containing I dwelling unit $ 218.13 (a dwelling unit being a single dwelling, a single
strata lot, or any building or structure customarily used as a self contained living unit)
(2) Multiple Family Dwellings (where more than $ 392.42 One dwelling exists on a parcel)
(3) Institutional Building $ 200.35
billed quarterly Per Quarter
(4) All other users not herein provided for per user $ 218.13 3. Meter Rates
Annual First 50,000 gallons used per quarter $ 327.87 Per 1000 gal (or part thereof) used over 50,000
gallons/quarter $ 4.20
4. Manual Water Meter Readings Per reading $25.00 (up to a maximum of $300 per annum)
-

5. Connection Charges (1) 3/4” Connection $1,200.00 (2) 1” Connection $1,800.00 (3) Over 1”
(minimum) $ 2,000.00
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Incentives, stewardship and rebate programs and a
positive approach to water management in the community
why don’t have we them?

—

Conclusion (from: Drought management plan)
The cost/benefit of moving forward with a universal metering program has been clearly identified within the
report, and the alternatives suggested, such as more education and the promotion of alternative water supply
systems at the home, are not anticipated to realize the gains necessary to defer or eliminate major capital
infrastructure upgrades. or increase efficiencies within the water system operation.

Nanamo
Rainwater Harvesting Incentive Program

—

FAQ

Riin\ ater I lai-esiin Best Practices (iuidhook
(http ://www.rd n.bc.ca/cms/wpattachments/wp1d2430at1d5059.pdf)
Learn about the design and installation of Rainwater Harvesting Systems download the guidebook for free! Limited
number of hardcopies available from the RDN office and at the VI regional library branches.
-
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Frequently Asked Questions
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[low il uch money can I get?
\\ ho is eligible’?
Flow do I appk?
Why is the incenti e program a ailable in these areas?
Do I need a Building Perni ii to install a Rainw aler l-liirvesting S\ stem?
\\ h it ibout thL YLllOv Point Aqui ILl D L lnpnlLnt PLI in it ‘\i L ii cqun
\h’ aien’t on ineeliling rain barrek?
What can 45461 or I .001) gallons ol storage do for me?
\ here do I purchase ii cistern?
What is Rainwater I larvesting?
Wh does the RDN have a Rain ater Harvesting Incentive Program?
Are other governments doing this?

niL ills mi i UhlV% ilti

LOllLLtioil

How much money can I get?
This incentive program rebates up to $450 for a cistern that is rated for potable use and able to collect a minimum of
4,546 litres (1,000 gallons) of rainwater. In addition, there is up to $300 available for other eligible collection system
expenses such as transport piping, debris traps, filters and installation costs. Distribution components (beyond the tank)
are not covered under the rebate. This makes a total of $750 available per household for the purchase and installation of a
rainwater harvesting system. There is only one rebate per household. The rebate is available on a first come, first served
basis. Once funds are exhausted, the program will be finished for this year.
Who is eligible?
This rebate program applies to residential property owners installing or updating a rainwater harvesting system in existing
or new homes in the 7 Electoral Areas of the RDN (A,B,C,E,F,G,H) as well as the 4 municipalities (Nanaimo, Lantzville,
Parksville, Qualicum Beach). Only property owners are eligible to receive the rebate. Each property is eligible for one (1)
rebate over the lifetime of the program.
How do I apply?
I) Applicants must first provide a completed pre-application form describing the system that is going to be installed,
including “before” photos of the site (photos may be emailed to watersmart’u idn
). Photos should have an indication
of scale, such as a person or a meter stick. Pre-approved applicants will have $750 set aside for them. Upon receiving
written approval from the RDN, the applicant will have 4 months to complete the purchase and installation and submit
their documents to receive the rebate.
The minimum roof collection area in order to be eligible for the rebate is 200 square feet.
[(‘LICK HI RE] to download the Step I: Pre-Approval Application Form
2) The final document submission must occur within 4 months of the applicant’s pre-approval. It must include:
•
•

•
•

a sales receipt(s) or invoice marked PAID dated Jan 2015 and onwards, indicating the items applied to the rebate.
photo(s) of the system installed (photos may be emailed), clearly showing its connection to I) an appropriate
collection area including downspout and routing to cistern, 2) overflow diversion according to tank installation
checklist specs, 3) cleaning access & 4) backflow prevention device (if connected to top-up source).
The completed Tank Installation Checklist (included in the Document Submission Form).
Also, if the installation involves the alteration of indoor plumbing or the installation of a new potable water line, a
Building Permit is required and a copy of the Building Permit and Inspection Document from the relevant Building
Inspection Department must be submitted.

[CLICK lIERE Ito download the Step 2: Document Submission Form & Tank Installation Checklist
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Applications can be mailed to the RDN, dropped off, or faxed to 250-390-1542. The rebate is available on a first-come,
first served basis.
Why is the incentive program available in these areas?
All of these areas pay into the Drinking Water and Watershed Protection service and have equal access to the funds
available under this program. The funds will be limited once an area/municipality reaches the maximum of 30% of the
total program budget.
Do I need a Building Permit to install a Rainwater Harvesting System?
You are required to obtain a Building Permit only if the installation will involve the addition of a new potable water line or
alteration to the indoor plumbing.
What about the Yellow Point Aquifer Development Permit Area requirements for rainwater collection?
In 2011 the Yellow Point Aquifer Protection Development Permit Area was included in the Electoral Area ‘A’ OCP to help
protect and conserve water in the vulnerable Yellow Point aquifer. See section 12,9 of the Official Community Plan here.
The development permit area establishes conditions to assess the impact development will have on groundwater and
ensure water conservation through rainwater collection. Contact the RDN Planning Department for more information:
250-390-6510.
Why aren’t you incenting rain barrels?
Rain barrels are relatively inexpensive and are not large enough to collect a sufficient supply of water for the long dry
periods that generally exist between summer rain events in the Regional District of Nanaimo.
What can 4546L or 1,000 gallons of storage do for me?
Please contact your local rainwater harvesting consultant or contractor to determine which size of system will best suit
your needs. An online calculitoi can give you an estimate how much rainwater you can collect with a 1000 imperial gallon
tank off of your roof area. Calculations are also available in a table within the RDN Rainwater Harvesting Best Practices
Guidebook, at the top of this page.
Where do I purchase rainwater harvesting system components?
There are several local suppliers and installers, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rainw ater Connection (Thetis, Gabriola)
IIMC() (Nanaimo)
Living Springs Water Company 250-247-0203 (Gabriola)
Summer Rain Water Delivery (Gabriola)
AB(’ Vvater Systems (Cassidy)
Vaneouer Island Precasi (Mid Island)
Van Isle Watei (Victoria & Courtenay)
Aihutus Btri Iding Supplies (Gabriola)
RainDropliarsesling (Nanaimo, Lantzville, Mid-Van Isle)
Peter Jordison Rainwater Collection Systems and Plumbing 250-668-5833 / peterjordison@gmail.com (Vancouver
Island and Gabriola)
Waler 1 iger (Victoria & Courtenay)
Andrew Sherei (across Vancouver Island)
Hair Plastics Inc (can order online)
Ja R. Smith Manulheturing (purchase at Con-Cur West in Coquitlam, 604-540-5088)
Aquarian Systems Inc. 250-335-2037 (Mid Van Isle)
(lean— I lo Rain ater M anaieiuenl (online store)
and cistern cleaning service (‘leanCistern.coni (Gabriola & VI)

If you know of, (or own) a business that should be on this list, please email w aterprotectionaidn.he

ci.

The Canadian Association for Rainwater Management (CANARM) is a resource for education and training on Rainwater
Harvesting. If interested, please see their website at ww .canarm.ug
What is Rainwater Harvesting?
Rainwater harvesting (RWH) is the collection and storage of rainwater directed off roofs and buildings to be used at a later
time. A rain cistern is much like a rain barrel only it is larger, can be above or below ground, and water from a cistern may
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be used outdoors for irrigating as well as for indoor use if it is properly constructed with the appropriate treatment and
plumbing. Most cistern owners use the water for non-potable applications like irrigation and toilet flushing, as there are
additional treatment costs to ensure the water meets drinking water standards. Cisterns for rainwater collection are in
use in many areas in BC including Gabriola Island and in the Yellow Point area.
Why does the RDN have a Rainwater Harvesting Incentive Program?
As the population of the Regional District of Nanaimo continues to grow, reducing demand on water resources and water
systems will become increasingly important.
Rainwater harvesting reduces stress on local aquifers and rivers, leaving more water available for communities, and
environmental needs. By reducing extraction from aquifers and rivers in dry summer months, we help ensure that there is
sufficient water left to maintain critical base flow in streams in order to protect fish and aquatic health. Reducing
groundwater extractions can also help reduce salt water intrusion in coastal areas, as excessive pumping of wells along
the coast can pull salt water from the ocean into groundwater.
The Drinking Water and Watershed Protection Action Plan identifies the need to promote rainwater harvesting under
Program 5C. The RDN Innovative Options and Opportunities for Sustainable Water Use study, evaluates different options
for incentive programs and prioritizes them based on their ranking on fifteen criteria. Four of the top five recommended
incentives support the use of cisterns for the collection of rainwater.
Prioritized Applications:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

neighbourhood cisterns! stormwater (rainwater) detention and centralized reuse;
water-saving toilets, showers, laundry, dishwasher;
cisterns for toilets and laundry;
neighbourhood cisterns and centralized irrigation reuse; and
cisterns for outdoor watering

Are other governments doing this?
Many local governments across Canada have implemented incentive programs offering rebates on rainwater collection
devices. Several local governments provide incentives for the use of rain barrels. There is a great interest by Canadian
municipalities in the area of rain harvesting and several other local governments including Comox Valley Regional District
and the City of Guelph provide rebates of $150 to $2,000 for purchase and installation of cisterns or full RWH systems.
If you have any additional questions, please call 250-390-6560 or email watersmart@rdn.bc.ca

Some studies suggest that when people become involved with their own water
supply through harvesting rainwater, they consciously reduce their overall water
consumption by 20 to 60 per cent. Australian Rainwater Industry
Development Group 2008 Consumer Guide
...
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Rural Water Quality Stewardship

—

Rebate Program

Now accepting rebate applications and vouchers for 2015!
Approximately 50% of the residents in the RDN depend on groundwater; a large proportion of these residents have their
own private well that they manage for their drinking water.
Improperly constructed or poorly maintained wells can act as a direct pathway for surface contaminants such as manure,
petroleum products and fertilizers to enter the groundwater.
In order to assist residents in maintaining and improving groundwater quality in rural areas, the RDN is offering rebates
for well water quality tests and well protection upgrades.
This cost-sharing initiative will:
1.
2.
3.

Decrease financial barriers to rural residents in improving their well construction
Increase access to water quality testing for rural residents
Prompt well owners to inspect the integrity of their wells and learn more about water quality protection

Stewarding our shared groundwater resource helps communities maintain healthy water supplies for families, fish and
our future.

Explore the rebates:
Water Qnalil\ lesting Rebate (http://www.rdn.bc.ca/cms.asp?wpid=3141)
Well Protection Upgrades Rebate (http://www.rdn.bc.ca/cms.asp?wpid=3142)

Find more information on ater quality stewardship (http://www.rdn.bc.ca/cms.asp?wpid=2742) tips including
alternatives to pesticides, using green cleaning products, proper disposal of hazardous waste, riparian areas and more!

we

SMART
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Irrigation Initiatives
Because Every Drop Counts!
Certified Irrigation Professionals Course Sponsorship
-

To promote water conservation and the design and installation of efficient irrigation systems, the RDN is
offering S100 subsidies for irrigation contractors who work in our region to take the Irrigation Industry Association of BCs
(IIABC) “Certified Irrigation Scheduler’ course March 18th and 19th. 2015 in Victoria. Course registration info: click here
To find a certified technician, designer or contractor, see the IABC \\ chsile Certified Piolsionals
-

FREE Residential Irrigation System Check-Ups
Over the past two summers, 180 residential irrigation check-ups were performed by Team WaterSmart representatives.
The program was well-received and effectively caught leaks, lowered excessive watering times & advised on water-saving
techniques.
There will be an opportunity this coming summer to take part in the program if you have not yet taken advantage. Limited
spots are available. You can book a “check-up” starting in May. Please call (250) 390 6560 or email atcrsmartu’idn.hc.cj

Also... FREE Strata Irrigation Check-Ups!
To complement our residential irrigation check-ups, we will host audits for Strata representatives to learn more about
their irrigation systems & how to identify room for improved efficiency.
Please check back in May to sign your strata up for an audit!

FREE Workshop for Residents: How to Audit Your Irrigation System
For those who cannot participate in the Irrigation Check-ups, we offer weekend workshops to encourage people to
inspect their own systems.
IClick herd for details.

Efficient Irrigation Round-Table: Municipal & School District Crews
In March 2012, members of municipal and school district grounds crews in the RDN got together to discuss efficient
irrigation practices in their line of work. It was an opportunity to share ideas, suggestions and experiences while working
together towards the common goal of efficiency.
The round-table discussion lead to a compilation of “best practices” which can be referenced here: Ellicieni liTigation
Rmindtahle [)iscusion Summai (http://rdn.bc.ca/cms/wpattachments/wpid2369atid4743.pdf).
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Watershed Friendly Yard Campaign
What you do in your backyard affects the watershed and our drinking water. The amount of water you use on your
landscape and the quality of the water coming off your property has an impact on the streams and aquifers where you
live. To increase watershed health awareness and promote water wise yards, the RDN’s Drinking Water and Watershed
Protection Program is running a region wide Watershed Friendly Yard campaign!
Submit a photograph of what makes your yard Watershed Friendly:
rainwater collection,
native plants,
lawn alternatives (groundcovers, xeriscaping etc.),
golden lawn,
chemical free

•
•
•
•

...at any time throughout the summer to receive a FREE Watershed Friendly Yard sign*. Proudly display how you care for
our drinking water and watersheds all summer long! Send your photo to
or post them using
#WatershedFriendlyYard @RDNevents.
*Signs available while quantities last, one sign per household, must be in the RDN electoral areas or member
municipalities.
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Receive your FREE Watershed Friendly Yard sign by sharing
what in your outdoor space protects our drinking water
resources is it a golden lawn, rain catchment, native plants
there are many ways we can all preserve water, share
how you do!
-

The pervious space between allows rainfall to enter and
recharge groundwater. Gale’s entire yard includes
permeable features (such as their rock driveway) and is
maintained without any chemical use to ensure no harmful
substances enter our waterways!
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By planning her chemical-free garden based on the sun,
shade and soil type Louise was able to minimize the
maintenance of water use in her yard. Her efficient design
puts the Right Plant in the Right Place!

Karen integrates growing food in the native landscape and
uses a drip line irrigation system to reduce water loss to
evaporation and increase watering efficiency with deep,
targeted watering.
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Rain catchment is utilized at Dougs property to water his
berries in the summer and decrease the amount of water
extracted from the Englishman River in the dry summer
months protecting fish while he’s growing food!
-

Team WaterSmart Summer Outreach
Team WaterSmart Introduction:
Team WaterSmart is the RDN’s Drinking Water and Watershed Protection community outreach team. With interactive
ground and surface water demonstrations, rain garden and native plant samples, and educational resources on topics
ranging from indoor water conservation to well maintenance, our engaging display includes something for everyone! We
look forward to seeing you at an event in your community this summer! For more information about Team WaterSmart
and links to our resources, please visit w v .team ateismai1.c;.

Drought shaming alternative in Nanaimo rewards
water savers
Win a gift card and a rubber ducky trophy for being a ‘water champion’
By On the Island, CBC News Posted: Jul 21, 2015 6:42 AM PT Last Updated: Jul 21, 2015 11:31 AM PT

Rather than drought shame your neighbours, the city of Nanaimo and the regional district want you to recognize water savers by
nominating a ‘water champion.’ (Getty Images)
Don’t be a drought shamer; be a water champion, say the City of Nanaimo and the Regional District of
Nanaimo.
Rather than point the finger people who are wasting water on their lawns or decks, the local and regional governments are
encouraging residents to nominate their neighbours as “water champions” in a new contest.
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•

Water restrictions: how to confront water hoggers with grace

•

Warm dry summer prompting B.C. residents to find eco-friendly ways to keep grass green

•

Metro Vancouver bans lawn sprinkling with Stage 3 water restrictions

Weekly water saver contest
“Seeing the drought that’s struck our area during this summer, we wanted a way that would be fun, and lively, and actually have a
positive reinforcement aspect to promote people taking action to save water this summer,” said Julie Pisani, a program coordinator
with the Regional District of Nanaimo.
Nanaimo is asking neighbours to nominate each other for their water saving techniques that include basic changes, such as
incorporating native plants and drought-tolerant species, “planting” a rock garden that doesn’t need irrigation, using grey water,
collecting rain water and mulching the soil.
In recognizing those who are going above and beyond to save water, Nanaimo hopes to encourage a cultural shift in communities,
moving away from wasteful water use outdoors on lawns to more efficient ways of using water in our landscapes, Pisani said.

To hear the full interview with Julie Pisani, listen to the audio labelled: Be a water chpion, not a drougjitshamer.
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Petition
LETTER TO
Sunshine Coast Regiona’ L)istrict

Request for a short term exemption of farmers from the water restrictions
of stage 4 (no outdoor watering)

The SCRD identified local food security as an essential part of the Sunshine Coast wide
Sustainability and Agricultural Area Plan. One of the mission statements of the AAP is to
strengthen farming and ‘increase amount of and access to locally grown and produced food’ as
well as to ‘secure sustainable water supply for agriculture’.
We feel that farming and that food security must have precendent over other non-essential water
usages. Without a continued supplied access to water and without the ability to continue to use
water in a wise and prudent manner these goals of food security and sustainability will not only not
be able to be achieved but will suffer a very serious possibly fatal setback.
We, the undersigned, are therefore urgently making the following request:
If and when we go to stage 4 watering restrictions this summer we would like to see a short term
only (this summer) exemption where those with farm status may continue using water in a wise
and prudent manner for food production.
We are also requesting that backyard gardeners without farm status that are relying on their
produce for sustenance may continue using water in a wise and prudent manner for food
production only.
*(Wise and prudent manner could include measurement such as low flow irrigation and watering at night and in the
early morning only)

Short term goal: help local farmers, food producers and fledging local food security survive this
summer drought
Long term goal: to implement immediate actions to be prepared for the coming years, expecting
this drought not to be the only one
26
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In a short period of time and as of today, we got 419 online signatures and in two days 326 paper
sig natures
In addition I got over 500 online messages and phone calls
There were several letters of support, a live interview with CBC Victoria, 2 articles in local
newsletters and the ‘Question of the week’ on July 17
(‘Should farmers and food producers be exempt if the SCRD declares stage 4 water restrictions?’
76% voted ‘yes’ and 24% voted ‘no’)

-

To summarize the comments made:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local farming and food production should be classified as essential
High priority on food security
food security is paramount over other uses
Enough studies and money spent implement on the ground projects
Concerns that if food sources are allowed to die, we add serious food shortages to the
water shortage
Support of water restriction with exemption to food growing
Reduction of use is great but capacity has to increase as well
Incentive programs and a more positive approach
The very upset category
—

If we allow the 1% of farmers to continue watering, it will only change the timing when we run out
of water by about 16 hours

With all this support and concern for food security

—

where do we go from here?

http://www. scrd.calfiles/File/AdministrationlAgendas/20 15/2015 -JUL
23%2OBRD%2OAgenda%2OPackage.pdf
SCRD Staff Report

—

Water Supply update July 17. 2015

It cannot be overstated that a Stage 4 situation is severe as there is a high probability that the water storage
capacity will be depleted without further consumption reductions, necessitating abanony non-essential
water use.
Due to the severity of the water supply situation, a Sg 4 ban on non-essential water use includes all
outdoor water usew no pecified exceptions. It is recognized if Stage 4 is called during the summer
growing season, the outdoor water use ban will have detrimental effect on agriculture and other businesses
that rely on municipal water for their livelihood, however, at Stage 4 the priority is provide water to support
human health. fire protection, and environmental flows. It is further recognized that the local agricultural
community and businesses that do rely on municipal water for their livelihood represents a small portion of
the total water consumed estimated at roughly 1% for agricultural irrigation and 8% for other industrial,
commercial and institutional (total consumption including indoor use) water users. ShQuld the Board wish to
relixt StgA restrictions to support commercial businesses and agriculture, it is recommended that
meters be installed on any connection that would fall within this exception classification and that they be
charged the metered rate in order to ensure that the water provided is used wisely.
—
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Stage 3 Current New No sprinkling, hand watering only No changes from current DMP New Exceptions:
Micro and drip irrigation Commercial Operations will be contacted to reduce water use
Stage 4 Current New No watering No changes from current DMP New Exceptions: None
—

Drought Management Plan
Changes to the DMP are necessary in order to: Incorporate the lessons learned from the summer drought
conditions of 2012 and 2013, which provided the first opportunity to put the SCRDs Drought Management
Plan into action; Recognize that climate variability and global climate change is predicted to place
significant stress on regional water supplies in the future; Include all SCRD water systems in the plan; and
Ensure that the DMP is consistent with current policy-level plans. including the Regjonai Sustainability
Plan, and the Comprehensive Regional Water Plan.
Survey Objectives: Survey Response Themes Gauge the level of public support for more stringent water use
restrictions Although most people support some form of water use restrictions, there is tension between
how people want to use water for personal convenience and the need to ensure adequate drinking water
supplies for all. Determine preferred times and days for watering schedules Preference for days and times
was highly varied. There• was a high level of support for providing a weekend day for both even addresses
and odd addresses. Understand community priorities for water use during water shogcperiods_Priority
use of water for commercial and personal foodproductionIfood securitj’ and second’y for_landscaping
(trees, shrubs and flowers) through the dry summer. o Durjg the Agriculture Area Plan and Comprehensive
Regjonal Water Plan_public consultation process residents also voiced their concern_regarding food
production and water restrictions Less priority was expressed for lawns, qualified by the fact that turf may
go dormant during dry spells and will revive when the rains come. Some comments allude to priorities
already included in• the 2013 Comprehensive Regional Water Plan, such as implementing universal water
metering and increasing water supply storage. Assess general water use behaviours. Responses were
generally in favour of enforcement to ensure fairness and compliance.
2. New Content
Commercial Operations and Water Restrictions
A definition for “Commercial Operations” has been added and is as follows, ‘a business which is connected
directly or indirectly to the SCRD Water supply and is reliant on that supply as part of their primary
business product or process; including but not limited to nurseries in which flowers, plants, trees or shrubs
are grown or displayed for sale; commercial farms (metered); turf farms and car washes.” Commercial
operations that rely on water are exempted from the residential watering restrictions. This addition addresses
the concern regarding commercial farms having restrictions on irrigating crops
Staff Report to Infrastructure Services Committee Re: Comprehensive Regional Water Plan
Public Consultation

—

Report on

Water conservation and metering
There is a realization by some that our water resources are becoming harder to access and thus more scarce
and more costly. Support for more water conservation was very high, and metering received general
approval as a way of raising awareness of personal water consumption and ensuring fairness over water use,
i.e. the more you use, the more you pay. Several people asked about metering technology, and some
expressed concern over the use of wireless radio frequency. Those that were against universal metering
generally favoured using the funds to build more storage sooner, putting more effort into education,
28
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legislating alternative water uses such as rainwater harvesting and grey water recycling, or strengthening
restrictions on cosmetic watering.
Uncertainty over floating pump station option There was general concern about potential impacts to
Chapman Lake and the Tetrahedron Park. Negative impacts noted include risk of fuel spill, noise and visual,
loss of biodiversity. Approximately half ofthe feedback noted a preference for other measures, including
stricter water use restrictions, metering, or increasing storage capacity in the water system and at private
homes with rainwater collection systems.
Affordability and fairness The issue of affordability of water came up several times, with questions about
the design of future water rates and its possible impact on low income households. There was general
agreement that those who use more water should pay more, and that water used for food production should
receive higher priority over cosrnetic” uses of water, such as lawns and car washing.
Much of the feedback received looked at measures that could be implemented in parallel with the
infrastructure upgrades and metering program, such as an expansion of rainwater harvesting and grey water
recycling opportunities, and stronger watering restrictions and enforcement. Additional feedback voiced
concern over issues that will be considered outside of the CRWP such as metered rate structures and its
impact on agriculture.
Placing more emphasis on education and promoting the use of rainwater harvesting and grey water
recycling for outdoor water use will not realize the overall gains in the timeframe needed to defer or
eliminate the need for the capital upgrades. The review and updating of the Drought Management Plan is
also occurring in parallel with the CRWP, with a target to implement updates for the 2014 season.
Regulatory requirements for rainwater harvesting and grey water recycling for residential and commercial
buildings will also be considered further, outside the scope of the CRWP. If it is determined that these
alternative water supply measures can be enforced at the local government level, and regulatory measures
are incorporated into the SCRD’s regulatory framework and its benefits quantified, then these measures will
be added to the CRWP in the future.
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Provincial Government of BC
Living Water Smart

Water for Agriculture
Agriculture will always play an important role in the social and economic well-being of British Columbia. B.C. farmers
currently meet about 50 percent of our food needs and the importance on producing local, healthy food for our growing
population is increasing. The agriculture industry will need to continue to innovate and adapt, become more water
efficient, and bring more land into production.
This page will help you find out what the B.C. government is doing to help farmers access more water and encourage
water efficiency and best management practices on B.C. farms and ranches.
In some areas of the province, the agricultural sector accounts for up to 70% of the surface and groundwater consumed.
The rate of consumption is the greatest during the hot, dry summer months when water supplies are most vulnerable.
Technologic advances in irrigation systems and practices mean water use can be significantly more efficient.
Becoming water efficient has many benefits for the industry and the environment, including reduced energy consumption
and pumping costs, and reduced impacts on streams and groundwater aquifers.
The majority of farming activities in British Columbia take place within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
Helping farmers manage water demand
The B.C. government has developed an LrrigJpr Scheduling

for landscape and agricultural irrigators to

improve irrigation management by using real-time climate data. Irrigators are now able to enter their own specific crop,
soil and irrigation system information, and the calculator determines the irrigation requirements based on current local
weather conditions and forecasts. You can access the calculator by clicking on the calculator tab
on www.irrigationbc.com.
The Environmental Farm Plan program, delivered through the British Columbia Agric

Council, also includes detailed

assistance for irrigators. The Irrigation Asmnt Guide assists farmers and ranchers improve their water management
and implement beneficial irrigation management practices through examples and worksheets for self-evaluation.

Tuesday, July 21, 2015, 11:51 AM Alberta’s dry summer has been rough for many farmers, and a
growing number of counties are taking the drastic step of calling it an outright disaster.
-

Sturgeon County, to the north of Edmonton, is the
a unanimous vote of its county council Monday.

third

in Alberta so

far to declare

an official agricultural disaster, after

Other districts are recognizing the importance of food security and act on it:
Nanaimo, Parksville move to level 4 water restrictions with extreme drought conditions
What does Level 4 mean?
• No outdoor sprinkling, even newly seeded lawns.
30
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• Limited (hand-held container or hose equipped with shut-off nozzle) watering of vegetable gardens, trees.
shrubs and flowers. Drip irrigation only between certain hours.
• No vehicle washing.
• No building or driveway washing.
• No filling pools or fountains.

Take your local farmer to lunch. Support them and love them because
you might need them one day. Wait that’s shallow. Just support them
and love them! Robin Wheeler
—
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ANNEX I
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
NATURAL RESOURCES ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES
Rockwood Lodge, Sechelt BC
Wednesday Sept 16, 2015

Present: Dan Bouman, Virginia Cullen, Julie Davidson, Mike Latimer (Chair),
Elizabeth Rains, Jennifer Passmore (Recording Secretary).
SCRD Board Liaison Member: Frank Mauro (Director, Area A).
Guests: Mark Lebbell (Director, Area D), David Rafael (Senior Planner, SCRD),
Jared Sproule (Community Liason, BluEarth Renewables Inc.).
Regrets: Sue Grayston, Brett McGillvary, Paul Van Poppelen, Nicol Warn.

CALL TO ORDER
The Chair called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA
Recommendation No. 1 - Adoption of the Agenda
That the Agenda be adopted.
CARRIED

REPORTS AND MINUTES
Recommendation No. 2 - Adoption of the Minutes
That the Natural Resources Advisory Committee Minutes of the July 15, 2015,
meeting be adopted.
CARRIED

Recommendation No. 3 - Receipt of Notes
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That the Planning and Development Committee Minutes of the July 9, 2015 be
received.
CARRIED

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None.

NEW BUSINESS

4.1

Agency Referral of Bylaw 310.165 – Narrows Inlet Hydro
Project

David Rafael provided the following background information:
-

-

-

-

-

Provincial Environmental Assessment for the Narrows Inlet Hydro
Project (NIHP) has been completed and an Environmental Certificate
has been issued.
Narrows Inlet Hydro Project includes three separate powerhouses.
BluEarth Renewables Inc. is a new partner in the project. They
purchased the project from the previous owners (name of company?).
The current issue regards BluEarth’s application to the SCRD to
rezone the sites from R2 (Rural Two) to I9 (Independent Power
Project).
The application to rezone the sites was anticipated by the SCRD and
documented in the SCRD’s submission to the BC Environmental
Assessment office.
In addition to rezoning, the project will require building permits and
may require temporary use permits.
SCRD does not anticipate that additional public consultation is required
for rezoning due to the extensive consultation and community
engagement undertaken as part of EA process.
The main concerns voiced at public consultations held during and
leading up to the EA application regarded impacts on Ramona Creek
landowners and IPP’s in general.

Jared Sproule of BluEarth Renewables provided the following information:
-

Company Background:
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–
–
–

BluEarth has projects across Canada focusing on small hydro,
wind and solar.
BluEarth is owned by the Ontario Teachers Pension, a stable
and well funded backer.
In addition to the Narrows Inlet Hydro Project, BlueEarth
acquired the Tyson Creek IPP (Tzoonie watershed), and the
Culliton Creek IPP (Squamish).

-

Project Planning and Timelines:
– BlueEarth is currently completing environmental certifications
that were conditions of NIHP Environmental Assessment
certificate. Jared will follow up with details.
– BluEarth is also working on finalizing design and engineering
details.
– Road and bridge work is expected to begin by the end of 2015.
There are existing forest service roads in the area, but many of
the existing roads need repair.
– Construction phase is scheduled to begin in early 2016.
– Target for completion of project is November 2017.

-

Community Engagement and Consultation:
– BlueEarth has been building relationships with the Sechelt
Nation and with landowners at the Ramona Creek subdivision.
– So far community response to the Narrows Inlet Hydro Project
has been positive.
– The Sechelt Nation is partnering with BluEarth on the project
and support the project moving forward.

-

Ramona Creek Subdivision:
– Owners at the Ramona Creek subdivision still have concerns.
– BluEarth has committed to honour any commitments made to
the Ramona Creek community by the previous proponent.
– BluEarth is committed to building relationships with members of
the Ramona Creek community by keeping then up to date with
the development process and timelines.
– The potential effects of the project on property values at
Ramona Creek are uncertain.
– The degree to which noise pollution will effect the Ramona
Creek subdivision is uncertain. There are ways to mitigate
noise pollution with alterations to building design. Also, the
Ramona Creek properties are well-forested, which is often an
effective buffer against noise. It is difficult to predict the amount
of noise pollution that will reach the homes at Ramona Creek.
– The system will not operate during periods of low water flow, but
during freshets and high water levels the system may run day
and night.
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In discussion of this item the following points were noted:
-

Public Consultation:
– Landowners at Ramona Creek have been very vocal in their
opposition to the project.
– Their main concerns are that the project will cause noise
pollution and reduce property values.
– Some property owners at Ramona Creek are also concerned
about water quality as their water comes directly from the creek.
– Under its previous owners, the Tyson Creek IPP had serious
issues with the stability of sediments on the shorline of the lake.
A lot of sediment sloughed into the lake and ended up in
Narrows Inlet. Has this potential vulnerability been addressed in
the Environmental Assessments for the NIHP?
– The Sunshine Coast Conservation Association (SCCA) issued a
complaint in the 2012 EA about inadequate public consultation.
This complaint was issued when the project was under the
management of the previous owner. Is BluEarth open to
revisiting public consultation?
– It might be worthwhile for BluEarth to host some sort of openhouse or information session. And open-house or information
session would provide an opportunity for community members
to meet representatives of BluEarth and to receive information
about the project’s development and timelines. An article in the
local newspaper would also serve to introduce BluEarth to the
community and inform residents of the development plans and
timelines.

-

Environmental Concerns:
– The BC Environmental Assessment Act is unlikely to provide
adequate environmental protection. The Act was dramatically
changed in 2002 and is considered by many to be deficient in
regards to legal, environmental and First Nations issues. For
example, the Provincial EA process does not meaningfully
consider cummulative environmental effects of previous human
activity.
– The creeks and rivers of the region (e.g. Tzoonie River)
historically supported vast quantities of fish and wildlife.
Development projects ought to consider how they might
contribute to restoring the former wealth of the river systems.
Investment in restoration of fish stocks is particularly important.

-

“Option Two: Bylaw 310.165 Not Proceed” would negate further SCRD
involvement and is not supported.
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-

“Option One: Bylaw 310.165 receives First Reading and Engagement
Commences” seems to be the most sensible course of action.

Recommendation No. 4: - Agency Referral of Bylaw 310.165 – Narrows Inlet
Hydro Project
That the SCRD carry forward with Option 1: Bylaw 310.165 receives First
Reading and Engagement Commences.
Recommendation No. 5: - Agency Referral of Bylaw 310.165 – Narrows Inlet
Hydro Project
That the SCRD recommends BluEarth Renewables Inc. provide Ramona Creek
landowners with an information package and offer direct avenues for Ramona
Creek owners to come forward with questions and concerns.

4.2

Proposed Recovery Strategy for Red Knot and Proposed
Management Plans for Oldgrowth Speckleberry Lichen,
Band-tailed Pigeon and Pacific Great Blue Herron, Species
at Risk

In discussion of this item the following points were noted:
-

Red Knot:
– Traditionally, large numbers of this species migrate between the
Canadian artic and South America.
– It is an uncommon visitor to the Sunshine Coast (2 records).
– Only a few local people have the skills and qualifications to
recognize the Red Knot.
– General measures to protect foreshore habitat and intertidal
zones will benefit Red Knot and many other species.
– Protection of muddy flats is particularly important.
– Potential sites include Oyster Bay estuary in Pender Harbour,
Wilson Creek (Chapman Creek) estuary, and Porpoise Bay.

-

Oldgrowth Specklebelly Lichen:
– Difficult species to identify and there are no records of it
occuring in the SCRD.
– Difficult species to develop public support for conservation.

-

Band-tailed Pigeon:
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–
–
–
–
–

Many Band-tailed Pigeon were seen on the Sunshine Coast this
fall.
Formerly a popular game bird.
Declining populations have been attributed to logging in certain
biogeoclimatic zones (and various other causes).
Rely on fruit bearing plants found in lower elevation old-growth
forests.
In the Chapman and Sechelt Landscape Units, old-growth
stands in the lower elevation Coastal Western Hemlock very dry
maritime sub-zone (CWHxm2) and the Coastal Western
Hemlock dry maritime sub-zone (CWHdm) occur at less than
3% and approximately 3% of their historic inventory,
respectively. It is only in higher elevation biogeoclimatic subzones (e.g. Coastal Western Hemlock very wet maritime) that
the amount of old growth present increases to 12-18% of
historic inventory levels.

-

Great Blue Heron:
– Most relevant of the species discussed to residents of Sunshine
Coast.
– Threats include disturbance and predation at nesting sites, and
disturbances (e.g. dogs) on beaches.
– Require tall trees for nesting and sometimes nest in large
colonies.
– Have certain levels of protection as they are a migratory bird at
risk, however enforcement of rules and regulations is difficult.
When nesting colonies are disturbed or destroyed officials have
shown a reluctance to press charges (e.g. clearing for a Powell
River playing field).

-

Information about the locations of species at risk and their habitat,
could be used to inform planning in the district.
SCRD does not have mandate to do comprehensive mapping.
Increased public awareness about species at risk and threats to their
survival would be useful.
NRAC members are invited to submit individual comments on the draft
recovery documents to Marina Stjepovic at the SCRD by September
30, 2015.

-

Recommendation No. 6: - Proposed Recovery Strategy for Red Knot and
Proposed Management Plans for Oldgrowth Speckleberry Lichen, Bandtailed Pigeon and Pacific Great Blue Heron, Species at Risk.
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That NRAC members will submit individual comments to Marina Stjepovic at the
SCRD by September 30th.
Recommendation No. 7: - Proposed Recovery Strategy for Red Knot and
Proposed Management Plans for Oldgrowth Speckleberry Lichen, Bandtailed Pigeon and Pacific Great Blue Heron, Species at Risk.
That the SCRD explore methods to improve public education about species at
risk in the district.

MEMBERS REPORT:
Dan: Pink salmon returns to Jervis, Narrows and Salmon Inlets are astonishingly
large. The numbers of salmon observed this year well exceed historic records.
This news is especially encouraging because Pink and Chum salmon provide the
building blocks necessary for other Pacific salmon species to thrive. The Pinks
and Chums bring nutrients into the river systems. Coho and Spring salmon fry
and smolts feed on these nutrients. In addition, cutthroat trout, mergansers and
gulls feed on the fry of the Pink and Chum salmon.
It is unknown why this year’s run is so large. Pink salmon are the least loyal of
the Pacific salmon species to their native stream. Pink salmon returns at the
Fraser River are currently well below expectations. Is it possible that the Fraser
Pinks have chosen to spawn instead in our local rivers? Whatever the
explanation, we are very fortunate to see so many Pink salmon returning to the
area and expect it will bring benefits for years to come.

NEXT MEETING
November 18, 2015 (7pm at Rockwood Lodge)

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting of the Natural Resources Advisory Committee adjourned at 8:40.
pm.
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ANNEX J
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Roberts Creek (Area D) Advisory Planning Commission
Minutes of September 28, 2015
Roberts Creek Library, 1044 Roberts Creek Road, Roberts Creek
Present:

Bill Page, (Chair), Mark Lebbell (Area D Director), Michelle Morton (Area
D Alternate Director), Peggy Martin (Recording Secretary), Barry
Morrow, Jeffrey Abbott, Marion Jolicoeur, Dana Gregory, Gerald Rainville,
Heather Conn and Denise Woodley (Alternate Chair).

Also Present: Sven Koberwitz (SCRD Planning Technician) and Teryl Mullock
(Architect for the Schrober application)
Absent:

Brock O’Bryne

1.

CALL TO ORDER: 7:00 p.m.

2.

AGENDA: The agenda was adopted.

3. 1

MINUTES: The Roberts Creek (Area D) minutes of July 27, 2015 were
approved as circulated. (DG/MJ). M/S/Carried.

3.2

The following minutes were received for information:
3.21

Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of July 29, 2015.

3.22

Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of July 28, 2015.

3.23

Elphinstone (Area E) APC Minutes of July 22, 2015.

3.24

West Howe Sound (Area F) Minutes of July 28, 2015.

3.25

Natural Resources Advisory Committee Minutes of July 15, 2015.

3.26

Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of June 23, 2015.

3.27

Planning and Development Minutes of July 9, 2015 and September 10,
2015.

Request from APC: The APC asks again whether the printed package we receive
can be reduced to not include the printed minutes found in section 3.2. All
committee members have access to these minutes in the electronic version
that we also receive and believe the printed version of this section is a waste
of paper, time and energy to prepare.
4.

NEW BUSINESS:

4.1

DEVELOPMENT PERMIT (VARIANCE) APPLICATION NO. D‐137 (MULLOCK
FOR SCHOBER)

Teryl Mullock (Architect) described the history and siting of the existing house at
3463 Beach Ave. The existing house sits about 8 metres above the seashore and has
views to the Strait of Georgia. The current house predates SCRD permits and has
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been renovated, but has uncertain foundations and needs to be rebuilt. The owners
want to preserve the views that they have now in the current home.
The current home is setback from the natural boundary of the ocean by average
16.5 metres (page 4/7 of application). There is a curvature in the shoreline, which
affects this calculation. The architect drew a number of cartoons (i.e. semi realistic
drawings) to show how the shoreline curvature would require building a house with
a concave front, if the new house was to conform to a 15 metre setback from the
natural boundary. A variance for the setback (to 13.3 metres) is required because
the new proposed house is convex shaped (i.e. sticks out at the front, Appendix A of
proposal).
• Thus the proposed house is in violation of ByLaw 507(2) in Roberts Creek, which
requires minimum 15 metre setback from the natural boundary of the ocean.
• As well, there is a further requirement in Bylaw 507(2a) that parcels with an
existing waterfront dwelling located between 7.5 to 15 metres from the natural
boundary shall have new construction sited at least at the average waterfront siting
of the existing waterfront dwelling.
• A MAJOR QUESTION of APC was whether the proposed new residence should be
considered under ByLaw 507(2a), because although the existing residence is set
back an average of 16.5 metres from the natural boundary, it does have one corner
that is 13.5 meters from the natural boundary.
Does this single point measurement invoke Bylaw 507(2a) and require the new
house to be built with an average setback of 16.5 metres? If so the requested
variance is much greater than stated in the application.
• If only Bylaw 507(2) applies, then it is expected that all parts of a new build would
be at least 15 metres from the natural boundary. This would still move the house
forward compared to the existing house.
• APC questioned whether the house could be built to conform to a setback of 15
metres. The architect said yes, but it would require more site preparation to match
levels with the driveway, etc.
• The architect suggested that conforming to a 15 metre setback would have a
detrimental effect in views from the house. This was hard to understand, since
current view that the owners want to preserve is from house with a 16.5 metre
setback.
• APC suggested that if the proposed house was rotated about 5 to 7 degrees, then
there would be no issue with setback. The architect suggested this could have a
detrimental effect on views.
• The architect suggested that if the neighbours to the east built a house with
minimum 15 metre setback, the proposed new house at 3463 Beach Ave. would lose
some of their views. However, this was merely speculation and dismissed by APC.
• It was noted there was no recommendation from SCRD regarding acceptance of
this proposal. As well, the architect said that the plans for the house are preliminary
and this application was exploratory, to see if a variance was possible.
2
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MOTION: The APC accepts the oral recommendations of the SCRD planner to allow
the variance for 3463 Beach Avenue, Roberts Creek. (GR/DG). Defeated
MOTION: We do not support the variance at this time as we need more information
to make an informed decision‐ both from the neighbours and the SCRD. (BM/JA).
Carried by majority.
Advice to SCRD:
• We feel the application should clearly state whether the siting of the proposed new
residence is limited by Bylaw 507(2) only (this is a new build), or by Bylaw 507(2a)
as well (if the siting of the present house influences the siting of the new house),
with reasons stated by SCRD.
• A clear majority of APC were not in favour of the variance. This section of the
bylaws was written after extensive consultation with the community, through the
work of the foreshore committee. If we go to the effort of making these rules, why
should we discard them just because a property owner wants to do something
different? New builds must conform to the current rules and regulations set forth
by the community.
• The variance seems to be related primarily to capturing a better view and wishing
to minimize site preparation. But a new build with a 15 metre setback would be
further forward than much of the current residence, so there should be no loss of
views currently available.
• The architect said that the proposed residence could be sited to conform to a 15
metre setback. As well the house could be built with a 16.5 metre average setback,
using the present footprint.
• Feedback from the neighbours could be useful. Calculation of the average
waterfront siting of the proposed new house (with variance) would have been
interesting.
4.2. APC ORIENTATION MTG: There is an October 6, 2015 Orientation Meeting set
for the APC members and their secretaries. Attendance is voluntary.
5. DIRECTORS REPORT: The Directors report was received. SCRD staff is putting
together a 5‐year work plan. 16 planning documents were done – there were over
1,000 recommendations. Staff have whittled this down to 120 or so which were
presented to the Board as a proposed 5 year focus. Mark wants to check the list of
priorities with APC, OCPC and RCCA.
Michelle Morton introduced herself as Mark’s new Alternate Director.
6. NEXT MEETING: 7:00 pm Monday October, 26, 2015, 7:00 pm, Roberts Creek
Library, 1044 Roberts Creek Road.
7. ADJOURNMENT: The meeting was adjourned at 8:30 pm.
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